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LOP En,_!ncerir:_Note
To:
From:
Subject:
Distribution
B. A. _ttman _
RG_,sio:_s to Photog:raphic Subsystem Reference ._andooo:._u" '_
L-OI8375-RU
Minor re%-isions to PS hardwar_ aince the publication of the PS Reference
Hs.uc'bookrequire certain ninor modification_ to the content of this h__na'oook.
The data presented in this note sh_aid be in'corporated by holders of "_he
presently issued document. It is !eft to the discretion of _the user tc mo_fy
his ccT_y of the h_ndbook in the most convenient mariner. _zis v_no__neerln_ Xote
contains both d=-!etions and revisions recuir_d to make the decrement c_sistent
with present hard_e design.
PS Reference "-_ ' _' ....h_.dboo_ :-,o_flca_ons
Page 2-42 - paragraph 2 - _-_ sentence. Change to the follo_tng:
_In the reverse film direction, ShE, _E; RLE _nd other C_= logic conzro!s
the fiLmsupply motor"
Page 2-42 last p_.ra_apho D_Io _e the _: _r_ two sentences. "Supply Ioooer full
: (SIS) terminate the reverse operation". Replace the
sentences _th the foilo}ing - "In the reverse direction the filr ad-
vance motor is z_ma)_y on if the supply motor is cn and the supply
looper is elcctrica].ly empty, if the supply loo_er contents increase
to greater than electrically empty or a logic condition is created _r_ch
te_,-ml,"natesupply motor operation: fi___,advance motor operation will
C_ase°"
Page 2-43 - first sentence. Delete the sentence "At _he end of ......
until CLE cmd RLE are reached". Replace_ the s_,._....e,_e _ith the __o-_u,-._g_'''_"-
"At the end of each readout operation (during final readout) the advance
motor ooerates, to move film tHreugh the ca,,era at a rate equ_v_e._-_ -_ to
the take-up rata of the supply spool until CLE and RLE are ac_hieved or
; until some other-1ogiccondition terminates supply motor operation."
•Page 2-44 - first sentence_ delete _h_ • . . •8e_enee ':It _i! also . read-
. , _.....the foilo:dng "i'_ _i!out operation" Replace the sentenc_ _'_ -
also turn the take-up_-ive OF? in the :ind forward zc&e (after Eiz_t
clear) _d te_.inate reverse supply motor cp.aration after each eozplete
readout operation". .?
Page 2-1h - Paragraph 2.2.4.i.7, second linz. Delete the fourth word _d---ycr_.
-2-
Page 2-45
- second para_raph. Last two sentences. .... Deletethe last two _entences.
as follows: "RLE is also ...... . PS final _readout-out mode".
Replace the sentences :clththe following: "RLE is also a condition for
turning the take-up drive OFF in the PS wind forward mode and is a eondi-
ti_ for turning tho nupply motor OFF in the final _eadout mode. RFL
_.Ii tmr_,inate the quick look readout mode and will inhibit takeup motor
r6verse operation in the PS final readout mode".
Page• 2-47 - Figure 2-2 - After the title in the diagram .Index cam" - Add the
word "schematic" in parenthesis.
Fags 2-50 - paragraph 2.2.4.2 (d), line I0 - Change to: "(d) Wind up on takeup
spool after fin_l readout (wind forward mode)" _ .
Page 2-50 - paragraph 2.2.4.2 (b), line 14_. Change to: ,b) Wind up on. supply
spool after final readout".
Page 2-52 - Paragraph d - Title. Change title to "Unwind fro._ the takeup spool
for quick look and final readout".
Page 2.-52 -first paragraph, 3rd, and 4th sentences: Delete the sentences as
follows: "When the ..... inch-per-minute."
• Replace the sentences with the following: "When the readout electronics
• ON c_w_nd (SPC-3) is given, the takeup motor fills the takeup looper '
if the take up looper memor 7 indicates that the last condition of the
looper was empty. The readout drive pulls film out of the ta/<e up
.. looper at approximately 0.27 inches per minute".
Page 2-52 - paragraph d). Add the follcr_ing paragraph to the subsection d)
.... as follows: "in final readout the film handling system un_cinds film
from the takeup spool in the same manner as above. However, if the
h-frame capacity of the readout looper is reached, the electrically
full signal inhibits any further takeu p reverse drive operation but
does not turn the readout OFF_,,
Page 2-52 and 2-53 - paragraph e - Delete subsection e and replace _Ith the
following. "e) _Indup on Supply Spool after final r eadout. During
this mode of opera_,_Tiim is transportea Iroe _ne reaaout looper
to the supply spool. When the readout electronics goes _o the film
that .hasbeen readout and stored in the readout loop_Jris pulled out
of the readout looper, through the free wheeling processor/dryer
and through the norm-_lly empty camera storage looper by the supply
spoo ! motor. The camera film advance drive is enabled in the reverse
direction to assist the supply motor in overcoming the tension losses
t_hrough the system. The torque of the film advance drive is refaced
.... in the reverse direction by a dr0pping resisto r in series with the arma-
ture. Because of the reduced motor torque and the logic associated with
the supply looper, film is moved by the film adv_ance at a rate equal
to the supply spool takeup rate. The rate of film movement through
the film advance mechanism will equal %he average rate of the Supply
tM_eup.
The supply motor drive and _he camera _film advance motor drive are
controlled in the following manner:
.... I
I
i
:[ ._"
.i" L . _
!:
_,i_. _..._
"L/ "
.3. ¸ L-0?5!53-iT
I) The supply motor is O_I if the car.era storage looper and the readout
lo_per are NOT electrical empty.
2) The cervera film advance motor is ON when the supply motor is ON
and the supply looper is less than electrical empty.
_fnen both the camera storage and readout loopers are empty, the supply
motor is tuzu_od OFF which in turn,sheets the camera film advance motor
0FF."-
Pa_ 2-53 - paragraph f, fifth sentence' Delete the sentence: "This co,and
• camera advance drive." Replace the sentence with the
foho'_ng:" "This co_n_nd releases the readout drive clutch (sets
the readout release me_,ory) and supply motor drive clutch and turr_s
on the c_m,era-advance drive in the forward direction."
• Page 2-112 - second paragTaph, last two sentences: Delete the sentences as
follows: "if the readout . . . . . . thee4 loopers are ezp.ty".
Replace the sentences with t_e'foilo_ing: " "'_en the read.at is turned
OFF, film is pulled from the readout looper and wound on _.,e supply
spool by the supply spool drive motor and the reverse camera film ad-
vance drive motor until both the readout and camera storage loopers
are e,_pty".
Page 2-i14 - first paragraph, last two sentences. Delete the sentences as
follows: "Film is run ..... areboth er,pty." Replace the sentences
_,-iththe follo-_,ng: "The advm%ce motor is on when the supply motor is
on and the supply looper is electrical empty. The supply motor iS on
if the camera Storage and readout loopers are not electrically empty.
Tais film movement continues until the camera storage and readout
loopers are empty. • _ _ ..
Pages 2-134 through 2-1h2, section 2.4 - delete section 2.4. The info.-F,ation
presented in section 2.4 has been modified and the modifications are
covered in the enclosttres to Kodak letter L-O25140-OU, dated 4/11/67,
subject: "Additional Material for PS Fault Isolation Procedures at
sFOF". _.
Page 2-130 - first paragraph, second sentence. Delete the sentence as follows:
gh •"Throu _e io c . ........ . for;ard direction." •
Page 2-152 - paragra2_h_2.5.2.1.I - add item M as follo_,_: "m) Camera forward
memory off C-A_." ....
Page 2-153 -paragraph 2.5.2.1.1: Ch&n_e equation to the foll0_ing:
I (RI! . _"S-_-. -_4C'. BCO + PPS + RTC-!6) * RTC-5] .
BEE = --
Page 2-163, paragraph 2.5.2.2.7 - Delet_ paragraph 2.5.2.2_7: Add ne_,,oara_raph
a= follow_: "2o5.2_E.7 - Czmera Motor Reverse (C.%5-7) (Sheet 2)
CAS-7 = CAS-15 . SLE
The c_mera motor reverse signal is available if the.supoly _otor iSh0NTe(CAS-13) _.nd if the supply looper empty signal (SLE) is" present•
Z B •
I
i
i
T
I
I-4r • _-_5153-:_
presence of thSs signal enabie_ the c_era motor 07i sinai CAS-5.
Page 2-i65 - para_aph 2.5.2.2.!.2 - D_iete parao_r_ph 2o5.2.2._2 - Add a ne_.,
ragra_h 2.5.2.2.12 as fo!lo,^_: "2.5.2.2.12 ° Supply Motor O_,r
Reverse Orgy) (CAS-13) (Sheet 2) -
The supply motor on signal is enabled onlY if all of the fcLlo-__ng
conditions are in effect: ,
i) Tne solar eclipse memory is not ON TS-2
2) The readout enable signal is on ON
• 3) The _%nd forward memory is not on
4) The Bimat is clear BMC-
5) Either the camera or read.at storage loopers _ _. "
are not e_pty CLE _ _E
The presence of this signal disengages the supply brake.
Page 2-171 - Logic diagram sheet 2 - D_!ete sheet 2 of the CCP logic diagram,,.
R_place the logic dlagr_m= sheet 2, __th the attached revls_d lo==ic
diagr&m. -.
The PS R_ference'Eandbook _=:as r_vie_.:_=dto correct the areas associated
hLith d_sign revisions since the d_-te of_sue of the han_oook. In general other
r._nor _rrors such as typo=_raphical errors _,er_ overlooked if _ey did not have
_-,y effect on the operational under_tan_ing of the PS. This note contains all
corrections required as a result of hard_'__-ez.odifications &nd a seoond note
_!i not be required as mentioned in discussions _ith op-=rations personnel
and inplied in the statement of work for correcticns to the PS Reference Hand-
book.
; ,: .' .... '- . ......... _ ....
. . Bernard A. _tt_an
BAW:aem " " • - " .... / ! .. . -_ ,,,
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Subject- Additional Yateria! for _ Fault Isolation Procedures at SFOF
Peference: Boeing T;_ 2-h551-02'5626, L-O2h99h-XU, dated 5/23/67
C_nt!ez,,en: _ " . .
'Based upon events during _:_ssion iIi, Kodak ,.;asasked to sub___t
additional material on the Photographic Subsystem. The material attached
is a condensation and/or restatement of data provided in other :<odak Docu-
r,,entswkich makes the information more __sible mud available for SFOF Opera-
tions oersomnel. .
_.:......... --- Enclosure I is a summer-/of PS heater status in _ opera-
tional modes. The temperature set points for each heater are nom/m=-i values.
During a _ission it is recom,mended that the values for the PS being fIo'_%%be
entered. This data is available in the aoplicable PS data package.
•Enclosure I_ is a s_,n_ar7 of the note,el power and current
d_-a_,mby various PS components at a voltage "of 30.5 vdc. Initial stall current
values for several components are given. These ,values' can be used in conjunc-
tion _ith the heater inhibit status chart to deterz6ne the nord_a! current
status of the PS during any PS operation.
•Enclosure Iii gives nominal po:;er profiles for various PS
•operating _,odes. Notethat these po_.rerprofiles do no_ include pokier dra;,-n
b-j envlro_T,ental heaters..• These power profile_ _,us_ be used in conj_ncti0n
-_%h Enclo.=ur_ I which gives PS environmental heater status.
I
I
"" 'Enclosure IV gives a procedure for placing the PS in a
safe •condition for failure analysis. This enclosure also gives a _eneral
Eaide to the nature Of potentially catastrophic failures..
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Enclosure V gives a matrix listing indihations of a po,+_r
i.-.ter_-aptionor a transien5 _fnich causes a Preset Po_r Sign_ ',_.t_d_nthe ?S.
Enclosure VI lists recove__j procedures that should be
followed to re-establish prop=r PS logic states after a p_er interraption.
"The data furnished by this letter is the data requested by
Part B of OCN-12 to Boeing Work Statement LO-_681!_. Part B of OCt! 12 _,as
a Statement of Work for Data to. Suppierent EK PS Fault Isolation diagrm_,s as
detailed in reference T_FX. This completes Part B of OCN-12. Part A of O_,,T-12
was completed _fnen a course of instruction on PS operation ";as presented at
Boein G during the week of 4/3/67.
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In thc :'TindFom<ard "_[ode,all P.S. _heaters are i._iqiblted"wYi!athe
c_mera r,emo_j is on.
in the Bimat Cut -.'.[ode,all P.S. heaters•are i_-hibitedwhile the Bizat
cut r,emor/ is on (from exs--cutionof Bi_x,at cut co._,Tm_udto BC0, B_ret
cutt_-roff, signal). '
In the Heater Inhibit Node, the processor and d_--y_rheaters are iv_,ibited
•unlessB_,_, Bimat enable, signal is present.
4. _-i PS heaters &re normally in?_bited during camera operations a_d during
readout, both li_ted and firml.
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Photo.-trashlc Subsystam 3_¢er Profiles
Enc Zcs'm--e IZI
" _l}r r--
.,u.-02 _.u.. _-_,.,
The attached graphs sho_¢ a no:r_nal profile of p_:er coms,'-ption by
the .ohotoEraoi"J-c.subsystem. "Ent_£ _o._-_oand c0rol-=tlon, of the zajor op_rat-'ng
modes _z she:re. ',_ere applieable_ hycli.uZ of comoozents w,_cn n-e not _,era-
ring continuously is in_.cated. Those graphs do not show the cons_J_,_tlon o£
pd'_r by en_.ro,_uental heaters. The heater l,_n_b__ stat_-'schart pro_-dea
sho'_ the temperature set points for h_ater operation. Po',._rfor heater_
should be added _..henapplicable.
i
The profiles sho_m were based uteri _u inout voltage of 30".5 vdc to
the PS. The p_.rer sho_,r_indicates-zaxLmum continuous power dra_m by componehts
during non-transient conditions.
" For assistance in datermining details of power cons_uotion, the PS
Component P_ger Su.,-tr,ary sheet can be used. Note that the foi!ot.f.ng components
are continuously drawing power in all PS modes of operation.
!nstrum,entation O°2h watts
• ' -" CCP Control Log__e '_ ""._) _zatts
• : Reference Frequency C_no 0.i_ _¢atts
S-_eep and S_mc T-__C 0°09 :_'atts
-,. Reference Voltage Generator O.h6 _.:atts
.." .-. : Continuous .:Time Supply Losses O.50 watts
" : . DC/DC Converter losses 9.6h _atts
Haaters Controllers 0.6% watts
- .. :. ':.i' -..Total Standby Po,,¢er 13.6i watts
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Co_r,ponent •Po_'er E1:,c_:,a'_-y(20.5 VOC)
-<
l{o_al
• 6.7
1£.8
9.0
19.9
12.5
25.0
0.84
6.7
3.3
8.8
6.5
3.7
55.0
0.24
1.93
0.14
0.05
2.0
0 46
0.9
18.9
3.2
9:o
10.3
3.5
0.5
9.64
7.0
2.75
4,1
8"31
7.77
9 0-3
16.7
4.65
18.2
18.0
,.,.c,.?:,Shutter ;.:oter
_<" _'-,'tter ::otor & Solenoid
_._.',':'.,_:-'.;DG%:_'O _.C. pU.o,,.. _.O_O.
2:" Exposu:'e Adjust ::o'cor
_ii.': Advance Motor 3ral_e
V/'- Sensor and Electronics
-'C & ",>D _,'OtOr
D,=.t-_ElectroniCs & 2inlight
Z c ;-_i}'-2n0o2 Brake
fu_ply-Spoo! 2.:otot
--ke uo Motor and Braise
£u-,-/_v Spool Clutch
_-,_adout Scanner Ciu%ch
-imat Drive Motor
21 -_,_ Cutter
-'its. trur.entation
CCP Control Locic
=-,c=o'."ence Frequency Generator
-_'_.'aeoand S!_,c Logic
Phozor=ulti_iier Tube and Supply "_
Aefeu'ence Voitace Generator .-
Viieo ;m'pli fier -.--
--....... Sync & LST Power
:-igh Voltage Supply & Beam X B
Lz_.-:, /<,,ode !,:o=or • .
3:a_dout Scanner ,Motor
Conzlnuous Prime Supply Losses
2C/DC Converter Losses
Cs:,:era Shroud& Film Cassette Heater
_-: Lens Heater
2<" -& 8Q,_ ;';indow Heater
Up=or 2ressure Shell •Heater
"ower Pressure Shell },eater
Processor Heater
2_--zer "{aater
Zi;, Dase Area-#! Heater
Fin Base Area #2 keater
_?in Base _ea _'_-Heater
_ach :_eater Controller (10)
. . . -.
",7ormal
Current
.796
.616
.295
,652
• .410
•820
.0275
.219
•108
.289
•213
•121
.103
1.81
.0767
.0632
.0046
Ck -
.0016
.0i5l
'0295
.62
.105
.295
.338
.1!5
.0164
.316
..... .229
.090
.13"
.273
.255
.298
. 4s
.15£
.597
.5£0
0.065(0.65) 0.002 (0;02)
[ JL
_t'_ t" o ,'--m, --T,
L-02514,5-OU
Stall Current
If ;m_liczble
.50
_O_5
.670
.45
2.45
i:ote 1
1.29
NA
NA
.40
=0
XA
NA
.180
NA
NA
NA
NA
NA
_7.
_TA
:,TA
I,:A
"2A
•*h
.40
.220
NA
NA
NA
xa
NA
,NA
_"A
NA
NA
/.CA
*.. ° ,
k'2..
_oze ,.-,: The V/H ,sensor motors (scanner, me=or,,-, m,,ee_ and Crab) can pro-
"uc = varying staii currents depending upon the V/H rate at the time of stall.
-_°e scanner, .memory and crab motors associate! circuitry will limit stall
cu22en=s to 120ma per motor. A stalled sweep r:.otor will develo_ s%¢6ep error
2o,i:_c that will drive the sweep control• voltage •to the upper li_.it and produce
-- =u-_ current of 250 ma. .......3" ]| • :
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PHOTOG?J:X-._C SU_2SYSTEM AUOJAL±nS - OE,,',,,_.L
In general anomalies in the PS can be categorized as follows:
l) A condition which is non-normal and stable. Exanples are: _u
erroneous to%al shutter cou_ut, _.n erroneous total film advmnce for a photo-
grapl_Zzsequence, a change in processing rate or possibly an erroneous readout
looper cont.3nt. ., ,, . ,- "
2) Conditions are non-normal and changing. Examples are: A ran away
t_e-up reel, a ran away c_era v?_ch __l! not stop advancing fiL_ or _n in-
creasing temperature.
The first category is genera_Iv a less dangerous situation with the
exception of an anomalous current indication. • In _eneral, the first category
of failures does not require as rapid attention as the second.
The second category of failures is generally indicative of impending
catastrophe and quick action _uld be required.
i.m2ort_ut: The first action that should be taken in the event of _n _.nomaly
tha t cannot be ex?lained immediately and appears to be potentially Catastro-
p.hic is to issue a Solar Eclipse On command tothe PS.'
A series of co,ands is listed which _i!l place the PS in a sm_e mode
for failure analysis for sll PS operating modes. The co_m.nd_ are listed in
order of effectiveness _nd in an order which reflects the relative Lmportance
of a potential anomaly. The co..-tmAudsequence should be fol!ovmd _nd repeated
um.til indication of results is obtained from telemetry. The command sequence
is as follows: .•
•. ,. . .
.... _ " i) Solar Eclipse On plus _Readout-D_ive or:
2) Consider necessity of placing prdgrammer in •inf__nite jump (spacecraft)
., 3) P_adout Electronics On ':._ ., ' "
_) vl,_off -" ....-.--;_""' ..... .."..." '.._" '
55 Readout Drive Off ....;.,, "..'.. ' , ' -' ;. -
:". 6) Readout Drive On .... , ' • .... :" " .-, ' , ..... . "
, .,, . - . J .
. 7) Camera On • ;._. - ....
' 8) V/H Off :-:;
9.) Heater Inhibit On ":
Important: The above general listing will cover the majority of anomalous
conditions that could arise. It is emphasized _ha_ the cognizant analysts
should not be required to follow this sequence without exception. Analysts
.must have the autho_ty to modify the above sequence _nen in their Jud_ent
a better course of action is desirable, .... '.- "
......" ..' "_ '"_::......- ""!_" .'" - :.i,-.i ' ".
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The a_tached matrix represents a simplified method of i/entifyln_
_2.-ptors of a pc;ter interruption in all modes of photo subsystem activity.
However, it musk be kept in ,-/nd that presence of single indication does
not dat_rJ:,ine a photo subsyste_ power interruption. _ _i1 indications for
each P.S. mode respectively must be present to definitely d_.ter,;d.nea power
interruption. Some of the lis_ed indications are only applicable during mode
transitions, These are: •
a) V/H Sensor fails to turn on
b) C_,era fails to turn on
c) Processing fails to start
d) R/O Electronics fail to turn on
if a p_.:ar ir.terruption occars, one of these indications will be present
-'hen attempting a mode transition from any of the 3 Standby modes or Wind
Fo.--,_ardnode to any •other logical P.S. mode excepting the Sola_ Eclipse r_ode
and _he .3 St_.ndby )_odes. '-
Most Lndications listed in the matrix are readily observable by
teierP_t.--jvalues. Reset of the shutter speed setting is not. if a pOt•met
iz-erzaption occurs, the shutter speed will not be in sync _ith the te!emetr 7
in.cation. Cycling through shutter speed setting will provide the required
indication. This sequence can be performed in the safe solar eclipse mode.
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PHOTO SUBSYSTEM
RECOVerY PROCEDURZS FROM
• -" PO'_F_/L/NTE_UPTiON
OR'
VOLTA_. _,'YikNSIENTSWHICH CAUSE GENERATION
• " -, OF A PRESET P@_R S!G_L_L
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V/H mode before Bimat clear " I) Exscute solar'eclipse on cormand
Photographic Mode gith and .2) Verify all indications of po:mr interruption
without V/H . " ..
Processin_ >[ode "i '" i "3) Deter_,dne if necessary to jump progra-,_r_erto
• .::.. . ....: '../.:. prevent execution of SPC S.E. off. J_mp
- .... ... programmer if necessary.
Processing St_dby Mode h) Execute Wind Fo_-_ard On then R/O Drive On.
Bimat cut Mode '. Re-estab_sh shutter speed lo_ic.
•Li_,_[tedR/O l.[odeafter R/O 6) Execute Solar Eclipse Off and return to normal
_lectronics on Co_m_and operation.
ii'",nited R/0 Mode after 2nd R/0 ': 7))i..Re-istablish focus and gain settings during
Drive On Co_.m_d .- ._ " next scheduled R/O .....
.° ..... "' • , .' ./ . ,. " , - _ .. ./ - - . • "
• .:. . . . , , .
Li,,nited R/O Standby ........... :"_":: ". :, ......
.............. . _-o .
Solar Eclipse Mode before Bimat ............ '" " " ':
clear .i,-.'. -.•i_ ::_::_'.,.' -":":. : :i-/ ! :. ": : " . '
• .. _- ..... :,."' '":: TABLE El . :
" : " _ : """ :" :'-::_! • - REC0V-_Y SEQVSH_
_[ODE " " .......... " ' ,,,. ,...- - "..
_ :_ '.-,:o':•- "/-, . • )-,:',,. _., o -
Limited R/O.after 1st R/O,Drive '-;i) Execute Solar Eclipse On command ,..
On Coz,.mand. " ....... "' " -
-i.2) Execute R/0 Drive On and Ve._ify R/O Electronics
: :.•.:"-!,,'ii."i':i:"'.•::"::::;'";i.i!i::!'i'::3) ' Perform steps 2 through 7 of Table I "
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TAB_ IIl
MODE
a) V/H Mode after Bimat Clear i)
b) }.TindForward :{ode 2)
• . °
c) Final R/0 after R/O Electronics 3)
On Co,_and
o .
d) Final R/O after 2nd R/O Drive on 4)
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_COVERY SEQb_ Z'!CE
Execute S.E. On Coz,_mand
Verify all indications of power inter.-cption
Determine if necessaz 7 to jump pro_ram_.er to
prevent execution of SPC S.E. off. Jc_,@
pro_r_.%mer if necessary
Progr_ single frmme c._mera mode
e) •Fir_l R/0 'Stana_oy Node ' 5) Execute C_.mera On Cor_and.
. . . . . .
f) Solar Eclipse Mode after Bizet 6) Execute Solar Eclipse Off C_and.
Jt
As soon as possible after Step _6, execute
Camera On Co.and.
. . . , .
Execute Bimat Cut Con.mend and Return to Normal
OperAtion. -
Re-establish focus _nd gain' settings during
next scheduled R/O.
IV
Execute Solar Eclipse On Co,,_and
Execute R/0 Drive On Co.and and verify R/0
Electronics go off.
Perform steps 2 through 9 of Table iiI.
m
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i.i GENERAL ;
The purpose of this _ocument is to present selected pertinent data concerning
the Photo Subsystem (PS)under one cover. The document is intended to
serve as (i) an aid in gsining sn over-all knowledge of the PS, end (2)
a qulcl_, ready reference for opersti0ns support personnel in the field.
The document is divided into the following eight ms Jot sections:
Section
•
5
6
7
'v
o_c ¸
Introduction
The Phot0 Subsystem: PS operatlonsl
description, component descriptions,
sketches, schematic drawings, photo-
graphs, etc.
comm_nds: Commsnd subsystem, method
of commsnding, format, etc.
Video Telemetry: Description of
system, composite video slgnsl.
Function Telemetry: PS telemetry
points, description of TLM link,
ty!oicsl schematic drawings.
•Resolution snd Smesr: Definitions,
predicted opticsl performsnce, tri-
bsr vs crater resolution.
Exposure: Photometric function,
shutter speed vs solar phase angle,
tone reproduction data.
Numerical Summsry
-/
r
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Various sections of the documentwill be redundant _ith other sections
at times; this _s donefor the sake of clarity and to preserve the
integrity of each section.
The documentwasproduced during the period' 27 December1965to
15 March1956.
1.2 MISSIONANDOBJECTIVESOFTHEPHOTOSUBSYSTEM
The primary objective of the Lunar Orbiter missions is to obtain topo-
graphic data of the lunar shrfece to aid in the selection of "lauding
sites for the Apollo mission. Secondarymission_obJectiyes are to
secure information about the slze and shapeof the moon,the properties
of its gravitational field, and Ihnsr environmental data.
A two-stage launch vehicle consisting of an Atlas (SLV-3) primary
booster and sn AgenaD (ModelSS01B)secondstage will boost the
spacecraft int_ s translunar trajectory via an earth p_rking orbit.
Shortly after separation from the Agens, the spacecraft will deploy solar
panels and antennasand maneuverto acquire the Sun, ensuring po_¢erand
communications. After passing through the VanAllen belt (after shout
6 hours of flight), the Csnopus sensor will be turned on and a star mcpping
procedure will t_ke place to ensure posltive identification and acquisition
of Canopus. The attitude control s_ubsystem will msk_ commanded maneuvers
and maintain spacecraft attitude throughout the remainder of the mission,
using reference i_Iormstion provided by the Sun and Csnopus sensors.
Based on analysis of tracking data, one or more mid-course ccrrection
maneuvers may be executed using thevel0cltj control subsystem.
C'--
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As the spscecrsft spproaches the moon, the velocity control subsystem
will be used to inject the spacecraft Into sh Initial lunar orbit.
Approxlmste parsmeters for this orblt are:
Inclination 12.5 degrees
Apolune !850 km
Perilune 200 km
W "The spacecraft i_l occupy this orbit while tracking dsta is acqulred
to analyze the characterlstics of the lunar gravitational field before
transfer to the lower altitude flnal Orbit. Photographs can be taken
while in the iultiel orbit and read out to determine the necessity for
t
sdJustments to the PS resd-out system.
After sufficient dsta has been _cquired from the In itlsl orbit, the
veloclty-control Subsystem will be used to place the spscecraft In a
final oWolt. The approximate parameters of this orbit are:
Incllnstlon 12_5 degrees
_polune i850 km
Perilune 46 km
_e spacecraft will then be commanded to tske appropriate photographic
sequences ss it passes over predetermined cress. Between photogrsphlc
passes, limited read-out csn be commanded _0 verify correct operation
of the spacecraft, if time permits. When film exposure 8nd processing
hss been completed, the reed-out of ell photogrsphlc frames will take
place during earth/sun viewing periods.
I
i
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SECTION 2.
P T.OTOSUBSYST ' :
The purpose of this Sectior. is to describe the operation of the P_:_oto
Subsystem (Ps)in detail and to include a detailed description of the major
PS components-. Sch@_natlc drawings, logic diagrams, and pho_ographs a_'e
included. . " . .
2.1 OPERATION OF THE 19HOT0 SUBSYSTEM
The'PS is designed to photograph ".he lunar surface, process the exposed
film, scan _he proces'sed film with a flying spot, and provide video signals
to the communications subsystem for transmission to the earth.
_he specified PS p%otographic requirements are to obtain:
a. Photographs of .8,000 square kilometers of the
lunar surface at a ground resolution of one
meter.
b. Photographs of _0_000 square kilometers of t.he
lunar surface at a ground resolution of eight
meters.
The subsystem must operate _Ithln constraints imposed by power, film supply,
earth/solar eclipse conditions, film set and Bimat stick contraints, and
processor and read-out speeds. The system is designed to conform with the
weight Specification of 137 pounds.
To accomplish these objectives , the PS uses two separate lens systems to'
photograph the moon slmultanecusiy at both high (one meter) and moderate
(eight meters) resolution. Both lenses photograDh in discrete frames
,i
°
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rather than in long strips as is the case with some aerial camera systems.
The number of frames to be exposed can be selecte_ through commands to the
PS Command Control and Programmer unit (CCP).
The high resolution lens is a 24-inch focal length, 6-element refractor
having a relative aperture of f/5.6. To reduce image smear %o an acceptable
level, image motion compensation (IMC) is provided with the platen moving
approximately 0.3 inch at the correct velocity during the exposure. The
platen movement is limited to one direction (parallel to _he film_ width)
by the camera. Spacecraft attitude control is used to align the platen and
image motion vectors. The 2h-inch lens system uses a focal-plane shutter
whose curtain velocity is constant at all exposures. Slit widths of 2, l,
and 1/2 inch are programmable to provide nominal exposure times of 1/25,
1/50 and 1/lOO second, respectively. The moderate-resolution lens is a
commerical Schneider Xenotar having a focal length of 80mm and stopped
down to a relative aperture of f_/5.6. A between-the-lens leaf shutter is
used with this lens, providing exposure times of 1/25, i/50, and 1/100
second. IMC is also used with this system, with the platen moving at the
correct velocity as with the 24-inch system. The iMC velocity required
for each lens is determined by the V/H (velocity/height) sensor whose
' " r
output is in the form of a cam which drives the 24-1nch platen whenever
the V/H is operating. _ The 80-mm platen is coupled to the 24-inch platen
by a lever arm which drives it at a reduced velocity to provide IMC. The
relationship is:
Velocit[ • platen velocity ,
Height lens focal length
,_ne drive velocity for the 80-mm platen will therefore be slower than the
24-inch platen drive velocity by a factor of 7.6.
p-%
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As PhOtographs are taken st controlled
•rapidly into the camera storage looper.
intervals, the exposed fil_. _oves
At the completion of photography,
these frames are drawn out of the camera storage looper and are processed,
dried, and woUnd onto the take-up reel. Processing takes place at a
nominal rate of 2.4 inches/minute. The camera storage looper has a capacity
of approximately 20 frames, each of 11.7 inches length.
Two modes of'photographic data transmission are provided by.the PS design.
In theflrst mode, called the limited read-out mode, film is wound off
the take-up reel, scanned by the read-out system, the video data transmitted,
and the scanned film stored temporariiy in the read-out looper. The read-
out looper has a maximum film capacity equal to 4 frames. When the info__n,a -
tion contained on these four frames has been transmitted, the film is wound
back onto the take-up reel. Final photographic read-out, the second mode, is
performed by cutting or utilizing all the Bimat in the processor and running
the film backwards through the system during read,out. The readrout looper •
is used in conjunction with the camera storage looper during final' read-out
to sense tension and to control the motor in the supply spool (which takes up
the resdlout film).
Read-out is accomplished through the use of the read-out chain. A small
(6.5-micron diameter) spot Produced by s cathode ray tube and condensing
optics is swept across a strip of the developed film for 8 distance of
0.105 inch, parallel to the long dimension of the film. The density vari-
ations of the negative film Pr0duce variations in the brightness of the
transmitted spot. The transmitted (modulated) light signal is input to a
photomultiplier tube and Conve_ed to an electrical signal _hich is then
amplified, transmitted to the ground, and reconstructed to.produce a photo-
graphic image. The Spot sweep takes place st the rate of 800 cps, with the
spot being blanked during_the sweep return. The spot is advanced across•
2'B
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the film by moving the condensing lens at a uniform rate across the width
of the film through a distance of about 60 mm. FiLm scan is thereby
accomplished electrically at a sweep rate of 800 cps and mechanically at
a sweep rate of approxlmately 0.3 cps (one complete Scan every 22.02
seconds). ..
During read-out, the negative film is advanced sequentially through the
read-out gate in O.100-1nch increments, called framelets. Since 0.105-
inch increments are covered by the flying spot, _ certain amount of over-
lap between framelets will occur. The scanning rate is such that approxi-
mately _6 minutes are required to transmit an entire photographic frame
(conslsting_of one high and one moderate-res01utlon photograph) to the earth.
Additional detail concerning the operatio n of the PS components is contained
in paragraph 2.2. A detailed description of the sequence of events and the
various modes of operation is given in paragraph 2.3. A block diagram of
the PS is given in Figure 2-1.
2.2 MAJOR CORL_ONENTS OF TP_ PHOTO SUBSYSTEM
the Components discussed in this paragraph)
(See 2.7 for _photographs of
,."7".
e..-_
• w
r
2.2.1 Command, Control and Programmer (CCP)
The CCP is the component Within the PS which controls most of the PS func-
tions, acting as an interface between the Boeing command subsystem and the
PS. The CCP receives the commands from Boelng and, through the Use of
digitai logic, produces control signals to operate the PS. All PS commands
are routed through the CCP except those associated with performance adjust-
ments (Camera Shutter Advance, Line Scan Tube Focus , and Photo Video Gain).
'!_11
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In addition, the CCP is the sourceof most of the digital telemetry data which
is used to indicate the mode of operation, the n_Woer of frames taken, and
the verification of commands.
The CCP operation can be described by referrihg to eleven modes of PS
0peratton. These modes, which are listed below,' are described in paragraph __
2.3, Modes Of Operation.
Mode
Fnotographic
v/x
Processing
Processing standby
Quick-look read-out
standby
Quick-look read-
out
Final read-out
Final read-out standby
Bimat cut
Wind forward
Des crip}ioD
Camera is DN.
V/H sensor is operating.
Processing is takingplace.
Processing could occur but no film has been
exposed,
Processing is inhibited by the read-out release
and read-out is not taking place.
Read-out electronics memory ON or spot-stop sw[$ch
OPEN, and Bimat has not cleared the processinz dr'_r..
Same as quick-look read-out but the Bimat has cleared -}
the processing drum. _.
Bimat cleared, wind-forward memory OFF, the read-out
electronics memory OFF, and the spo$-stop switch CLOSE_-!
Bimat cut occurs, and Bimat clears the processing drum _'_
After bimat cut and clear, film transport logic
switched to enable movement toward the take-up reel.
PS operational mode when spacecraft is_ot vie_ylng
the sun. All PS operations inhibited'except standby
power and minimum environmental power.
Solar eclipse
Five tables concerned with CCP inputs and outputs are included as Tables 2-1
through 2-5. For convenience, each table is describedbriefly below.
2-6
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Description
A list of the input commands to _he CCP from Boeingj
along With one hard-line command which comes through
the test point connector.
A list Of the telemetry points which are output from
the CCP. The telemetry monitors are separsted into
.two groups, one for command verification, and one for
fur,ction monitoring.
A list of the control signals which are provided to
the PS by the CCP in response to the commands from
Boeing inTable 2-I.
k list of the input sisals which the CCP requires
from the PS to provide telemetry monitoring of the
internal state of PS components. A reference fre-
quency input is used by Zhe CCP to provide 50-
cycle and 400-cyc!e power to the PS, and to generate
4OO-cycie timing data.
A list of the 6 outputs from the CCP to the test point.
• .
.- _..
"? .
2.2.2V/H Sensor
TheV/H sensor is an electro-optlcal device which measures the rate and
direction of image motion appearing in the image plane Of the24-1nch
lens. Because Imagemotlon results from the velocltyof the spacecraft
with respect to the lunar surface, and because the image-mot!on rate is
also dependent on the dlstance (altitude) of the spacecraft from the
lunar surface, the V/H sensor output is directly proportional to
Vehicle velocity and Inversely proportional to object' distance (vehicle
al.tltude).
\
The V/H sensor has two outputs. One is a mechanical shaft rotation pro-
portional to image motionwhich drives the camera platens through a cam
and lever arrangement. The second is a d-c voltage proportional to the
misalignment Of the-image velocity vector and the camera-platen velocity
vector. ."his electrical output is the crab-attitude error voltage. • The
crab-attitude error voltage is input to the attitude control subsystem
2-7
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TABLE 2-1
CCP Ihq_JT COF2._d_DS FROM BOEING CO_ZJS_D SUBS.V_TF/_
EKC Designation Functicn .. Action
sPc-_ v/H OFF
SPC-2 -Camera ON
SPC-3 Read-out electronics ON
RTC-5 Reed-out drive ON
RTC-6 Reed-out "'ar_v__ _ CFF
RTC-8 Cut Bimat-end photcgraphy ON
PSC-9 Inhibit all heaters ON
RTC-16 Wind forward ON
SPC-18 Soiar eclipse ON
SPC-19 Sclar eclipse CFF
SPC-26 Fast camera rate Sets camera framing rate
SPC-27 Slow camera rate Sets camera framing rape
SPC-28* Frame count A Sets n_oer cf exT_osures
SPC-29 Frame count not A Sets nu_.ber of exposures
SPC-3C Frame count B Sets number of exposures
SPC-3i Freme count no_ B Sets number cf exposures
in addition, there is cne ccr_,and it.put from the test-poln_ connector to _he
CCP. This command is }CuC-2, Focus Test Command, and its function is to
inhibit film advance after exposure. It is used during %est only.
_v
*One each of commands SPC 28 or 29 and SPC 30 or 31 are given as a two-blt
binary code to specify the number of exposures tc be taken.
2L8
FI |'
j--
TBC*
Desi_nstion
PCO1
PC02
PC 15
PC 16
PC09
PCIO
PCI!
PCI2
Pc20
PB04
• TABLW_ 2-2 "
CCP TELEMETRY OUTPUTS-
Commsnd Veriflcst!on Telemetr_
EKC
Designstion Function
CTL-8 V/H ON/OFF
CTL-9 - _.Csmers ON
CTL-15 Frsme rste or
Csmers exposure .
CTL-16 Solsr eclipse ON
OFF
PTL-22 Cut Bimst - end
photogrsphy
RTL-28 Resd-out elec-
tronics ON or
Wind for_s rd _.
RTL-29 " Resd-out drive ON
OFF
RTL-31 Line scsn tube focus,
Photo video gain
ETL-_O Inhibit _iI hesters
Function Monitoring Telemetry
Designstion
CTL-6-1
CTL-6-2
CTL-6-4
CTL-6-8
CTL-6-16
Function
Shutter
* The Boeing compsny
L-018375-RU
Associsted
Commsnds-EKC
Designstion
SPC-I, SPC-&
SPC-2
SPC-26
RTC-7, SPC-27
SPC-18 _
SPC-19
RTC-8
SPC-3
RTC-16
RTC-5
RTC-6
RTC-II,
RTC-13,
RTC-9
RTC-12
RTC-I&
Rems rks
o-3!electronioc unter(bins. l
J
_. _ j
k.
i
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TDC
Designation
FB05
PCO3
PC07
EEC
Designation
CTL-7-1
CTL-7-2
CTL-7-&
CTL-7-8
CTL-7-16
CTL-IOs
CTL-10b
CTL-IOc
PTL-18
TCi
TABLE 2-2 (Continued)
Function
Platen
Camera program
setting logic
Bim_t clear
Other Telemetry
Time code interrogation
Remarks _
0-31 electronic counter (bins.'-y)
Camera framing rate
(CTL-IOs) and frame
count (CTL-IOb and c)
_itch
j.
,w?
,2
.p.
2-10
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Control Signals
EKC Designstlon
CAS-I
CAS-2
CAS-3
.cAs-4
cAs-5
cAs-6
CAS-7
CAS-8
CAS-IO
CAS-1!
CAS-12
CAS-13
CAS-12
CAS-15
CAS-16
CAS-17
CAS-18
CAS-!9
CAS-20
CAS-21
" TABLE 2-3
CCP OUTFJT SIGNALS TO THE PS
Appliceble
Subassembly
Camera electronics
Camera electronics
Camera electronics
Structure electronics
Camera electronics
Processor/dryer
Camera electronics
Camera electronics
Structure electronlcs
Read-out Control electronics
Camera electronics
Csmere electronics
Read-out control electronics
Read-out control electronics
Read-out control electronics
Structure electronics
Hester controls on pressure
shell
Heater controls on pressurel
shell
High voltage power supply
Processor/dryer
>9 837 -R 
Function
Camera film drive forward
Draw vacuum and clamp film
80-mmshutter
V/H reley state (Enable logic
shutter also present but no
longer used)
Camere film drive OFF/ON
Bimat cut
Camera film drive, •reverse
24-inch shutter
:
Reisy state, read-out electronics
R/O forward release
Supply brake 0N/OFF
Supplymotor 0N/OFF
Take-up forward
Take-up reverse
Take-up 0N/0FF
±20 and +6.3 volt converter
ON/OFF .
Heater inhiblt_ day
"Heater inhibit, night
High voltage converter
ON/OFF
ProcessOr dryer hea_er
0N/0FF
• . •. ,
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TABLE 2-3 (Continuedi
Motor Signsls
EKC Designstlon
MS-I end
MS-2
YS-5 snd
FS-6
_S-13 8rid
_Z-14
MS-9, M_$-lO,
_$-i!, MS-12
Appiicsb!e
SWosssemb!y
Csmers electronics
Resd-out control electronics
Processor/dryer
Reed-out control electronics
Fun ction*
2_-Incn shutter motor
Scsnner motor
Bimst motor
LST snode motor
Other Signsls
PPS
ORF i, 2
Csmers electronics, photo
video chsin 3 snd sweep &
sync
Structure electronics
Power preset signsl
Reference frequency
for humidity sensor
* See psrsgrsph 2.5 for sn explsnstlon of She function of the motor
signsls
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Deslgnstlon
CVI-1
CVI-2
cvi-3
cvi-_
cvi-5
Signal Desi_ation
S_
S_
C_
CLE
RLF
RLp •
R_
TLF
TLE
BMC
S_
IMC
SST-
SKL
TABLE 2-4
coP ntPUT SZ0WA_ _0M _:_ PS
Command Veriflcstion •in2ut Signals
J
Function.
Camera exposure increase
Line scan tube focusincresse
Line scsn tube focus decrease
Photo video gsin incresse
Euoto video gain decrease
PS Switch Input Signals
Function
Supply looper full
Supply looperempty
Camera looper full "
Camera looper empty
Read-out looper full
Resd-out looper psrtlal
Read-out looper empty
Tske-up looper full
Take'up looper empty
Bimst clear "
Spot stop
Draw vacuum snd clamp film
Shutter start
Shutter limit 80mm
Comma nd_Item
RTC-7 "
RTC-II.
RTC-12
RTC-13
RTC-!h
t
•-L-OI8375-RU
Telemetry Item
EKC Designstlon
.... RTL-31
.RTL-31
RTL-31
Subassembly
Supply looper
Supply •looper
csmers looper
Camera looper
Read-out looper
Read-ou_ looper
Resd-out looper
Take-up,looper
Take-up looper
Processor/dryer
Opticsl mechsnlcel scanner
V/H int ervs lomet er
V/H Intervsl0meter
80-ram Shutter
2-!3
"_ .• , ,'
i"
, t
'.,.,
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i • _-
Si_.nsl Deslgnstlon
E0S
BC0
BCI
SLT
FSS
SF2
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TABLE 2-h (Conminued)
Function
End of film advance
Bimst cut power OFF
Bimst cut inhibit
24-inch shutter limit
switch
Focus stop
Subsssem_ly
Csmer8 sdvsnce metering
encoder
Processor/dryer drum
Processor/dryer drum
24-1nch shutter
'Opticsl mechsnfcel
s csnner
C_her
Reference frequency input Reference frequency
generstor
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De si_nat ion
TPL-7
TPL-8
_L-9
TPL- i0
HTL-I
HTL-2 ....
TABLE 2-5
CCP TEST POINT OUTPUTS
.. _anction
-" Z
>
Referenqe frequency
CCP output I.(solar eclipse memory)
CCP Output 2 (wiffd forward memory)
• t
CCP output 3 (camera memory)
2_-inch shutter action "
2_-inch platen motion
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to provide a control signal for spacecraft yaw (crab) atti:ude. (See
Figure 2-2 for a functional diagram of the V/H sensor.)
The V/H sensor consists of the fcllowing components:
a. Scanner head
b. Scanner carriage
c. Scan optics
d. Optics carriage
e. V/H structure
2.2.2.1 Operation of the Sensor. The V/H sensor views the lunar surface
through a portion of the field of the 2_-inch lens "Which is ou_slde the
normal image format. A small (1/8-inch diameter) circular aperture, located
near the edge cf a rotating disk, transmits li_at rays from the lens image
plane to a photomultiplier _ube throu_ a series of mirrors which are
aZtached to the disk. The disk rotates at _000 rpm. T'ne effect of the
scanning process is to sweep out an annular ring on the lunar surface
(at the rate of one scan every 0.015 second). Figure 2-3 is a sketch
of the V/H sensor operaticn. The photomultiplier tube responds to varia-
tions in the lunar surface brightness within the a_n'alar ring, producing
a t_e-varying electrical 0utput. This output is then quantized by passage
through a Sc_hmitt trigger. The output cf the trigger essentially reduces
the scene output tc either white or black. If the light intensity is
abcve a predetermined level, the trigger produces a fixed voltage (÷a, or
black). This quantized signal is then fed to the processing circuitry.
Between two successive rotations of the scanner disk, corresponding portions
of the lunar scene will have moved sli_atly as a result of normal image
motion produced by the movement of the spacecraft. The sensor contains
tracking optics _hich shift the image, opposing the motion of the image,
and attempt to reduce the scene shift between scans to zero. This action
also is illustrated in Figure 2-3.
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The V/H tracking mirrors are moved by a closed-loop servo system in
response to an error signal. When the error signal is zero, the tracking
optics are shz. t_ng the image at the precise velocity required to null
the velocity of the image. The mechanism whi_ moves the tracking mirrors
provides an output (a mechanical cam-shaft rotation) to t_.e 24-inch platen,
which drives the platen at the correct velocity and compensates for image
motion during the exposure. _e 24-inch platen, in turn, drives the 80-mm
platen, by means of a lever arm, which reduces the LMC motion of the 80-mm
platen by a factor of 7.6. •
When the tracking mechanism reaches the travel limit, it is returned to its
initial position to track another porzion of the surface. During the
retrace _ime, the V/H output shaft continues co rotate at the last determined
value of V/H. After the viewing mechanism has been reset, it is again
driven forward, at the Last determined value of V/H, _ntil a new, usable,
error signal is obtained. The previous tracking speed is, in this manner,
corrected for any change in V/H.
The V/H sensor is capable of following a step change of 1.0 percent with
a time constant of approximately 2 seconds. T.ne sensor can operate at an
average V/H rate-of-change (slewing speed) of 1.5 percent/second, or
greater when subjected to step change in V/H cf 50 percent.
2.2.2.2 Development of the Error Signal. The quantized electrical output
of the Schmitz trigger (see Figure 2-4) is fed to the processing circuitry.
A block diagram of this circuitry is showr, in Figure 2-5.
For the first few scans cf the sensor, the switch in Figure 2-5 is in
position 2; the quantized signal is alternately recorded and erased on the
magnetic drum which is run synchronously with the scanner (actually, the
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drum is on the inside of the scanner head). After a short time, theiast
recorded signal (Signal B - from a single rotation of the scanner) is held
in memory on the drum. The next signal, from the next single rotation of
the scanner, will be of exactly the same shape(that is, width of the
quantized pulses) because no appreciable scene content change has occurred,
butdlsplaced in time by an amount proportional t_ the difference between
the actual lens image .velocity and the V/H tracking velocity. This second
signal is called Signal A; the signal is processed with the switch Set to
position 1.
Signals A and B, both having a duration T, are then processed, producing
an error signal which is used to correct the V/H tracking velocity. -The
development Of the error signal is shown in Figure 2-6. In this figure,
signals A and B are shown displaced by 5.microseconds. Signal C is
generated by displacing signal A by 20 •microseconds; signal D is Signal
B plus 20 microseconds]
In the processing circuitry, it is necessary to compare both the absolute
displacement of A and B as well asthe sign of the displacement (that is,
leading or lagging). This is accomplished by generating signal AD, such
that:AD is present at the gate only when both A and D are high, and
signal BC which is generated in the same manner. By way of summary, the
signals are listed below. .
Pulse Duration Relative to A
(seconds ) (mi cros econds)
A
B
C
- D
AD
BC
T
'T
T
T
•
T-(2o-t)
o.
Zero
t
+ 20
t+20
t÷20
+ 20
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The width of signals AD and BC is thus S fun6tion of the parameter t,
the amount that slgnsl B leads or lags signal A. By suStrsctlng signal
BC from signal AD, both the magnitude andthe polarity or the error (t)
will be known. See Figure 2-7.
In sdditi0n to the error signal AD-BC, the processing circuitry generates
the signal AD + BC, which is the correlation level. The correlation
(- . ,
level must be great enough to indlcate the presence of s good signal
before the V/H trscklng optics attempt to null the image velocity at
the scsnner.
The V/H error signal represents the sensor tracking rate error from both
the yaw and thrust axes. This is the case because s scan o_ the sensor
occupies a full circle (360 degrees), and because the scanner and memo_j
drum are fixed with respect to the Spacecraft. The memory drum is sho_n
schematically in Figure 2-8. When the scanner output is from the upper
an_ lower areas of the drum (in the figure these are clear), the detected
motion is primarily in the thrust direction. When the scanner output
is from the two side potions of the drum (dotted in the Figure), the
detected motion is in the yaw direction. The thrust-axis error signal
is used to crab the trscklng mirror so that the image moves paTailel
to the spacecraft velocity vector (this reduces theYgw-axls error
slgnsl to zero). The amount of V/H crab necessary to reduce the yaw-
axis error tO •zero is input to the spscecrsft attitude control sub-
"system to correct the yaw orientation.
2.2.2.3 V/H Instrumentation. Flight Instrumentstlon - An analog output
proportional to the mirror tracking velocity (or the V/H value) is tele-
L
metered to earth. This point is CTL-5. Through use of this output, it
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is possible to monitor the actual V/H ratio present in the orbit. The
V/H sensor outp_can then be compared with a calculated V/H ratio as
determined from the spacecraft ephemeris if deslred, to ensure that
V/H sensor is operating correctly.
In addition to the V/H rate, the crab-error Sisal. is transmitted to
earth as telemetry output from the attitude control subsystem (Boeing
Poin_ No. AB06). This data can be used in conjunction with the output
from the other attitude control subsystem sensors to manually align the
spacecraft (that is, by ground command), if the V/H crab output is not
used in the normal closed-loop mode.
Ground Test Instrumentation - For test purposes, the V/H information
derived from the sensor can be overridden by inputs on the test point
interface connector (these inputs are not available in flight). If a
logic-1 Voltage is presented at HLC-3 (V/H override command), and then
an analog voltage (0 to 5 volts) is input at HLC-4 (programmed LMC
command), the rate of V/H drive to the platen will be linearly proportional
to the analog voltage at HLC-4. This procedure is used during .ground tests.
The test point interface also monitors the output of the tach generator
on the mirror servo system. Monitoring the output of this generator
yields a more accurate value of V/H than is possible using CTL-5.
2.2.2.4 Functions Controlled by the _V/H Sensor. The V/H output cam drives
the 24-inch platen (and, indirectly, the 80-_ platen) at the correct IMC
velocity. The sensor also provides a crab-error 0utput, which can be used
closed-loop with the attitude control subsystem to automatically correct
any crab error, or open-loop via telemetry to manually (by ground command)
: i
1
i
_°_
..._
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correct any crab error.
The V/H output cam also drives, £hrou_h a i:i gear ratio, an encoder which
is used with the CCP to provide switching signals to the camera (the
encoder/electronics is called the V/H intervalometer). The functions
controlled by the intervaiometerare:
a. Draw vacuum and clamp film (2h-inch and 80-_m _platens)
b. 80-mm shutter actuation
c. Data iamps'
d. 24-inch-shutter clutch release
e. Initiation of camera film advance (after exposure)
2.2.3 Camera '
j •
The PS camera contains two separate optical systems, one for high resolution
and one for moderate resolution. The optica I systems with their respective
shutters and platens are discussed in the following paragraphs. See
Figure 2-9 for a block diagram of the camera.
2.2.3.1 High Resolution S[stem. Lens - The high resolution (one meter)
lens is a six-element refractor. Each of the lens elements is polished to
a spherical surface; however, zonal evaporationis used for the front sur-
face of the first element of the lens to provide correction to a slight
asphere. The lens is a 25-inch focal length, f_/5.6 systemwith a half-
field-angle of 10._ degrees; the photographic frame produced is 219 x 55 mm.
The depth of focus (for a maximu m loss of l0 lines/mm) is approximately z0.001
inc_ in the image plane.
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To achieve the required on-axis static resolution cf i!5 !ines/mm, the
optical elements are precisely figured, located, and mounted to prevent
distortion of the lens surfaces. To ensure that the plane of best focus
(P!_) remains within the ±O.O01-inch depth of focus, careful attention was
given to the lens mount and to the materials used in the lens components.
Analysis of the lens shows that the thermal sensitivity remains well within
the allowabl6 limit, with the PBF sh_f_ing approximately 0.0007 inch per
i0 F temperature change above or below the focus temperature. Figure 2-10
is a sketch of the lens elements as located in the lens barrel.
For exposure calculations, the lens f/number must be combined with the
transmittance (t) to define the lens speed. Lens speed is stated in
terms of a T-number which _is defined as follcws:
T-number = f/number
V t
"Measurements of the transmittance of this system indicate that approximately
66 percent of the incident ligh t in the 400- to 700-millimicron-wavelength
range will be transmitted to the film plan e (at the center of the 'field).
Therefore :
T-number = _ = 6.90
The 2h-inch lens has'a circular field of view of ±10.4 degrees. However ,
due to restrictions on the width of the film available and the stringent
weight requirements imposed on the PS, only a rectangular portion of the
lens field is used for photography. The rectangular field measures ZlO.2
degrees cross-track and ±2.6 degrees In-track.
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The 24-inch lens represents the optimum for this app!ication. Theoretical
studies conducted prior to designing the systamwere used to relate aper-
ture, focal length, image smear, and film granularity to determine the
optimum combination of aperture, focal length, and film type. The studies
indicated that a 2_rlnch, f_/5.6 iens with S0-2_3 film resulted in optimum
resolution. The 24-inch, f_/5.6 lens msdeby Pacific Optical Corprepresented
the best available off-th_fshelf hardwire for the PS_ Any other lens/film
combination having greater resolving power would •have substantially exceeded
the current 12-pound lens weight.
Platen - The high-resolutlon system photographs the lunar surface
in discrete frames. For a framing camera of this type, the platen must per-
form twc functions:
r
a. The film must be held tightly against the flat platen
to coincide with the flat image plane produced by the
lens.
b. The platen must move the film at the correct velocity
to coincide with the image motion,providing IMC to
reduce image smear to an acceptable level.
After unexposed film has been advanced across the platen, the platen clamps
the edges of the film mechanically. When mechanical clamp has been ComPleted ,
a bellows draws a partial vacuum through small holes and channels in the
platen surface. T_epartial vacuum holds the film tightly against the
platen, producing a flat film plane. The me chanicai clamp/vacuum draw
sequence is initiated by either a control pulse from the V/H sensor or
from the 0._ cps generator if the V/H sensor is OFF. The mechanical clamp/
vacuum draw sequence continues for a to_al of from 0.4h to 2.79 seconds
depending on the V/H rate if the V/H sensor is ON, 0r for 0.625 seconds
if the V/H sensor is OFF. During this time, exposure of the film takes
place. When the mechanical clamp/vacuum draw sequence is complete, the
platen releases the film and the film-advance motor removes the exposed
film from the platen by drawing i1.7 inches of film through the camera.
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During the exposure, the platen moves the clamped film at the correct
velocity to minimize image smear. The platen is driven by the V/H sensor
output cam, with the total travel distance being approximately 0.3 inch.
The V/H linkage is such that the platen cycles continuously at the correct
velocity whenever the V/K sensor is turned ON] Film clamping and vacuum
draw are then programmed at the correct time within the platen cycle.
The shutter assembiy is attached to the camera structure in front of the
24-inch platen. The operation of the shutter Is discussed below.
Shutter - The 24-inch shutter is a constant-veloclty variable-
slit focal-plane shutter and is contained in the platen assembly, The
shutter consists of two curtains which are each stretched between two
rollers. Exposure takes place when the edge of the first curtain moves
across the width of the film, with the edge of the second curtain
following the first at a precise distance. Because the curtaln velocity
is constant, varying the distance between the two curtains produces a
change in the exposure time.
For this shutter, slit widths (or curtain separations) of 2, l, and 1/2
inch can be selected by command. These slit widths result in exposure
times of 1/25, 1/50 and 1/lO0 second, respectlvely_
The shutter curtain-to-film spacing is 0.500 inch, produclng a minimum
shutter efficiency of 8_ Percent, based on a 24-inch, f/5.6 lens. The
shutter ms capable of completing each cycle (forward motion and return)
in O.lO0 second and cycles at a maximum rite of one operation per 1.6
SecoDds. .
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Operation of the shutter is started by a solenoid releasing the screen
rollers; the rollers then rotate at a precise velocity produced bY springs
within the roller spindles. At the same time, a kicker spring assembly
accelerates the shutter-return motor shaft, brlnging the motor shaft to
the correct velocity. When the exposure has been completed, the motor
returns the screens, torquing the spindle springs and re-setting the
kicker assembly for the next actuation. During the shutter return portion
j . L ,
of the cycle, the screens overlap, preventing a second exposure of the "
film. Between cycles, the shutter is closed and llghttight.
2.2.3.2 Moderate Resolution S_stem'
Len.__._s-The moderate resoluti0n (eight meter) lens is a commercial
Schneider Xenotar slx-element refractor. The lens is an 80-mm focal length,
f_/2.8 system with a half-field angle of 28 degrees. To improve resolution,
the lens iS stopped down tbf_/5.6. The lens exposes arectangularfilm
format of 65 x 55 mm. The depth of focus is approximately ±0.002 inches
for a maximum resolution loss of 15 lines/mm. See Figure 2-Ii for a
drawing of the lens elements and assembly.
The axial transmittance of the 80-mm lens over the 400- to 700-millimicron-
wave-length rangeaverages approximately 92 percent, for a T-number of 5.75.
Platen - The 80-mm platen assembly performs the same functions
as the 24-inch platen. The vacuum draw/clamping and IMC functions are identical
to those of the 24-inch platen. However, due to the short focal length of
this lens, the !MC velociiy andplaten trave_ distance are reduced by a factor
of 7.6 (610 mm divided by 80 mm). The 80-mm platen is coupled to the 24-inch
platen by a lever'arm which drives the platen at the reduced IMC velocity
required for the 80-mm lens.
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Shutter - The 80-mm lens uses a between,the-lens leaf
shutter, of the same type as those used in high quality commercial cameras,
to expose the film. The shutter is activated by a small motor and pro-
Vides exposure times of 1/25, 1/50 and 1/lO0 second. The motor runs for
0.200 seconds and both activates and re-sets the shutter during this •time.
i
2.2.3.3 Camera Elec£ronics. The camera electronics ects ssen Interface
between the cCP andthe camera operational functions. This is necessary
because the CCP cannot directly control the relatively high current levels
present in many of the camera components. The camera electronics consists
primarily of switches which control the operation •of the following camera
components!
a. Clamp motor
b. Supply rewind motor
c. Film advsnce motor
d. Supply clutch
e. 80-:m shutter motor
f. 2h-inch shutter motor
g. Film Supply brake
h. Data lamps
In addition, the camera electronics provides a counter and a decoder to
operate the exposure selector.
i
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2.2.4 Film Handling System .
T •
The function of the film handling system (FHS) is to transport and store
the photographic film during certain PS operational modes. The FHS _ransports
film in two directions, f0rward and reverse. During the photographic; pro-
cessing, and wlnd-forward modes, the FHS transports film in the forward direction
(toward the take-up) During quick-10ok read-outandflnal read-out modes, the
FHS transports film iz the reverse direction (toward the supply).
The FHS contains the foli0wing Components:
a. Film-supply drive
b. Film-supply spool
c. Film-supply looper
d. Camera-advance drive
e. Camera-storage looper
f. Bimat-drive/processor-dryer
g. Read-out looper
h. Read-out drive
i. Take-u p looper
J. Take-up spool
k. Take-up drive
1. Film leader •
• 7 := =
Figure 2-12 Shows the logical orientation of these components in the system.
The dashed blocks are not consLdered part of the F}IS but are the PS sections
through which the film is transported. A picture of these components mounted
on a test set is shown in paragraph 2.7.
2.2.4.1 Component Description. The opera_i0n of each component in the film
handling system is described in this paragraph. The CCP signals _ich control
the various FHS components are given; however, no attempt is made to identify
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each of the necessary PS logic conditions for a specific CCP response.
The complete PS logic diagrams and equations are included in Paragraph 2.5.
Figure 2-13 is a diagram of the film handling threadup_: ' L
2.2.&.1.i Film-Supp!yDrive. The film-supply motor drives the supply spool
through a gear train and electrical clutch mechanism. The28-V d-c motor
operates the FHS in the reverse direction only and is turned on by control
signal CAS-13 from the CCP. The drive mechanism is capable of emptying the
film-supply looper at a minimum rate of 3inches-per-minute (see paragraph
2.2._.1.3).
2.2._.I.2 Film-Supply S_ool. The film-supply spool originally contains the
unexposed film. The supply spool also receives and stores the exposed and
processed film during the final read-out mode. This spool is enclosed by a
radiation-protection shield. The film capacity of the spool is 260 feet.
The spool contains an electromagnetic brake which keeps the film tightly
wound except during camera film advance when the supply looper draws film
out with the spool brake released.." Thlsbrake is Controlled by the CCP
control signal CAS-12.
2.2.4.1.3 Film-Supply Looper. The film-supply looper is attached to the
film-supply spool housing and acts as a fil_. storage buffer between the
supply spool and the camera-advance drive. The looper contains three
rollers; the two outside rollers are fixed and the middle roller is attached
to a pivot arm. When film is supplied to the looper, a spring on the pivot
arm exerts tension causing the middle roller to move away from the plane of
the two fixed rollers. A driving force greater than the spring tension will
pull film from the looper, drawing the middle roller toward the plane of the
two fixed rollers.
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The maximum mechanical film capacity of this looper is 3-5 inches in excess
of the minimum thread-up length. The looper spring exerts a nominal film
tension of 1.5 pounds. The looper is capab!e of pulling in and delivering
11.69 ±3inches of film-per-second.
The looper has an encoder with two segments whlch provide supply-looper empty
ISLE) and supply-looper full (SLF) indications. SLE 6ccurs when the looper
contains one-hal_ inch of film or less. SLF occurs when the looper contains
two inches of film or'more. In the forward film dlrection, SLF is one of the
PS logic conditions which control the supply-spool brake. In the reverse
film direction, SLE, SLF and other CCP logic control the film-supply motor.
f :
2.2.4.1.4 Camera-Advance Drive The drive is powered by a 28-v d-c reversible [';'.
The CCP control signalmotor with a gear system and a meterlng-roller mechanism.
CAS-1 sets the motor for forward operation; CAS-I keys a delayed control signal
CAS-5 which turns the motor ON. CAS-5 also releases the drive brake; the
drive then advances film through the camera. The rate of advance is 297 mm/sec _.
(or one frame-per-second). A metering roller accurately measures the quantity _'_
of film being pulled through the camera by the drive. When one frame of film --
has passed the metering roller, an enc0der coupled to the roller sends a signal -_ -
(EOS) to the CCP. which switches the motor OFF.
In the reverse direction, the control signal CAS-7 sets the camera-advance
drive for reverse operation. CAS-7 keys the delayed control signal CAS-5 to
turn the camera-advance drive ON. The drive then pulls film from the camera ....
storage looper and/or the read-out loo_er.,
Supply looper full (SLF) is a logic condition to turnthe reverse operation
OFF and _upply looper empty (SLE) is a logic condition to resume operation.
Camera storage and_read-out; loopers'empty" (CLE andELE," see below) terminate -
the reverse oper_tlon. During active read-out after Bimat Clear the advance
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" drive is inhibited to conserve power, At the end of each read-out operation
i(durlng final read-out) the advance drive cycles film intothe _supply looper
at the same rate as the forward advance rate until CLE and ELE are reached.
Before Bimat clear there is no reverse film movement (other than from the
="take-up _o the read-out loopers).
2.2._.i.5 Ca__mera-stora_e Loo_er. The Iboper is a storage buffer between the
3 • * -' - " " • .
_ camera=advance drive and _heprocessor-dryer. The looper has nine rollers
on a fixed carriage, and nine corresponding rollers on a moveable carriage. The
two roller carriages are mechanically connected by the carriage guide
shafts. Film islooped back and'forth around corresponding roller pairs in the
two carriages. A negator spring exerts a constant tension, tending to pu!l the
two roller carriages apart. When film is supplied to the looper, the spring
tension pulls the roller groups apart, drawing film into the looper.
The total mechanical film Capacity of the looper is approximately 258 inches "
or 22 frames. The looper contents, in a range cf O - 21.5 feet_ are monitored
by a gear-driven p0tentiometer and converted to a O-5-v d-c analog signal.
The negator spring in this ....... " .....looper exerts a constant film tension of 1.75 pounds
. , - , :
regardless of the quantity of film in the looper_ The looper acce_ts film
from the camera drive at a rate of ll.7 inches-per-second and dallvers film to
the processor-dryer ata-rate of _Q to_75 inches-perrminute._ .
There is a two-se_ent encoder switch in the camera-storage looper.
. , t _ii_ _,_ - "
One segment indicates a camera looper f_II-(CLF) conditioni the ;ther indicates
a camera looper empty !_E) condiilon. '": " '"
CLF occurs when 237 inches of film are in the looper; this condition Will turn
the camera memory OFF.., terminating the photographic mode after the advance of
the film £n the exposure Cycle under way at the time of CLF. CLE occurs when
5 inches of film or less are in the looper; CLE will turn the Bimat drive OFF
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in the processing mode. It will also turn the take-up drive OFF in the _zlnd-
forward mode (after Bimat clear) and terminate reverse camera-advance drive after
each complete read-out operation.
2.2.4.1.6 B!mat Drive. The Bimat drive operates in the forward direction only, -c
and advances the photographlc film from the camera-storage looper through the __
processor-dryer entirely by friction contact between the photographic and
Bimat films. The 80-v (p_ak.to-peak) 400-cps motor drives the Bimat processing
L r -
film positively by needle-llke spikes imbedded in the drive roller. The drive
advances both the exposed photographic film through the processor/dryer and
the Bimat processing film withln the processor at a rate of 2.4 Inches-per-
minute. The driveis activated by_-13 and ._-14 motor signals from the CCP. _i
When a Bimat clear (RMC) condition exists (after Bimat has been cut and removed --'
from the system), 'the Bimat drive cannot again be enabled. Then film can be 7_
pulled through the processor/dryer in either direction because •the processor __
and dryer drums are free wheeling.
2.2.4.1.7 Read-Out Lo6per. The looper is a storage buffer between the proc_sor/
dryer and read-out dryer. During processing the looper takes up film from the
processor/dryer. During the quick-look and final read-out modes, the looper
pulls in film from the read-out drive.
The looper operates mechanically in the same manner as the camera'storage looper, i
_ere are eight roller pairsl in the two carriages. Film is pulled in via a
negator spring and pulled Out by either the take-up drive or the reversed _
camera-advance drlve, depending on the operat'ional mode. The looper operates
in the same manner as discussed in paragraph 2.2._.i.5 (camera-storage looper)
The maximummechanlcal film capacity of this looper is 55 inches. The film
content is monitored by a potentiometer which produces a 0 to 5-v d-c
analog signai. A negatorsprlng in this looper:exerts a constant film
tension of 2,0 pound_.
"_.J
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The read-out •looper has a 3 segment encoder which indicates three film-
storage conditions. Raad-out looper empty (RLE) occurs when about 3.5
inches of film Or less are in the looper. Read-outiooper partial full
(RL2) occurs when approximately 5.51inches of film or more are in the
looper (thls is a near empty looper condition). Read-out looper full
(RLF) occurs when about _8 inches Of film (four frames) are in the looper.
RLE and RLP control the take-up motor forward operation in the PS pro-
cessing mode. The motor is OFF until RLP turns it ON, and remains ON
until RLE turns it OFF'. RLE is also a condition for turning the take-u!D _'
drive OFF in the PS wind-forwardmode and is a Condition for turning the
camera-advance drive OFF in the final read-out mode. RLF will terminate
the quick-look read-out mode, but it has no effect on theread-out during
the PS final read-ou_ mode_
i
2.2.4.1.8 Read-Out Drive. This _drlve is an 80-v ipeak-to-peak) two phase
400-cycle, synchronous motor with a gear-clutch-cam mechanism. The drive
performs several functions.
During both quick-look and final read-out modes, the processed film is moved
continuously at a measured rate in the reverse direction by means of a geared-
metering roller. Three cam-driven operations take place: (1) a high precision
cylindrical cam moves the scanning lens across the film (2) a simple cam
operates the film clamp so that focus is obtained (with respect to the OMB
le£s), and (3) a simple cam step advances film in the read-out gate at the
end of each scan. .... .
The" motor is turned ON when motor signals MS-5 and MS-6 are supplied from the
CCP to the read-out control electronics power-switch circuitry. During a scan
of aframelet, the metering roller slowlydraws film out of a loop on the read-
.j •
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out looper side of the read-cut gate and continuously feeds the read-out
looper'. See Figure 2-14. The roller in this looper is connected by a
lever to a sfmilar roller and loopon the take-up side of the read-out
gate. As film is drawn out of the outputloop the lever transmits the
force and. the input loop is enlarged and draws fi_ at the same steady
rate out of the film take-up assembly. Between these loops the film
clamp holds the' film section being 'scanned stationary in the read-out gate.
When the end of the scan (or scanning lens turn-around) is reached, the
cam operatedgate opens and the lever between the loops is cam driven to
move film in step fashion through the gate. The film clamp recloses and
scan resumes back across _he film. The cams are all two cycle to accom-
plish back and forth scan operatlon. The metering roller supplies an
.. .,.
accurate 0.i00 inch of film in each framelet. Tnesequence continues
moving the scanning lens back and forth across the film and advanging
the film through the _ead-out system until the command RTC-6 (read-out
drive OFF) or other PS inhibiting logic occurs. ..
Attached to the cam is a two segment encoder switch whose loglc indicates
two positions of the optical-mechanlcal scanner. The spot-stop (SPS)
condition indicates that the OMS is positioned at its farthest excursion
on the pre-exposed, calibration side of the film where the film clamp is
released. When the read-out is commandedOFF, theldrive mechanism will
continue-untll it arrives at the spot-stop position. Then SPS will turn
the drive motor OFF. During PS modes where film travels in the fo_yard
direction through the-read-out gate, the read-out drive-motor Clutch i_,-_
disengaged by control signal CAB-11. With t_e clutch disengaged and the
clamp released, film free-wheels through the 0MS.
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The other encoder segment generates a focus-stop :(FSS) signal. This signal
indicates that the OMS is positioned over the pre-exposed portion of the film
clamped in the read-out gate. When the read-out drive is commanded ON the
first time, the 0MS will leave the spot-stop position and move the Short
distance to the focus-stop position, where FSS will turn the drive OFF. This
allows the scan llne to be focused and the photovideo gain to be adjusted on
pro-exposed lines in the film by real-time commands. After the read-out drive
has been turned ON a second time by a ground command, read-out scanning is
continuous and FSS will not turn the optical-mechanlcal scanner OFF during
subsequent passes over the focus-stop position. Focus and gain can be subse-
quently checked without turning the read-out OFF by an SPC-3 command (read-
out •electronics ON) whereupon the OMZ will go to FSS position and stop until
RTC-5 is again transmitted.
2.2.4.1.9 Take-u 2 Looper. The iooper is a film storage buffer between the
read-out system and the take-up spool. It functions mechanically in a manner
similar to the film supply looper. In the forward film direction, film is
pulled through this looper by the take,up drive. It performs no storage
function and its contents are indeterminate depending onsystem friction and
film flexibility. In the reverse direction this looper takes in film driven
out of the takelup spoolby the take-up drive motor.
The maximum mechanical film capacity of this looper is 3.5 inches in excess
of the minimum length for thread-up. The nominal film tension exerted by
the spring in the looper is 2.8 pounds.
The looper contains a tw0 segment encoder switch. The take-up looper empty
(TLE) condition occurs on one segmemt when 0.375 inch of film or less is in
the looper. The take-up looper full (TLF) condition occurs on the other
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segment when 2.5 inches of film or more are in the looper. The encoder
conditions control the take-up drive during the PS read-out modes. TLF
will turn the take-up drive OFF; TI_ will turn the drive ON.
2.2.4.1.10 Take-Up Spool. The spool receives and stores film while the
film handllng system is operating in the forward direction. In the reverse-
film direction, it supplies film to the take-up looper. The film capacity
of this spool is 260 feet. The film content is monitored by a gear-drlven
potentiometer which produces a 0 to 5 v d-c analog signal.
2.2.4.1.11 Take-up Drive. This drive is a reversible 28 v d-c motor which
is coupled to the take-up spool through a worm gear. It is capable of pulling
film onto the take-up spool at a rate of 0.3 to 75 inches-per-minute. (The
/
_de velocity variation is due to variations in the various looper duty cycles.)
It is also capable of driving film off of the take-upspool into the take-up
looper at a rate of 0;3 to 75 inches'per-mlnute. The gear system is always
engaged and provides the necessarybraklng action for the take'up spool.
Control signal CAS-14 sets the motor for forward ope_'atlon; CAS-15 sets the
take-up motor for reverse operation, CAS-16 turns the motor ON and OFF.
2.2.4.1.12 Film Thread-uo Length and Twisters. Figure 2-13 is a thread-up
drawing of the film handling system. It shows the film length within and
between components.
Also shown arethelooper electrical andmechanlcal capacities (lengths of
film). The mlnimumthread-up length of a looper is equivalent to the mechanical
empty length. • The total thread'up length a_ launch is 2;_7 inches.
Because of payload space requirements, two twisters are used to change the plane
of the film. One twister changes the film plane by 90 degrees before the film
enters the processor,dryer; the other twister changes the film plane another
90 degreesafter the film leaves the processor dryer.
. L _
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_A change of film direction _s accomplished by rollers on the twisters. These
rollers are desiEned for minimum frict!onai force and Support the film in
such a way that there is no danger of the film tearing as it passes through
the twfsters.
2.2.4.2 Operation of the Film Handlin_ System. A functional description of
the various film handling modes of operatlon follows. A particular film handling
mode occurs for a particular PS operating mode. Not all PS modes have a film
handling mode. •
There are six basic film handling modes, four in the for_/ard direction and
two in the reverse direction:
a. Film advance durlngphotography
b. Wind-up on take-up spool during processing
c. Wind-up on take,up spool after quick-look read-out
d, Wind-up on Sake-up spool after final read-out
Reverse direction:
a. Unwind_from take-up spool during quick-look and final
read-out
b. Wind-up on supply spool during final read-out
These modes are
¥
a.
discussed as follows:
Film Advance During Photograph_. In this mode the film
handling system advances an unexposed frame into the
camera and an exposed frame out of the camera. This
operation begins when the camera-advance drive is turned
on and the camera-advancebrake is simultaneously released.
This drive pulls film from the supply looper. When the
supply looper becomes not full the supply sPoOl brake is
released. Film is pulled from the supply spool into the
supply looper by the looper tension. Film enters the
• J
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looper faster than the camera-advance drive removes it.
When the supply looper becomes full, the supply spool
brake is engaged, and the camera-advanCe drive qontlnues.
The full-not full cycle is repeated Several times until
one frame or il.69 inches of film have been advanced .
Then the camera_advance drive is turned off. The film
driven out of the camera is taken in by the camera
storage looper. The remainder of the film handling
system is not actlveoduring this mode.
Windlup on Take-up $p60i During Processing. During
processing, the film handling mechanism transports the
film from the processor dryer to the take-up spool
where the film is wound up. Film leaves the processor/
dryer at a rate of 2.4 inches-per-mlnute, and is pulled
intothe read-outiooper by the looper tension. Even
though the take, up _looper exerts a film tension dif-
ferential of 0.8 pound with respect to the read-out
looper, the frictional forces in the passive read-0ut
system reduce the differential to approximately zero.
Therefore, film begins to accumulate in the read-out
looper. When 2 to 3.5 inches of film in excess of
e!ectrlcal empty have been pulled into this looper,
the partial-full encoder signalturns the• take-up
motor ON in the forward direction. The encoder-electrical
empty signal provides logic to turn the motor OFF. This
cycle repeats whenever the read-out looper film content
reaches 2 to 3.5 inches in •excess of electrical empty
and if no other inhibiting logic is present.
W_nd-up on Take-up Spool after _uick-Look Read-0ut.
After quick-look read-out, up to 4 frames are stored in
theread-out looper. An RTC-16 (wind-forward) command
sets the Bimat-drive motor enable and switches the film
handling system to the forward direction. If processing
is not inhibited, it also releases the read-out drive
clutch by setting the read-out release memory. The
take-up motor is then turned ON and pulls film from the
read-out looper, • through the read-out system and take-
up looper, and on to the take-up spool. When the read-
out looper is _ty the take-up motor isturned OFF.
2-51
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Unwind from the Take-up Spool for Quick Look
Read-0ut. In this mode, film on the take-up spool
is driven through the read-out system into the
readAout looper. The remainder of the FHS is
inactive. When the read-out drive ON command
(RTC-'5) is given, £he take-up looper fills and
the read-out drive pulls film out of the take-
up looper at approximately 0.3 fnch-per-minuie.
Film driven through the read-out Rate is_pulled
into the rea_-0ut looper by the loopertension.
When the take-up looper becomes empty, the re-
versed take-up drive is turned ON and drives
the filmout of the spool into the looper. The
take-up looper pulls in the film; and when it
becomes full, the take-up drive turns OFF. This
cycle repeats itself as the read-out drive con-
tinues pulling film from the take-up looper. If
the 4 frame capacity of the read-out looper should
be reached, the electrical •full signal turns the
read-out OFF. Other PS logic can inhibit read-
out prior to this time.
Wind-up _ on suPplz spool During Final Read-Out.
During this mode, film is transported from the
take-up spool, through the entire FHS, and wound
on the supply spool.
When the read-out drive is commanded ON the take-up
drive operates in reverse until the take-up looper
reaches electrical full. The read-out drlve pulls
film from the take-up looper. When the take-up
looper reaches electrical empty,the take-up drive
turns ON in reverse and fills the looper, turning
OFF at electrical full. The take-up drive and
looper continue to cycle until the read-out drive
is turned OFF. The film from the read-out is
taken up and stored in the read-out looperS. In a
normal PS mission, sincethe read-out advance rate
is slow (0.3 inch-per-minute)the read-out looper
will never reach full before solar eclipse occurs.
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..However, under test conditions the read-out may
•continue to fill the read-out looper until it is
mechanically full (unlessturned OFF by read-out
= drive OFF). Further read-out operation (if per-
mitted) would supply film for take-up and storage
ii_ the camera-storage looper since the processor-
dryer is free wheeling and looper tension exceeds
thefriction. A full camera-stgrage looper is an
extremely improbable circumstance and no logic
provision exists.
"S
At the read-out turn-off, provided solar eclipse does
not-occur so soon as to inhibit FKS operation, the
camera film-advance drive is enabled in reverse and
it pulls film_from the camera-storage and read-out
loopers. The supply looper takes up the film until
it becomes full. This condition turns the camera
drive OFF, releases the supply-spool brake and
turns ON the supply drive. This drive pulls film
from the supply looper onto the supply spool. When
the supply looper is empty, the supply drive turns
OFF, the supply brake is engaged, and the camera
drive is turned ON. This pulls film from the camera-
storageand read-out loopers. When these loopers are
emptythe camera drive is _urn_d OFF.
f. Wind-up on Take-up Spool after Final Read-0ut (Wind-
Forward Mode I. During the final read-out mode film
is run backwards through the systen_ onto the film
supply spool. If it is deslred to read out the photo-
graphy a second time, the film is transported from the
film-supply spool to the take-up spool (see paragraph
e). This mode can Occur only after Bimat film has been
cleared and the processor/dryer has become passlvej
This mode is initiated by SPC 26 through 31 commands
• to obtain the desired program and by an SPC-2 (camera
ON) command. _hls command releases the read-out drive
clutch (sets the read-out release memory) and supply
spool brake, and turns ON the camera-advance drive.
If the camera-storage and read-out loopers are not
empty the take-up drive will turn ON. When the supply-
spool brake is released, the supply looper fills; then
the supply-spool brake is engaged again. The camera-
advance drive _ulls film from the supply looper and
reduces its contents to less than fu/_l. This causes
2-53
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the supply-spo01 brake to be released, and allows the
supply looper to fill again. -This cyclecontlnues
until the end of the program as the camera-advance
drive pulls.film at a rate of one frame every 2.3 Seconds
or 9.2 seconds depending On the camera'framing rate
selected (because the V/H sensor is OFF, camera-advance
signals are generated by a multivibrator inthe CCP
(see paragraph 2.3.1); the film is taken up by .the
camera-storage looper. When the camera_storage looper
becomes not-empty, the take-up drive is turned ON.
This drive pulls film from the camera-storage looper,
through the remainder of the FHS, and on to the take-
up spool. If a Camera storage looper full condition
.should occur, the camera-a_vance drive ils turned OFF;
however, the take-up drLve continues pulling film from
the Camera'storage 10cper. if this mode is to be con-
tinued, another SPC-2 command has to be sent to restart
the cycle after the camera-storage looper Contents are
less-than-full. .A series of SPC-2 commands are required
to advance the desired number of rewind frames.
. . • ".
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2.2.5 Processor/Dryer
The processor dryer (P/D) is designed to develop, fix, snd dry the Type
S0-243 Film after photography. The film is thus prepared for resd-0ut
(and, incldentslly, is no longer susceptible to rsdistion damage). The
P/D consists of the following components:
" Se
b.
C.
"" de
e.
f.
g.
h.
i.
J.
k.
A block disgrsm
Bimst film
Prooessor (drum, heater_ heater controller)
D_-yer (drum, heater, heater controller)
Bimat supply reel
Bimat tske-up reel
Bimat drive
Bimst cutter (roller, logic elements, electronics)
P/D structure
Diffusion channels
Dry Bimst condition sensor
Bimst clear sensor
of the P/D is given in Figure 2-!5.
2.2.5.1 operation of the p/D. Operation of the P/D begins when the
CCP signal BME (Bimst motor ensble) is given. This signal is dependent
on several PS logic conditions (see paragraphs 2.3 and 2.5); Processing
starts automsticslly when these PS conditions exist (for example, ex-
posed film must be stored in the camera storage looper before processing
can begin). Upon receipt of BME, power is applied to the Bimst drive
motor. Bimst film and photographic film(from the camera storage looper)
ore advanced through the processor. Processing of the photographic
film begins when it is leminsted with the Bimat film in the processor.
The processing continues ss the two films pass 'around the processor drum,
which is maintained st 85 F by a thermostatically controlled resistance
heater. Processing ends when the two films have traveled 310 degrees
around the drum together; a processing time of 3._ minutes. The
film end Bimat are then separated by the P/D; the Bimst is spooled onto
the Bimst _ake-up reel, and the film continues into the dryer portion of
the P/D.
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The Type S0-243 film is wrapped approximately 300 degrees around the
dryer drum; anyone point on the film contacts the drum for approximately
ll._ minutes. The drum is maintained at a temperature of 95 F using a
comblnetlon of thermostetic_llyc0ntrolled resistance heaters and heat
from the Bimst drive motor. As the film is dried 3 the resulting moisture
is absorbed bypotsssium thiocymate crystals held in pads inside the P/D
casing. These crystals maintain relstive "humidity inside the unit at
•50 ± 20 percent. After the drying process is complete, the film leaves
the dryer and passes into the read-out looper which takes in approximately
3-inches of the dried film_ until the KLP switch is acSueted. The take-up
motor is turned on by the RLP signsl, and removes the film from the read-out
looper. See paragraphs 2.3, 2.2.&, and 2.5.
When the photographic portion of the mission has ended, the remaining
3imst can be cut and remOvedfrom the film path to permit the processed
S0-243to run backwards through the system during the final reed-out
mode (or the Bimst can be completely run out, being wound onto •the Bimst
t_e-up spool, thus clearingthe system.
Bimst cut takes place when power is applied to a resistance wire heater
located in a groove in the Blast-cut roller. %_nen power is spplied to
the wire, it becomes red hot, expands out of the groove end severs the
Bimst. (An encoder is used to avoid the application of power to the
wire when the Bimst and groove are about to separate and s catastrophic
psrtisl cut could be made.) When the Bimst hss been cut, the Bimst
take-up motor Continues to operate, pullihg film into the take-up reel
until the Bimst clear sensor indicates that the Bimst has been removed
from the system. When complete, the Bimst tske-up motor turns OFF and
all power to the P/D is permanently inhibited. The P/D then becomes
passive, end free wheeling 3 so pho%ogrsphic film can be pulled in either
the forward or reverse direction through the unit.
• ° ,.
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2.2.5.2 Ms,_or P/D Component s
2.2.5.2.1 Bimat Film. The Blast film is KODAK BLEAT Film (Ester Base),
Type SO-ill. The Bimst consists of s O.O0_-inch-thick polyster film
support carrying s hydrophilic gelsZin layer Which contelns the processing
solution. For s description of the Bimst development progess, see
paragraph 2.2.8.2. ,
2.2.5.2.2
the Bi_t 3
sepsretes them when processing is complete.
Film is advanced through the processor by frlctionsl contact between
the film end the Bi_t (which is 3 in turn 3 driven by the Bi_t drive
motor). "
Processor. The processor ismlnetes the _ype S0-2&3 Film with
holds the two together for the required length of time, end
The processor consists of e cylindrical 3-inch-diameter processing drum,
en internal drum resistance heater with sliding electrical contacts _
temperature control electronicsj and s temperature monitoring telemetry
•point. These are housed in s cylindrical compartment. The drum r0tstes
freely end contains the heater. The temperature control and monitoring
electronics are in the electronics assembly outside of the film enclosure.
The processing time is 3.4 minutes._"_e processor temperature is main-
teined st 85 _ 2.5 F during processing. The drum temperature in s range
of 20 to lO0 F is converted to e 0 to 5-volt d-c analog signal. This
information is obtained st t_lemetry point PTL-20.
2.2.5.2.3 _ •
_e dryer provides the necessary time end temperature to dry the processed
film. This component consists of e drying drum (on which the film is
wound), en internal drum resistsnce heater, with sliding electrical contectsj
temperature control end monitoring electronics (located in the electronics
assembly outside of the film enclosure), and humidity pads. The 9-inch-
dlemeter drum is not driven but rotates freely ss the processed film passes
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through the system_ Humidity pads are located on the inside wall of
the dryer compsrtmeut.
The photographic film is wrapped approximately 310 degrees sround the
dryer drum. The drying time is approximately Ii._ minutes. The
tempersture is maintsined st 95 ± 5 F by s thermistor controlled hester.
Some heat is supplied by the Bimst drive motor. The humidity pads
absorb mostlof the moisture evaporated from the film. A d-c analog
signal ( 0 to 5 volts), proportional to dryer temperature from 40 to
I_0 F, is telemetered via PTL-21.
2.2.5.2.4 Bimst SupplM Reel. The supply spool stores 230 feet of Bimst
film before it is usadfor processing the photographic film. The
temperature within the supply spool Is 60 z l0 F and is psssively msln-
tsined by thermal insulsting materials and surface coatings.
The Bimst supply spool incorporates _padded flanges minimizing the
evaporation of the developing fluid from the Bimst film snd preventing•
edge dryout prior to use.
2.2.5.2.5 Bimst Film Tske-U_ Spqo!. The spool accepts and stores up
to 230 feet of Bimat film after the film hss been used for processing.
The spool is rotated by the Bimst drive motor through s belt-gear
roller mechanism.
The rotstlon of the Bimst film take-up spool is instrumented (PTL-19)
to indicate s train of digitsl 1 logic pulses at s repetition rate of I
to A pulses pertwo mlnuteJ. N0n-rotstlon of the spool is Indicsted by
a lack of pulses.
. , , Ek
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2.2.5.2.6 Bi_tFilm Drive The drive advances the Bimst film from the
supply spool to the take-up spool during processing. The •friction re-
sulting from lamination of the Bimst film and the photographic film
in the processor also allows the drive to advance the photographic film
in the processor/dryer. _ .......
The drive motor is snS0-volt pesk-to-pesk 400-cycle symchronous motor.
It is 10csted centrally in the dryer drum. The motor shaft is connected
by s timing belt end gesrs to the Bimst drive roller. In addition to
the Bimst drive roller, the belt also rotstes s rubber roller which
Contacts the rim of the take-up reel, with s vsrisb!e contact pressure>
csuslng it to take-up the Bimst ss required. A closed-loop, tension
sensing device controls the application of power to the take-up reel,
to match the velocity of the Bimst produced bythe Bimst _riveroller.
When the Bimst drive motor is turned on byCCPsignsls Ms-13 snd MS-14,
Bimst film is pulled into the Bimst take-up spool by the rotation of
_he Bimst drive roller end the take-up spool. As the spool fills, the
wrap-diameter of the spool increases. This action causes the film to
be pulled into the spool st eu increasing rate. Before the film enters •
the spool it passes around s tension roller which is connected by a
lever arm to theshsft with the rubber drive roller. A spring holds•
the drive roller egsinst the tske-up reel rim_ Tension in the take-up
forces the roller sway from the reel sgslnst the spring snd causes s
reduction in the force driving the take-up reel. In this msnnerthe
Z
Bimst film-advance rate remains nesrly constant'
2.2.5.2.7 Bimst Cutter. The cutter is designed to sever the Bimst
film by means of a heated wire. The wire is recessed in s gro_¢e along
the length of the Bimst cut roller. A Bimst power inhibit (BCI) encoder
is coupled to the roller ensuring s correct roller position for film
cutting. When the cut Bimst command is given IRTC,8), the Bimst
advances aud turns the roller until(B-_) is present. Voltage is then
i
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applied to the cutting wire. Current through the wire heats the wire
red-hot and expands it up out the groove so that contact is made vith
the film. The film is severed within five seconds after power is
applied to the hesper wire, but this can be up to one minute after the
Bimst cut command is given. After the film has been severed, the end
of the film is pulled past enother sensor, the Bimst-cut power off
(BC0) encoder. The encoder :senses _hst the film hss been cut and shuts
off the power tothe cutting wire. The encoder signal with the Bimst
clear signal (BMc) permanently inhibits theprocessor/dryer heaters,
the Bimst cutter, and the Bimst drive.
2.2.5.2.8 Bimst Clear Sensor. The sensor is designed to detect that
the Bimst film has cleared the prccessor; s necessity before the PS flnsl
read-out mode can be Inltisted.
The sensor is sn en=oder located in the Bimst film take-up compertment.
After the Bimst film has been cut and the film has cleared the processor
and the sensor, the encoder segment opens, causing s Bimst Clear signal
(BMC) to be sent to the CCP. _C With the Bimst-cut power OFF slgnsl
(BCO) permsnently inhibits shy furtherprocessor-dryer operetlon. Bimst
clear (BCI)indication is monitored by telemetry point PTL-18.
2.2.5.2. 9 Dry Bimst Condition Sensor. The Bimst film is threaded-up
sometime (relatively soon) before launch. The first part of the Bimst
film roll is dry with the dry section of B!mst in contact with the
thread-upphotographic film in the processor_ an indefinite time can
elapse without permanent Ismins_ion of the film and Bimst taking place
in the processor. A ground instrumentation point is provided to verify
whether the PS is in s launch configuration, i.e., only dry Bimst is
contacting the film. The sensor is located in the Bimst supply-spool
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compartment. It _senses s dry or wet condition bY measuring the film
conductivity. The sensor is HTL-3, and is read out vle hardllne only.
2.2.5.2.10 P/D Structure. The processor-dryer _mstructu_'e provides the
necessary mounting surfaces for the P/D components. Because of the
temperature and humidity control requirements on the other PS componsnts,
the structure is designed to retain moisture and isolate the other PS
component s from processing end drying heat. The Bimst film supply, the
processor, the Bimst film take-up3 z and the dryer ere housed in separate
comp_rtments. Film enters an_ lea_es these compartments through narrow
slots in the walls of the compartment. Film passes between the compart-
ments through long narrow diffusion channels.
Epoxy fiber glass, costed with vacuum deposited aluminum, is used to house
the processor-dryer components. The primary structural base support is
made of aluminum. These materiels meet the processor-dryer thermal,
weight, and strength requirements.
•2.2.5.2.11 Diffasion Channels. Diffusion channels are used to connect
the various compartments within the P/D. Film passes through these
channels ss the processing/drylng cycle takes place. These channels
minimize the rate Of moisture loss from the Bimst supply (to prevent
edge dry-out) end reduce moisture dispersion in and out of the P/D.
2.2.5.3 Encoder Signals. These signal s are sent to the CCP which con-
trols the logical operation of the Processor/Dryer. The logic signals
are determined by open-close switch conditions taken from encoder segments.
An open segment sends e 6.5 + 1.O v d-c signal to the CCP end indicates
e logic one. A closed switch reduces the slgns! to the C_P and indicstes
O +l.O volts, and indicates s logic zero.
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There are four eneoders in the processor/dryer, The Bimstxcut power
inhibit (BCI) encoder determines when the Bimat-cut roller is in the
correct position for cutting the Bimst film, The Bimst-cut power
off (BCO) encoder causes power tobe removed from the Bimst cutter
after cutting hss been completed, The Bimst-clesr (BMC) encoder sig-
nals that the Bimst film has cleared the processor afterBimst cutting
has occurred, The Bimst take-up encoder provides e train of on-off
signals indicating that the Bimsttake-up spool is operating normally..
2,2,5,4Telemetry outputs. There are five conditions or events _ in
the processor/dryer which ere telemetered, Telemetry point PTL-19
state to indicate whether the Bimst tske-up spool is r0tsting.changes
Telemetry point PTL-22 verifies the Bimst cut command, Telemetry point
PIV.-18 indicates whether the Bimst film has clesred the processor after
it has been cut _ PTI_20 Indlcstesthe processor temperatures, _PTL-21
indicates the dryer temperature, Section 5,0 is e list of the ranges
and accuracies of these points,
i
k
i.
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2.2.6 Read-Out Group
In the read-out groupi the processed film is scanned by e high-intenslty
spot of light. The light intensity variations, which result from the light
pessingthrough the density vsria%ions of the film, are converted to a :
time-varying electrical signal by a phot0-multiplier tube. This signal
is then input to the communications subsystem in the;spacecraft for
transmission to the earth. The reed-out group is composed of seven major
elements which are discussed in the following paragraphs.
2.2.6.1 Line Scan Tube. The line scan tube (LST) serves as a source of
light in the flying-sp0t scanning System used in the PS. The light is
. produced by s •focussed electron beam (emitted from e cathode) which is
:z:.
:: accelerated by a screen grid and strikes s rotating phosphor-costed drum
anode. The electron beam excites the phosphor, produclng sn intense spot
of light. The electron beam is swept back and forth linearly across the
surface of the anode at 800 cps, with the beam being "blanked" during the
return sweep. The anode is rotated st about 1300 rpm whenever the LST
is ON, to prevent phosphor burn st the high intensity levels required for
this spplicstlon. The anode rotation is accomplished by mounting the
rotor of an a-c motor to the anode shaft inside the sealed I_T glass
envelope with the ststor located outside of the envelope. The output of
the LST appears visually as a bright line of light scross the width
of the anode; in reality, the llne is a single spot moving across the
anode st an 800 cps rate. (See Figure 2_16).
The sweep snd sync electronics is designed _o operate with the LST to
sweep and blank the electron besm as it moves back and forth across the
LST anode.
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Figure 2-16. Read-Out Process
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2.2.6.2 Sveep and Sync Electronics (S & SE). The S & SE performs the
following functions :
s. Provides s linear ramp (sawtooth wsveform) of
deflection current to the LST deflection yoke to
move the scanning spDt at s uniform velocity
across the rotating snode at sn 800 cpsrste.
The active sweep requires approximately i160
micro-seconds; sveep return is accomplished (with
t_e beam blanked) in approximately 90. micro-
seconds.
b. : Provides a blankingpulse train to the LeT control
grid to blank the electron beam during the retrace
period.
c. Provides sync signals to the video amplifier,
used in generating the composite video signsl.
d. Provides electrical control of spot centering
(horizontal and vertical), horizontal size, and
brightness to the L_T. Horizontal centering and
size, snd vertical centering of the spot sre con-
trolled by adjusting the S & SE during the read-
out alignment procedure.
e. Provides control of LST focus through the use of
resl time command s during the mission.
2.2.6.3 High Voltage Supply. The high voltage supply has outputs of
20,000 and lO00 v dc for an input voltage range of 27.5 to 30.5v dc.
The supply is used to provide power to the I_T anode (20,O00volts) and
to the LST screen grid (1,O00 volts). •
2.2.6.4 Reed-Out CoDtrol Electronics.
performs the following functions:
a.
be
Theread-out control electronics
Provides two phase s-c optical-mechanical scanner
pover to the OMS drive motor (400 cps) and to the
anode motor on the LST (50 cps).
Controls the operation and direction of rotation
of the take-up motor.
Controls the operation of the read-out drive clutch.
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The read-out control electronics performs these functions in response
to control signals and _00- and 50-cycle input signals fromthe CCP.
2.2.6.5 Reference Frequency Generstor. The reference frequency
generator provides an 800 cps ±0.O1 percent symmetrical square-way e sig-
nal to the CCP. (The CCP Counts-down the 800 cpsinput to provide 400 _
cps and 50-cps signals to the read-out control electronics). The re_dl
out control electronics amplifies these signals and supplies themto the
OMS, snd the'LeT snode motors.
2.2..6.6 Optical - Mechanical Scanner (0MS). The O_ image s the L3T out-
put and mechsnicslly scans the processe d film.
During read-out, the 0MS mechanism clsmps the film in the read-out gate.
Simultsneously, the OMS moves s lens scross the width of the filmj while
the image of the LST spot produced by the lens st the film plsne moves
back and forth for a distance of 0.105 inches (see Figure 2-16). Scon
is thus accomplished in two directions; optically, vle the LST and the
lena, parallel to the long dlmension of the film, and mechanically, via
the OMS mechanism , which moves the lena across the film.
The lens carriage is driven and returned across the film by s drum cam,
which is_ in turn, driven by the 400 cps OMB drive motor. The dr,Am cam
also initiates the film advance and clamp functions which take place
during the turn-around period of the lens carrisge. One revolution of
the cam results in two scans, and twofilm advances of 0.I00 inches each.
The film is read out for both directions of the lens carriage, and this
results in an A frsme snd a B frame. (These are specially handled in
final photographic reasaembly to preserv.e the correspondence of images in
the two frames), ....
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The OMS requires 20.02 ± 0.10 seconds to traverse 2.2690 _ 0,6002 inches
across the width of the film. In the tu/n-sround region, the f£im is
unclsmped, sdvsnced, snd reclsmped in 2.00 ± 0.01 seconds. The film
advance distence is O.lO0 ± O.OO1 inch. The scan-line image on the
film must be within 0.000_ inch from the posltio_ correspondingto
perfect mechsnicsl scan linesrity.
2.2.6.7 Photo Video Chain. The photo video chain receives the modulste_
light energy produced by pssssge of the flying spot through s negstive
image on the film and produces s corresponding video signsl output from s
photo-multlplier tube. The Video amplifier amplifies the E4 tube output
snd adds the sync pulses received from the sweep end symc electronics to
produce the composite video signsl. The composite video slgnslis then in-
put to the co_municeti6ns subsystem for trensmission to the esrth. The
photo Video chsin consists of the four msJorcomponeuts discussed below.
(See Figure 2-17 for s block dlsgrsm of the photo video chsin).
s. Ph0tomultiplier Tube -When the flying spot has
been imaged on the processed film by the 0MS
_lens, s portion of the incident light pssses through
the film and is modulated by the density vsrlstlons
of the film. The moduleted light is then input to
s photomultiplier tube, Which converts the modulsted
light input to sn electrlcsl slgnsl st the photo-
csthode end emplifies the csthode current by s
fsctor of more thsn 103. _
b. Video Amplifier - The e!ectricsl Output from the
photomultiplier tube is input to the video
amplifier. The video amplifier amplifies the
signal end adds synchronizstio_ pulses to form
the composite video signal, The video smplifier
produces two video signsl outputs, one for s
ground test line, and the Othe@ for the spacecraft
video date link. In sddition, the smplifier pro-
duces e.rectified video signsl instrumentstion
output
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The composite video signsl is the output of
the photo video chsin. This signs1 includes
blsnking (produced by the sbsence of LST
light during retrece) end synchronizing pulses
in addltlon to the video signsl, end provides
s d-c-restored black reference level to the
communlcstlons subsystem st the interfsee.
(See Figure 2-18 for s sketch of the wsveform).
Reference Voltsge Oenerstor - The reference
voltsge generstor provides s negstlve' d-c
reference voltsge which is u@ed for control of-
the photomu!tlpller-supply output voltsge. The
reference voltsge csn be 8djusted in 16 incrementsl
voltsge chsnges in response to commend signsls.
This process sdJusts the photo video gBin in
increments of epproximstely 7 percent of nomlnsl
through voltege chenges to the photomultiplier-
tube snode , end is used to optimize the performsnce
of the reed-out group.
Photomultlplier Power Supply - The photomultipller
power supply provides e!ectricsl power to the
photomultlplier snode end dynodes, enebiing the
photomultlpller tube to operste. As discussed in
paragreph c. sbove, the photomultlpller supply is
controlled by the reference voltsge generstor, to
sdJust the gsin of the photomultipiler tube.
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2.2.7 S_r_cture Electronics
The structure electronics performs the following functions:
a. Distributes power from the DC/DC converter to
the PS components.
b. Contains the Circuitry for the environmental
control subsystem telemetry.
The 28-voit power from the spacecraft is delivered to the structure
electronics, which routes it to the DC/DC converter. The converter
supplies Zl0 and +6.5-volt outputs to the other PS components whenever
the 28-volt power line is switched ON.
The ±20 and ±6.3-volt outputs from the converter are switched by the
structure electronics vlaCAB-l? from the CCP. In addition, the struc-
ture electronics switches the Z20 and ±6.3-volt outputs from the V/H
sensor (Z20) and a load resistor(±6.3) tothe read-out e'lectronics via
CAS-!0. These outputs are returned to the V/H and load resistor by
CAS-4.
The structure electronics provides the circuitry for t_e t elemetr_j points
listed in Table 2-6 See Figare 2-19 for a block diagram of the Structure
Elect ronic s.
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Desi6nation
PEO1 •
PHO2
PHOI
PTO3
PTO9
PT08
TABLE 2-6
STRUCTURE ELECTRONICS TELEMETRY DESIGNATIONS
EKC
Designat ion
-RTL-6
HTL-9
TPL-4
HTL-8
TPL-3
TPL-2
TPL-5
• TPL-I
VTL-23
_z-7
ETL-35
ETL-3_
CTL-_
EYL-38
ETL-B7
PTO7 ETL-36
L-018375-RU
PTO6 .RTL-32
PTO2 ETL-39
Title
PS Power Line Voltage
PS Power Line Current
-2ov Converter Output
+20v Converter Output
-6.5v Converter Output
+6.5v Converter Output
+6.3v Converter Output
-TOy Converter Output
+10v Converter Output
+10v Converter Output
PS Humidity, Upper
PS Humidity, Lower
Window Temperature
Upper Shell Temperature
PS Environmental Temperature,
Upper
PS Environmental Temperature,
Lower
Readout& Thermal Fin
Temperature
Pressure, N2 Bottle
\
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2._.8 Film and B_at
This section describes the photographic and Physical properties of the
film and Bimat used in the PS.
2.2.8.1 Photographic Film. The film used in the PS is Kodak Special
High-Deflnltlon Aerial Film (Gray Base), _pe S0-2_3. The film is photo-
graphic negative material which has extended red llgh: (panchromatic)
sensitivity. The film has low speed but extremely fine grain; when de-
veloped, an image of excellent resolving power results. The O.O053-inch
thick trlacetate base is coated With an emulsion layer approximately
O.O005-inch thick, for a total thickness of 0.0058 inch. The relatively
thick triacetete base provides a dimensionally stable support for the
photographic image. The Width of the film, in this application, Is 70mm.
a.
b.
Og
Spectral Sensltivitz. Figure 2-20 is a plot of the
relative spectral sensitivity of the film vs wave_
length. The measurements were taken using S0-243 film
processed in D-i9 developer; however, the differences
between the Bimat and D-19 process spectral sensitivity
are small and can be neglected.
Chsracteristlc Curve. The characteristic curve (or
density vs Log exposure) for SO-243 processed by Bimat
is shown in Figure 2-21. The Bimat method of process-
ing, because" It goes to completion, is relatively
insensitive to changes in processing temperature and
time. The characteristic curve shown represents a
process-to-cc_pletlon Bimat process.
Radiation Sensitivity. Radiation encountered during
the Lunar Orbiter misslons will come from three sources:
Van Allen-belt radiation, galactlc-cosmlc radiation,
and solar-flare radiation. It is expected that the
amounts of radiation received from the Van Allen belts
and from the galactlc-cosmlc sources will have little
orno effect on the photographic mission. However, it
Is possible that solar-flare radiation could present
a hazardto the mission goals.
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Radiation acts, as does non-image forming light, to
produce high fog levels. The amount or density of
the fog depends on the quantity of radlation energy
absorbed by the film. _ Figure 2-22 shows the fog
densities that can be expected for varying amounts
of radiation_ As shown in the figure, the amounts
of absorbed radiation rather than the energy levels
of the particles have the greatest effect on density
varlet ions.
Figure 2-23 shows the effect of radiation onthe
characteristic curve for S0-2h3 film. Radiation in-
creases the fog density of the film and thus reduces
its ability to form images of targets with low light
intensities. Radiation also reduces the effective
density range of the film because film densities
greater than 1.3 are telemetered to the GEE as 1.3
density images. Radiation exposure of I0 red units
decreases the effective density range by approximately
I0 percent. Radiation exposure of i00 red units de-
creases the range by about 50 percent. Larger exposure
amounts, of course, further decrease the film's effective
density range.
Dee to the inherent shielding of the spacecraft, the
PS structure and the 2gm/cm 2 shielding provided by the
fiLm supply cassette, it is estimated that solar flares
of magnitude 2 or less will have negligible effect on
the undeveloped film. However, flares of magnitude 3
or greater can produce considerable fog on the film.
Figure 2-24 is an estimate of the probability of a
flare of magnitude 3 or greateroccurringdurlng the
Lunar Orbiter missions. For any single mission the
probability is about 16 percent.
From the figure it can be seen there is about a 57
percent probability that none of the missions will
see a flare of magnitude B or greater end about a
99.8 percent probability that at least one of the
•five missions will not see such a flare. An average
of about i0 solar flares occur each year and about 3
of these are of magnitude 3 or greater. However,
there is no reliable method for predicting when these
flares will occur.
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2;2.8.2 Bimat. The Bimat processing method used in the PS uses a special
processing film, KODAK BIMAT Film (Estar Base), Type S0-ill. The Bimat
consists of a O.OOh polyesterfilm support carrying a hydr6phillc-gelatln
layer whlchcontainsphysical development nuclei. Before use, the Bimat
is pres6aked in Kodak Bimat imblbant solution. • The Imbibant solution is
a solvent-contalnlng developer whlch develops and fixes the negative
completely (and simultaneously) by the diffusion transfer method (see
Figure 2-25). No further processing steps are required to use the de-
- veloped Images_ The following sequence of events is descriptive of the
LBimat process.
When the exposed S0-2h3 is laminated against the Bimat,
'_: the Bimat solution begins to diffuse into the emulsion
of the negative. Exposed negative grains of Silver
Halide begin to develop and unexposed negative grains
begin to dissolve inthe silver halide solvent. Some
of the dissolved silver halide diffuses into the Bimat
film, where it is reduced to silver on the development
nuclei present in the Bimat, and forms a positive image.
The exposed silver halide grains are developed and re-
tained in the S0-24B, forming the usual negative image.
The Bimat processing method is self-llmlting. When the two films are left
in contact for a minimum time, the negative is both developed and fixed in
:.:a single step. When the films are left in contact for longer than the
minlm_m time, the process merely goes to completion and no further reactions
are possible. The sensitometrlc characteristics of both the S0-243 and the
Bimat remainessentlally unchanged for further contact time.
.% . .
The Bimat process has the additional advantages of being relatively in-
- sensitive to temperature changes, or changes in processing times, provided
that minimum requirements aremet. However, it is necessary to control
relative humidity in the processor/dryer to 50 z 20 percent, to prevent
the Bimat frc_ drying out (this is accomplished through the use of Salt
pads - see paragraph 2.2.5, Processor/Dryer).
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In addition, the film and Bimat if left in contact for greater than
approximately 15•hours tend to lam!natepermanently andstick to_ether.
Because'of this constraint, film must be programmed through the camera
and processed at a minimum rate Of 2 frames each 15 hours. Note that
during the launch and translunar coast portion of the mission, active.
' r
Bimat does not contact the film because a leader is attached to the Bimat.
%_en mission phot6Eraphy begins, norma!advance of film and Bimat through
the sys_emi'removes this leader from the processor/dryer.
"', .
.
/
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2.2.9 Environmental Control
The environmental conditions which effect %he operation of f_heI_S are
temperature, relative humidity, and pressure. These conditions are con-
trolled throughout each mission to ensure satisfactory Operation of the
various components of the subsystem. The PS is designed to maintain
internal component temperatures within allowable limits. During operation
of these components, excess •heat is dissipated through radiation and
conduction to the spacecraft cold plate, when'the components'are not
operating, resistance wire heaters are provided to compensate for PS
heat losses.
Humidity control is provided through the Use of potassium thiocynate
crystals which absorb or release moisture to maintain relative humidity
at 50 z 20 percent.
Pressure control is accompllShed_by using a pressurized nitrogen bottle
with a valve to maintain PS internal pressur e between 1.0 and 1.9 psia.
Figure 2-26 is a sketch of the spacecraft showing theapproximate location
of the thermal control components.
2.2.9.1 Temperature. The heat sources for the thermal control system
are resistancewlreheaters located in strategic _ositlons within the
PS. The temperatures at these locations are sensed by thermistor probes
which control the ON or OFF condition of the corresponding heater. In
addition, all heaters can be turne_ OFF by the heater inhibit command
(I_-9), with the exception of the process0r/dryer heaters. A list of
these heaters and their locations is presented in Table 2-_
-•'.•
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Title
Pressure shell
zone I
Pressure shell
zone 2
Pressure shell
zone 3
• "" °
Ca_e ra
Window
Lens
L0cation
Ent ire upper
pressure shell
Entire lower
pressure shell
except fin
area
Thermal fin
area I
Thermal fin
area 2
Thermal fin
area 3
Camera shroud
.Optical window
2_" lens
Inhlb ited
by CCP
Signal
CAS-19
CAS-19
CAS-19
CAS-18
CAS-19
CAS-18
CAS-18
CAS-18
Resistance _
120
53.5 n
198 n
52.50
144 n
19o
285 n
Li018375-_U
Power
Consumption
_(at
_o._ volt©
7.75 watts
7.28 watts
17.40 watts
_.70 watts
17.70 watts
-6. _6 watts
_. 90 watt s _
'3.26 watts
.°
Heat is also supplied by electrical power dissipation of the various •
subsystem components. Because the heat dissipations of these components
are not controlled by temperature but are a function of the operating
mode of the subsystem, an efficient method for cooling is provided. (The
maximum power dlssiPations of the devlces are given in paragraph 2.2.)
Excess heat in the PS is transmlttedby conductlon and radiation through
thermal fins, located at the bottom of the lower pressure shell, to a
mating set of fins attached to the spacecraft coldplate (equipment
mounting deck - EFKD). A low emissivity radiation shield (E = 0.06)
thermally isolatesthe electrical and electronic packages from the temper-
ature critical subassemblies such as the camera, processor, film, and
Bimat. The less-temperature-critleal and larger power-dizsipating devices
are located near the thermal fins and have emisslvities of 0.92 so that a
low thermal resistance path to the fins provides the necessary heat
disslpationfrom the subsystem.
Theemisslvity of all non-power dissipating PS subassemblies such as the
lens, camera enclosure, and pressure shell is 0.06. •Large power dissi-
pators and the thermal fins_ have an emissivity of 0.92. The thermal
capacity of the PS subassemblies is 6.5 watt-hours per degree Fahrenheit.
The thermal impedanceof the optical window is 20F per watt or higher.
The temperature of the thermal fin area is 35F minimum and 95F maximum;
17OF is the highest mounting surface temperature of the electronic 8ub-
assemblies, except for 180F allowed for the optical mechanical scanner
motor. The optical window temperature isbetween 50 and IOOF, and the
gradient (center to periphery) is less than IOF. The 2h-lnch len0
temperature is controlled to within zLF of any nominal temperature
between 65 and 7_. The Bimat temperature is limited_to _Fmaxlmum
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prior to Bimat cut; after Bimat cut, no restrictions on Bimat temperature
•exist. The processor is controlled at 85F + 2F and the dryer is control-
led at 95 ± 5F.
' , • ' i"
2.2.9.2 Humidit Z. Humidity control is provided by potassium thiocynate
crYstals which absorb_ or release moisture when their capacity limits are
exceeded. Stored in _absorbent fiber pads at strategic iocationswithin
"_':the pressure shell and processor, these crystals will keep the relative
/: humidity within 30 to TO percent as required bythe photographic process.
i_:!Drying of the film after the Bimat developing process will tend to in-
creese the water vapor within the pressure shell; however, the water
absorption quality of these crYstals will compensate for this phenomenon.
This characteristic will also prevent water condensation on possible c01d
spots within the shell.
2.2.9.3 Pressure. The environmental gas in the PS pressure sheil is
made up of 99 percent nitrogen and a total of I percent oxygen and other
gases. Oxygen _nust be below I percent by Volume to prevent loss of potency
in the Bimat. Prior to launch, the nitrogen in the pressure shell is
maintained at 1.9 psi above atmospheric pressure to prevent air leakage _"
into the shell. •This pressure differential is maintained throughout the
launch phase by a relief valve which operates as the external pressure
decreases.
A
Dur_/ZE the photoETaphic mission, pressure within the shell is maintained
m_v_ 1.0 l_sia by nitrogen supplied from a pressurized bottle. This supply
will allow for leakage equivalent to three pressure shell volumes of 1.0
l_mla at _F. The lover pressure limit of 1.0 psia is required to keep the
b_lllm_ point tezmperature _ water above the expected temperatures of -
_a_erlal_ _qu_Lr_ug _oisture for operation such as the B_nat film andthe
.%
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2.2. lO
r
Direct Current/Direct Current (DC/DC) Converter
The DC/DC converter provides the voltages used in the PS subassemblies"
from the 28v dc power supplied by the spacecraft. The vq/Itages provided
are: -+20, ±IO, -+6.5, and ±6.3,
J
The DC/DC _conve_er supplies ±I0 and -+6.5v continuously, (that is, when,
ever the 28vdc spacecraft power is on), but switches the -+20 and-+6.3v
outputs ON and OFF via a CCP'commsnd (CAS-17). A block diagram of the
DC/DC conver6er is shownln Figure 2-27.
2.2.10.1 Contlhious Outputs (-+I0 and -+6.5v dc). The input section of
the converter consists of several filters to prevent transients and pulse-
width-regulator spikes from being placed on the input llne. The input
power, which is now filtered, is used to run a low-power oscillator, whose
ac output is stepped down by a transfo/m_er. The output from One •pair of
secondary windings is rectified and filtered and then passed through con-
ventional series regulators, producing the ±lOv Outputs. T_ne other pair
of secondary Windings has the same components, plus a current sensing '
element which controls the regulators. Thlsproduces the Z6.Sv dc outputs.
If an overload current is sensed, the ±6._v outputs 4top to zero volts for
about l to i 1/2 seconds, after _hich tim9 the voltage is brought bac_ UP.
If the overload is szill present, the outputs are shut down agaln, e_c. _ . -_
i .i
• . . f
2.2.10.2 Switched Outputs ('=20 and +6.3v dc_.
....... ) The filtered 28v _q !:$Sals@
routed to a pulse-wldth regulator. The rSguiato; functions by c_olrpi"_ 8 ,
• ,X : . , # ' . -. ,
then integrating the d-c input. In this _enner, the iduty cycle 'of tRe ' j :
• , i , | , ,: . . ,
chopping _Iters the d-c output voltage, The_output _oltage then_r1_u_,'a F" __ _"
-, .. ,• ; .,,' - } - . . f,•, . }
former to rectifiers, filters, and serle_,regulatorsto _roduce _b_ *_0 t;:! ,'
and +6.3v idc outputs. T_e sensing for co_trolling t_ pulse-_td_h;r61ml_,,t_F .
; _ , ,. . _:_ - _ , _.- .. - _
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i's provided by a separate wlni!ng of the transformer which, after being "
rectified and filtered, compensates for variations through the oscillator
and transfo_'mer. Another winding steps up the 2By de _;0 provide am
operating voltage for the pulse-widt h regulator (drive llne).. The two
oscillators and the chopper in the pulse-width, regulator'are all s_nchro-
nized to prevent low-frequency current beats 0n the input •line.
The pulse width regulator can be shut off by either the absence Of CAS-17
or an overload current on any one of the +20, -20, or +6'.3v do' lines.
When shut down by an overload, theregulator will cycle as described in
paragraph 2.2.10.i. When the pulse width regulator, is .off, :the sync pulse
from the low power oscil!ator!_TEated O_revent oscil.lator loadin.g.
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2.3 SEQUENCE AND MODES OF OPERATION, Ah_D PROG_G CONSTRAINTS
.!. .i'-_- _ Command subsystem. To understand the PS operstions in each CCP mode, it ,
'" .:" ' is Important to be familiar with the :normal sequence of events es they _
F:_._:". '. " " ,; "
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The i_ modes of operation are determined and controlled by the CCP, which
in turn receives CO,hands to operate in s given mode from the Boeing: :
.. - ',
occur when the I_ photographs the moon.
sequence of events which occur during photography is included
section.
• . ,..
2.3.1 Sequence of Events
2.3.1.i Photography with V/H Sensor OFF.
Therefore, s dlacusalon of. the:; "
with "
The normal sequence of events ;
during photography for theCase when the V/H sensor is,OFF is as follows:
s. The camera program _emory (In the COP)receives " "
three commands, which specify the spscinEbetweeu -
exposures end the number of exposures to be taken. ..
:These commands c0usist of one command from each
: -, Of the following groups: ""
• " ,' (1)
:(2)
• (3)
• [ . . .
Not e:
26/27 fast/slowcamera rate
SPC 28/29 frame count A/not A
SPC 30/31 frame count B/not B -:- "
Thetwo frsmeicount commands ere input in :_
the form of e bln_ry one or zero for s . , ..
totalof _ _ossible combinations, In this .
m_mmer, the frame count is selected to be , .._,
i, 4, _, or 16 frames by these two commands.
See l_sregreI_:_ _.3._.I. .:- " '
"6. This •Command SPC 2 turnsthe camera electronics ON.
co,_nd als6 starts the auxiliary 0._-cps generator
(used in place of the V/H qut_ut), initiating the ..
photographic cycle.
A single-shot pulse from the O.hcps generetorof
0.625-secondduratlon activates the mechsnlcal film/
clamp and vacuum drew uhtil the pulse ends.
Note: No platen _motion takes plsce_ecause
the platen is driven directly bythe V/H
output cam and the V/H sensor is OFF.
c_
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d. Then, 0.253 second after the initiation of the
0.625 second pulse, snother pulse (also from
_he 0.2 c_J generator) octlvetel (I) _he S-Inch
shutter motor (0.200 seconds duration), (2)
the 2_-inch shutter clutch, and (3) the dsts
lamps (0.050 seconds).
e. At the end of the'2_-inch shutter trsverse, the
shutter lim/t switch sctustes sending e disengage
sigusl to the shutter clutch, allowing the
shutter return motor to reset the shutter." .
f. The end of the 0.625 second pulse is sensed by :
the film-advance electronics which turns ON the
film-advance motor. Metering of 11.7 inches of ;
film through the cemers is accomplished in less
then I second. '-
g. When the film advances, the supply spool end
supply looper ere active, delivering Ii.7 inches
of film to the camera. When the supply looper
is not FULL, sn electroimsgnetic brake on the
supply spoo_ is relessed and the supply looper
tension spring pulls film from the spool until
the supply looper is FULL, st which time the
brake is respplied. The 0N-0FF Of the brake is
controlled by the full switch on the supply
looper. . "
h. As the film advances, the Camera storage looper
accepts the advanced film.
i. After s preset number of exposures (1, _, 8, or i6)
the cemers program memory signpls the camera
electronics to shut OFF, which ends the photo
sequence.
J. The processor motor, •processor hester, snd
dryer heater stsrt immediately upon receiving
the cemera OFF signsl if the following Con-
ditions are met: ' ,
(i) Read-out electronics OFF,- _ . -..
(2) Bimat not clear .,
ill Csmere storage IOOper not EMPTY!_
4 No soler eclipse (solereclipse memoryOFF)
V/H OFF ....
Read-out releesememory ON (set): '
k
• • "7,
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A tension differential produced by the looper
springs and the action of the Bimst drive •motor
.... causes the processed film to _roceed from the
processor/dr_er, into the read-out looper. When
the reed-out looper is partially FULL (about -
B inches of film), the reed-out looper psrtlal
full switch activates the tske-ul_ drive motor
which empties the reed-out looper. When the. -,
read-out looper is EMPTY, the read-out-looper . "
empty switch turns the take-up drive _motor OFF.
This process continues until film is no longer .:
provided to the read-out looper by the processor/
dryer. During this procedurej the take,up'looper
is s passive device and has no control over the
take-up sequence. : -
When the camera storage looper has been: emptled/'"
the looper _rovides s signal to theCOP , which
theproceaao / o= : ..
2.3.1.2 Photogrs_h_ with ViH Sensor ON. The photographic sequence of :
events with the V/H sensor ON is only slightly different than the sequence
when the V/H sensor is OFF. The major change which occurs has to do with
the camera framing rate (that is_ time between consecutive exposures)
and, of course,: _MC will now be provided by platen movement during ;"
photography. When the V/H lie OFF, the frame _spacing is determined by
the 0._-cps generator, end is either 2.3 or 9.2 seconds. However, when
thev/sastoria theframes cingisdetaineebythe rste.
Thus, camera framing rate, like XMC velocity, is e function of the orbit.
This feature is provided to ensure that h_gh resolution frames have a
minimum of _ percent over_p when operating in the fast'camera mode. The
framing rate is thus a vari.able _tveen.the follcarlng limits , as a function"
of V/H: .::. :::.. *. ,.-,-,:,., • - - _ ..
Slow Camera Rate Fast Camera Rate XMC Veloc_t_ :- V/H Ratio " " ':i
(Seconda/fra_me") (Seconds/frame) • :_ (ram/second)-: " -
3o.50 ...."
(Seconds -l)
0.008
, 0_0_0
• ,. • ',
, ,- - , •
• . • -%•.
m
2'.
. . f. -
r
I
• .• - . ,.,
".'-" .'..:',
I. ,
" •.-.-2- L.... •
. . ,-
, - . -
• ;. :i!:
i0.30: " : '- "_I._0 :'_ '" " ' : .....
. .'; } "'. '. :.
6.58 ":' "
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The normal sequence of events during photography with V/H'0N is given
below: .'
s. Command SPC-I turnsthe V/H sensor ON. The
V/H output shsft provides IMC and csmera-frome _
spacing. Both platens cycle continuously when-
ever the V/H sensor is on.
b. After approximately 2 minutes of V/H operation
(required for stsbiilzstlon)/the CCP receives
one each of commands SPC 26/27: SPc 28/29, and ""
SPC 30/31, w£ich select the fremlng rate and the
number of frsmes to be taken.
c. Command SPC-2 turns the camera electronics ON.
The photographlc, sequence begins when the V/H
output shaft reaches the 0 degree reference
position. A maximum of 2.I seconds is required
for this event to occur.
d. At the 0 degree 0utput:shsft position, the in_er-
vslometer slgnsls the CCP which inltlstes film "
cismp and vacuum draw. The V/H output cam starts
the platens moving backward, preperlug for the
exposure.
e. The V/H 0utput camthen moves the platens for-
ward st the correct velocity, to produce IMC. ..
(The 2&-inch platen is driven by the output
shaft; the 80-mm plsten is coupled to the 2_- "
inch platen with e lever arm, and thus is
driven by this component st e different velocity,
• rather _hsn directly by the output shaft).
f. While the platen forward movement is under way,
the following events sre inltisted by the CCP
in response to signals from the V/H inter-.- :,
Valometer: "-.
(i) The 80-mm Shu£ter motor is actuated
(0.200 seconds)
(2) The time-code dsts lamps' operate
(0.050 seconds)
.. (3) The 2_-i_ch shutter begins operation ....
At the end of the 2&-inch shutter traverse, the shutter
limit switch sends s signal "to the shutter return
motor, vie the CCP, which returns the curtains to .
the pre-exposure position.
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g. The output she_t then returns the platen to the
center position and s signal from the intervslometer
• ends the film clamp and drew vacuum sequence. This
intervslometer signal also turns. ON the film sdvsnce
• : motor, ii.7 inches of film is drawn through the
• , camera in less than i second. Film is 'drawn out of
- - the:supply looper• and reel as described previously.
h. The:advanced film is stored in the camera storage
loop er.' '
" i. After film advance,, a time interval occurs before
.:' the next photograph, depending on the velocity of
the"V/H .output shaft and the fast/slow framing rste
which has been selected. "_
.: Note: Film clamp and vacuum draw take place
' .,'.'.for each rotation of the Y/H output
shaft even though exposure and film
. advance may take plsce only every
•fourth revolution of the output shaft
•: ..... .. ' ' (slow. caners rste). _,
'1,
J..Additionsl frames sre then, executed, sccording to the ' .- :-",': '
number of frsmes which.have been commanded by SPC's
: 28 or 29, and 30 Or 31. ' " i:'
k."when the correct number of frames have been executed, :
the camera memory is turned OFF, ending the photo-- • ," .
graphic sequence. If more than one frame has been
programmed, the V/H sensor is turned OFF by the same
signal which turns OFF the csmera memory. If a
• single frame, sequence has been programmed, en SPC-_
command Will normsliybe given to turn the V/H _
sensor OFF..
_Upon receivingthe°cameraoFFaignal, the processor
•motor, dryer heater, and processor heater start
immedistely, if the following conditlonssre met:
(I) Read-out electronics OFF
" " ...... (2) Bimst not clear • ,. "
• "(3) Camera storage :looper not •empty
: - -_." .:i(_) ::No solar eclipse '.- " :-- .
••:-"(5)_•:-:-V/H S ens or :_ ...
(6) Read-out releasememory ON (Set)
•, : -..., .,,,-.::,,.,,,.: ,,: • ' ,, • "_-- : _ ' . - _ -, , ",";"
.-•,
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Theprocessor runs continuously st the_rate of
2.h inches/mlnute until eli film in the camera
storage looper hss been processed. The film from
the processor/dryer (P/D) passes into the empty
reed-out looper bymeans of the Bimat drive motor
and the tension •springs in the reed-out looper.
When the reed-out looperhas partially filled, the
looper partial-full switch activates the take-up
drive motor which draws film from the looper. When
the looper has been emptied, the resd-out looper
empty swltch shuts OFF the motor. The looper refills
ss film is supplied from the processor. This process
continues until the P/D no longer provides film to
the take-up looper.
When the camera _storsge looper has been emptied,
the P/D is shut OFF by the looper empty switch.
t
2.3.1.3 qulck-Look Resd-0ut. ,The steps given abovetake place for all
photographic sequences which use the V/H sensor. At times during the
mission, it may be desirable to read out s portion of the photographs
before ell photography is complete. This read-out canbe accomplished
by operating the PS in the quick-look reed-out mode. The sequence of
events for this mode is as follows:
a. Commend SPC-3 is given, turning the read-0ut
electronics memory ON.
b. The output of the R/0 memory starts the line-scan-
tube (LST) drum motor, swltches Z20 end 6.3 Volts
to the reed-out electronics, snd reverses the
operstion of th e take-up motor. _The take-up motor
drives filminto the take-up looper (which fills via
tension springs)until turned OFF by the looper-full
switch.
c. After s l0 millisecond delay, (1) the line scan tube
filament turns 0N, and (2)the sync generstor:
initiates the spot sweep, Supplies the _ync signsl to
the video amplifier and sends the key-clamp signal
to the video transmitter. ' .7.
_ d, After a nominal 20-second delay, the high voltage is
- turned ON..
• j
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e. Command RTC-5 (R/O. drive ON) is then given.
This command .causes the scanner to move to.the
f0cus-spot stop sres and clamps the film. Be-
.... cause the scanner is parked on the pre-
exposed film edge where focus lines end s
reference 0.3 density are present, the following
" adjustments can be made st this time by real
..; time commands,
(i) Photovldeo gain adjust - increase or de- "
:".:;'....... . creese (RTC-13-1_).- _._...
_" (2) LST focus adjust - •increase •or decrease
....
R/odrive ,gsi " iven.Thescs 
motor starts and drives the 'lens carriage across
the film width.
At carriage turn-around the film gate is opened
by csmmiug pressure and the film is advanced 0.i00 +
0.0002 inch• through the R/O gate.
The lens carriage moves across the film width again,
scanning .the next frsmelet as it does so. Thus,
adjacent frsmelets are read out with the optical
mechanical scanner operating in opposite dlrections.
On everysec0nd turn-around the scan spot passes the
pre-exposed •.density strip. Careful monitoring of
" the video signal at the DSS will indicate whether
scanning should be stopped .to make adjustments to
LST focus ..and/0r photo video .gain. . .,
J. Scan is continued until R/0 is commanded OFF. R/O
OFF can be accomplished by one of the following
commands, or logic functions (however , the normal
procedure is to use the,R/O _riyeOFF commend ,
_-6): . ....
f,
.ge •
hi
• . . . .
(l) R/O looper full (PLF) switch "is e crusted (this
looper has "e Capacity ofapproximately _.frames)
Solar eclipse ON (SPC-18) is received
Read-out drive OFF (RTC.6) is received --
Camera ON (SPC-2) is received _ " ; " - -
.- -
" i
', .o
k
, . ;'.". •
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k. ' In case J (i) the scanner continues until the
'_s_ot-sto_ (SPS) switch closes, the film c!am_
:'opens. (Note: The R/O drlve oPerotion can
continue for up to two scans across the film,
' or approximately h6 seconds after it is '
commanded OFF). The following then occurs:
(i) R/O electronics, drive motor, drum motor,
and voltage co_terters are turned OFF.
.. (2) The forward release turns ON and disengages
' the R/O drive clutch, if processing Is
enabled by film in the camera storage looper.*
The take-up drive is switched to the forwsrd
mode.
(3) Because the read-out iocper is more then -'
partially full (entirely full if case J(1)
has occurred), the take-up drive remains ON
until the reed-out looper is _. When the
read-out looper empty switch is opened,
the take-u 9 drive is deactivated, the for-
wars release is turned OFF, snd the R/O ,,
drive clutch is re-engaged.
i. For case j(2), J(3), or J(h), the scanner continues
until the spot-stop switch (SPS) is closed and the
0MS film clamp is opened. The followlnghhen occurs:
(1) R/O electronics, drive motor, drum motor, and
voltage converters ere turned OFF.
(2) The forward release remslns OFF and the R/O
ends leaving the R/O looper partially full.
m. After the R/O has been commsndeS O._F (see step J),
one of the following can be received:
(1) R/0 electronics ON (SPC-3) "
(2) Wind forward (RTC-16)
(3) Camera ON (SPC-2) '
For case m(1) steps b through i are repeated.ne
o. For case m(2), the following occurs:
. , '. - . , .'\ $ ,
• . . ,."
,,'" , .-
i
* If processing is not enabled, no further action takes piece until
l_roeessing is enabled by put_ing film into the csmero storage looper.
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(i) Forward release turns oN, and processing
' is enabled if film is svsilsble in the
,. comers storage looper.
(2) The take-up drive is switched to the for-
_wsrd mode. The read-out looper partial
full switch activates the take-up drive.
The take-up drive remains ON until the
read'out looper is EMPTY. TheEMPTY switch
is opened and the take-up drive is de-
activated.
p. For case m(3), the camera is turned ON, and a photor
graphic sequence occurs.
2.3.1.4 Final Resd-0ut. After the completion of photography, final read-
out of the exposed and processed film takes place. To accomplish this,
the Bimstis cut and cleared from the film transport system by winding s
portion of the loose end on the Bimst take-up spool. When this is com-
plete, the film is run ba%kwsrds into the R/0 and csmera storage loopers
while read-out takes place in 0.100-inch increments. (Film is then wound
on the supply reel each time the R/O is turned OFF.) The sequence of
events is as follows:
S. Ten zinutes before the completion of processing
of the last photo frsmes, commsnd RTC-8 is sent to
cut the Bimst web. Upon receipt of RTC-8, the
Bimat Cut electronics in the CCP sends signal
CAS-6 which switches current to e nichrome wire
in s groove on the Bimst roller. The wire heats,
expends out of the groove, and pushes sgsinst the
Bimst. The hot wire cuts through the Bimst in
e maximum of 8 seconds. An encoder senses when
the loose end of the cut Bimat has cleared the
Bimat cut rollers and inhibits further power to
the Bimat cut wire. After the Bimst has been
cut, the portion between the, cut and the take-up
spool continues tO wind on the Bimat take-up.
The Bimst'drive operates until S Sensor detects
the Bimat clear condition and the resulting sig-
nal (BMC) stops the Bimat drive.* The film •
* A small spring-loaded roller on a follower arm fallsinto a matching
groove on another roller which is uncovered when BMC occurs. The
follower erm then rotstes snd an encoder attached to the pivot point
sends BMC to the CCP.
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hsndllng-system reverses to move filmbockwerds
through the PSfor final reed-out, using the,
rever_e_cemer8 _dvonaeond _©ke-u_ ma_orJ, end
the supply-spo_l drive motor. Reverssl of the
polsrity to the csmer8 sdvence end tske_up
motors is eccomp!ished by relsys in the esmers
electronics end reed-out control electronics by
the BMC Signal end the CCP logi_ C_rcuftry.
The other events which occur during final reed-
out ere the ssme ss described prevlousiy for the
quick-look reed'out m_de, except:
(1) Bimst is no longer contscting the film.
(2) Film moves bsckwerds through the entire
system ss the reed-out looper fills end is
emptied by the setion of the csmers
storsge looper sndthe film-supply spool
(now ecting as s teke-up spool).
2.3.2 Modes of Operetion
There ere ii normsl PS opersting 'modes, eseh of which ere controlled by
the CCP ss it responds tO commends from the Spscecraft'commend subsystem.
These modes ere dlscussed in the following psrsgrsphs. The normsl mode-
to-mode trsnsltions which cen occur ere given in persgraph 2.3.3.
2.3.2.1 Photogrsphic Mode. The mode of PS operation when the csmere is
operet_ng Is referred to ss the phot0grsphle mode; however, the photo-
graphic mode, with respect to the CCP is defined ss the mode of operation
when the csmere memory is ON.
• :
The possible photogrsphic sequences cen be Clsssifled 8ccording to
repetition fete, end to the number Of fremes per sequence.
s. l_epetition Rete - The repetltlon rste of s pl_oto-
grephic sequenc e will be s function of the V/H
rate .when s sequence occurs while the V/H sensor
is ON, end will be fixed st e nominsl rate when
a sequence occurs while the V/H sensor is OFF.
!
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The draw vacuum and clamp film (DV and CF)
switch, and the shutter and sync switch (both
from the intervslometer shaft encoder) are the
inputs to the CCP that are used to control the
repetition r_te of the camera when the V/H
sensor is ON. If the camera is enabled when the
V/H sensor is OFF, a multivibretor within the
CCP drives an electrical intervalometer and
generates signals necessary to operate the
camera st either of two fixed repetition rates.
The photographic repetition rate, as e function
of the V/H rate, can be altered by a factor of
four. The shift is accomplished withln the COP
by setting s two-stage counter to co_ 4own
either by one (fast camera rate) or t_"mount down
by four (slow camera rate). The s Lgnsl_at
sets the counter is provided from_sme-rate
memory, which is set with SPC-26 (_ camera
rate) end cleared wi_h SPC-27 (slow camera r_te).
There is no constraint on the application of
these two commands except that su SPC-26 command
given during s photographic sequence will I_
ignored. The nominal frame rate generated A_en
the V/H sensor is OFF can also be altered by •
factor of four in the same manner.
Frames per Sequence- The number of frames in s
sequence is preselected by two of four commands:
SPC-28 or SPC-29, and SPC-30 or SPC-31. These
commends set a frame-count memory. The output
of the frame-count memory gates the output of e
frame counter to provide s clear signal to the
camera memory when the correct number of frames
have been taken, terminating the sequence. The
frame count can be preset by command to i, 4, 8,
,or 16 frames as shown in the following table:
\
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Mod._..S
Repetition
Rate
Fast
Fast
Fast
Slow
Slow
Slow
Single
frame
Number
of Frames
16
8
16
8
SPC SPC
i .
i
0
o
0
-0 0
1 .... 0
1 .i-¸
.... 0 " .I 0
1 " .... - " 1
A sequence of Shy number of
commands*
SPC • SPC" SPC
2_ _8 it
0 _ i= " O
i 0 0
i " i
l 0
o 0
I 1
0 i
Instruments tion
SPC- " CTL CTL
.3.! lo__a Io!
1 '"
1
i
0
1 1
1 0
i i-
0 i
O O
0 i
- O
frames is possible
_f the camera storage looper is sufficiently
empty tO acceptthese frames. _f the frame-count
commands are given duringa camera operation
sequence, an indeterminate number of frames,
limited by the CaPacity of the Camera storage
looper, csn result. .If the frame,count setting
is larger then the capacity of the csmera storage
looper, the.number _offrameswill be limlted by
the capacity of the looper,,an d the sequences
wi!l.terminste vie the looper.-full-switch signal.
The phot0graphic_sequencewill endwhen •completed,
or when_an imhlbftion signal or SPC-_ (V/H OFF
* Only one each of Commands SPC 26 and 27, 28 and 29, and 30 and 31 are
given. In this table, a binary one means the command is given; a zero
means that it is not given.
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command) occurs; if terminated by an inhibition
signsl, a sequence of fewer frames than was
selected can result. The photographic sequence
will be inhibited: (1) during solar eclipse,
(2) when camera storage looper is less than i
frame from full, or (3) when the read-out mode
is ensbled by an SPC-3 command (read-out
electronics ON).
Csmers Control- The photogrsphlc sequence selected
with SPC-26 or 27, SPC-28 or 29, and 30 or 31 will
be initiated when SPC-2 (csmers ON commend) is
given. SPC-2 sets the camera memory. The output
of the camera memory enables the camera-control
signal logic, whichprovides switching signals to
the camera. When the V/H sensor is used, SPC-I
(V/H ON) should precede SPC-2 (camera ON) for the
interval required for V/H sensor stsbillzstion..
The V/H sensor will be turned OFF automBticslly
at the end of a sequence, with the exception of
the single-frame sequence. When the single-frame
sequence is used, the V/H sensor must be turned
OFF by SPC-_ (V/H OFF command). All PS heaters
ere inhibited when the camera memory is ON. The
control slgnsls from the CCP to the camera include:
(i) The 2_-inchahutter motor slgnsls (MS-I,
MS-2) are present when the camera memory
• is ON,
(2) The film clamp (CAS-2) signal is coincident
with the DV end CF switch input. When the
.. V/H sensor is not used, CAS-2 is generated
from s multivibrator within the CCP.
(3) The 2_-inch shutter clutch (CAS-8) signal
is s 50 ± i0 millisecond pulse keyed to the
-shutter end sync switch input when the V/H
is ON, and from the multlvibrstor within
the CCP when the V/H is OFF.
(4) The 80-mm shutter (CAS-3)signml is keyed ON
fromthe shutter and sync switch input when
V/H is ON or the multivibrator within the
CCP when the V/H is OFF, and is keyed OFF
from the 80-mm shutter limit switch input
(sm_).
k
i
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(5)
(6)
(7)
The camera film drive forward (CAS-I)
signal is keyed ON from the film clsmp _,
slgnsl (CAS-2), and OFF from the end-of-' '
fllm-sdvsnceswitch input (EOS). AI- "
though slgns! CAS-2 always repeats st s
fast rate if the V/H sensor is operating,
slgnsl CAS-I occurs at either a fast or
slow rate depending on the state of the
FAST/SLOW memory. ,
The Comers •film drive ON/OFF (CAS-5)
slgnsl is keyed from CAS-I (camera film drive
forward) so the leading edge of CAS-5 legs
the lesdlng edge of CAS-I by nomlnsily 40
_illiseconds; their trailing edges are
coincident.
The time code Interrogstlon (TCI) Pulse is
s 50 + IO millisecond pulse which occurs
when the shutters are activated.
A CAS-8 and CAS-3 signal (24-inch end 80-mm shutters)
will occur for each shutter and sync switch input sig-
ns1 when the c_mers memory is ON, and has been ON be-
fore (or within 50 milliseconds after) the corresponding
DV and CF switch signal, if the camera program is
set for the fast camera rste. When the camera
program is set for the slow camera rate s CAS-8
and s CAS-3 signal will occur for the first shutter
and sync switch signal that occurs after the camera
memory is ONj if the camera came ON before (or within
50 milliseconds after) the corresponding DV and CF
switch signal, and for every fourth shutter and
sync switch signal that occurs thereafter. A CAS-I
slgnsl (camera film drive forward) is keyed ON from
the trailing edge of the CAS-2 signals which correspo_
to the shutter signals CAS-3 @rid CAS-8. The shutter
and sync switch input slgnsl and the DV and OF signal
are Simulated by the internsl multivibretorif the
V/H sensor is not turned ON.
%
Control signals (2) through (7) recur for esch frsme
of photography. Because the leading edge of the DV
end CF switch input must occur when the camera is
ON to start the cycle of control signals for a
frame, and because the intervslometer shaft euco_er
will return to s stop position when the V/H sensor
is turned OFF, all the control signals for one frmae
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of photography will occur in a norm_l cycle (that
is, one rotation of the V/H output cam and inter-
vslometer) with the exception of sequence termin-
ation by solar eclipse. When solar eclipse ON
command is given during sframe of photography,
the exposure of the frame will be completed but
the film will not be advanced until the solar _
eclipse OFF command is given.
Film Transport •- During the photographic mode,
the supply brake is released when the supply looper
is not full. Thus, when film is pulled from the
supply looperby the camera film advance, the supply
brake will be released end the looper tension springs
will fill the looper from the supply reel. The
processor is inhibited during photography, causing
the film transport components past the camera stor-
age looper to remain idle. '.
Inadvertent Commands - The consequences of inadvertent
com_-nds during photography are:
(i) SPC-I (V/H ON command) is ignored during
e photographic sequence.
(2) SPC-3 (read-out electronics ON command)
will activate the read-cut electronics
and terminate the photographic sequence.
(3) s_-_ (V/H oFF command) is used as a
back-up camera OFF command. Therefore,
if it is given during photography, the
sequence will be terminated.
(_) RTC-5 (read-out drive ON command) if
not preceded by SPC-3 (read-out electronics
oN) will not sctivate the read-out drive.
However, RTC-5 will set the read-out re-
lease memory (a memory which inhibits the
processor, and the read-out release clutch),
thereby forcing the processor to remain
inhibitedafter the photographic •sequence
is complete until RTC-16 (wind forward com-
mand) is given.
(5) RTC-6 (read-out drive OFF command) will have
no effect if given during a photographic
sequence.
I
L-0 837   u
(6)  TC-S(Bimatcut)willsetth, ±mst-
cut memory. If the Bimst-cut memory is
not cleared with RTC-16 (wind forward
command) before processing is resumed,
the Bimst cutter will be activated when
processing is resumed, ending processing
and the photographic portion of the mission.
(7) RTC-16 (wind forward command) will hsve no
effect during photography.
(8) SPC-18 (solar eclipse ON) W_ll terminate the
photographic sequence.
(9) SPC-19 (.solar eclipse OFF) will have no effect
during photography.
(i0) SPC-26 (fast camera rate) will be ignore d if
given during a photographic sequence.
(ll) SPC-27 (slow camera rate) will change the
camera rate if given during a fast tamers
rate sequence. No change will occur if She
slow camera rate is already in process.
(12) SPC-28 through 31 (Frame Count) if given
during 8 sequence, can result An an indeter-
minate number of frames limited by the
specific frame count commanded and the
capacity of the camera storage looper.
2.3.2.2 V/H Mode. The mode of PS operation when the V/H sensor is
operating is referred to as the V/H mode; however, the V/H m_de, with
respect to the CCP, is defined as thamode of operation when the V/H
memory is ON.
The V/H sensor is activated by application of ±20-volt power. SPC-1
(V/H ON) sets the V/H memory in the CCP. The output • of this memory
switches the 20-volt source to the V/H sensor wlth CAS-h (V/H relay
state) end, after s nominal 12 millisecond delay, enables the 20-volt
converter with CAS-1T (±20- and +6.3-volt converter 0N/OFF). At the end
of • photo sequence or when SPC-_ (V/H OFF)is given, the V/H memory is
reset and the 20-volt converter is disabled. When the V/H sensor is
turned OFF, the intervalometer shaft encoder (which is driven by the
V/H sensor output cam) will stop ins position where the DV and CF switch
will be closed. There is no film transport associated with the V/H mode
otherthsn when the V/H sensor is used for photogrsphy.
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Inadvertent commands - all Inadvertent commands other than SPC-3,
RTC-8, and SPC-18 have no effect on V/H operation. Command SPC'2 will
result in e trsnsit ion to the photographic mode. SPC-3(reed-0ut
electronics ON) will activate the resd-0ut electronics ss well ss clear
the V/H memory. The effect of RTC-8 (Bimst cut) will be the ssme ss
discussed in the photographic mode. SPC-18 (solar •eclipse ON) wili
clear the V/H memory, turning the sensor0FF.
2.3.2.3 Processing Mode. The processing mode refers to the mode of
Ps operation when the Bimst drlve is operating, and processor enddryer
heaters are enabled (before the Bimat-cut command is given.)
The Bimst drive
s)
c)
d)
e')
f)
g)
and the processor and dryer heaters are inhibited by:
Camera Memo/yON (during a photographic sequence),
Read-out electronics-memory ON (during read-out mode).
Solar eclipse memory ON (during solar eclipse).
V/H Memory ON (during V/H mode).
Bimat clear condition.
Csmera storage looper empty condition.
Read-out release memory (when the read-out drive ON
command RTC-5) has occurred later then the wind for-
ward (RTC-16 command).
When none of the above conditions occur, processing is ensbled. During
the processing mode the film transport between the supply and the camera
storage looper is Idle. When the Bimat drive is ON, the read-out release
clutch is disengaged. The take-up motor will turn ON in the forward
direction when the read-out looper has reached the R/O looper psrtlsl
full condition. This condition is determined by s switch located such
that only about 2 to 3 inches of processed film enters the R/Olooper in
the forward direction before the take-up motor operates and empties the
R/O looper.
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Inadvertent commands - All commands may be given except RTC-8 (Bimst
cut). If RTC-8 (Intenti0nel or inedvertent) i, given during processing,
the Bimst cut operation will start. RTc-16 (wind forward) and RTC-6
(read-out drive OFF) csn be given, but will have 6o effect.
2.3.2,h Processing Standby Mode. The processing standby mode refers
to the mode of PS operstion when processing could occur but there is _
no film in the camera storage looper to be processed.
7
When all the film in the camera storage looper hss been processed the
comers-looper empty condition will inhibit processlug. In this mode,
the film transport will be inactive.
Inadvertent Commands - All commands may be given except RTC-8. As in
the processing mode, RTC-6 end RTC-16 Can be given but.will have DO effect.
2.3.2.5 Quick-Look Read-Out Standby Mode. The quick-look read-out
standby mode refers to the mode of PS operation when processing could
occur but is inhibited by the read-out release memory end read-out is
not taking place. Inhibiting the processor snd thus keeping the rest-
out release clutch engaged allows quick-look read-out to be stopped with -_
out subsequent movement of film through the read-out gets until resumption
of R/O or termlnstion of this mode.
The read-out drive ON c0mmsnd (RTC-5) clears the read-out release memory..
This inhibits the processor end engages the read-out release Clutch. In
this mode the film transp0rt is Idle. Because processing cam _e'inhibited
by either the read-out release clutch imhibi% end/or the camera-storage-
looper empty condition, processing standby end qulck-lookresd-out stand-
by modes can occur simultaneously. Although this standby mode ie
associated with read-out it can be used to inhibit processing at amy time.
Because the •reed-out electronics must be ON before the read-out drive can
be activated, RTC-5 (read-out drive ON) can be Used to inhibit proceBelmg
directly wlthout influencing the read-out.
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Inadvertent Commands - All commends may normBlly be given in this mode
except RTC-6 (R/O Drive OFF) end RTC-8 (Bimst Cut). If RTC-8 is given,
the Bimat-cut memorY is set. RTC'16(wind forwsrd) must be given to
resume processing; the Bimst-cut memorywill be cleared by RTC-16.
RTC-6 Wiil have no effect if given.
2.3.2.6 Resd-0ut Modes. There sre two read-out modes: (i) quick-iook _
read-out mode, end _2) final resd-0ut mode. ' The quick-look reed-out
mode is defined with respect to the CCP as the mode of FS operation when
the resd-out electronics memory is ON or the spot-stop swltch is open,
end the Bimst has not been cut. The final read-out mode is defined ss
the mode of PS operstion when the read-out electronics memory is ON or
the spot-stop switch is open, and the Bimst has been cut and cleared
past the processing drum. ..._
Reed-out is initiated wlth SPC-3 (reed-out electronics ON) which sets the
reed-out electronics memory (and also inhibits the processor, V/H sensor,
end the csmers). The output of this memory enables the LSTanode motor
signsls (MS-9, YZ-10, MS-II, MS-12) and switches the ±20- and +6.3-volt
source relsy to theresd-out electronics with CAS-IO. A nomlnsl i0
milliseconds after CAS-10 •switches the ±20- end 6.3-volt source relay,
CAS-17 enables the±20- end 6.3-volt converter. Nominally 20 seconds
after CAS-IO switches the source reisy, CAS-20 turns the hlgh-voltage
converter ON. When RTC,5 (reed-out drive ON) is given, the opticsl-
mechenicsl scanner (OMS) drive is activated and will move the scsnning
optics s short distance to the focus stop position near the edge of the
film. The OMS drive has then clamped the film in the read-out gate.
The OMSwill automatically stop in the focus stop position where focus
and photovideo gsin adjustments csn bemsde.
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When the reed-out adjustments are complete the OMS drive is activated
with e second RTC-5 command (reed-out drive ON). The read-out mode
is terminated with RTC-6 (resd-out drive OFF). RTC-6 resets the read-
out electronics memory; however, the memory output is gsted with the
sPot-stop switch input sothe read-out electronics do not turn OFT
until the OMS is in the film unclemped position On the edge-date side
of the film (that is, the OMS drive cam Stops so as to free the film
in the reed-out gate). The read-out drive OFF command turns OFF both
read-out electronics and reed'out drive.
The quick-look and final reed-out modes vsrM only in the film transport
from the supply reel to the reed-out looper. In both read-out modes the
take-up will drive film from the tske-up reel intothe take-up looper,
turning 0Nwhen the take-up looper becomes empty and turning OFF when
the take-up looper becomes full(as the read-out continues). In the
qulck-_ook read-out mode the:film transport from the supply reel to
the read-out looper will be idle. When quick-look reed-out takes place,
the processor fS inhibited so the transport will remain idle. When
fiual read-out _ekes place, the process0r is free wheeling (because :
the Bimat has been cut end removed from the film path) and the film
will accumulate in the read-out looper_ If the read-out looper should
fill, film will then accumulate in the camera storage looper. When
the read-out is turued OFF film is pulled into the supply reel by the;
sup_lyspooidrive motor until both of thes_loopers ere empty.
All heaters will _e Inhibite_ during the read-out modes, .._, .-...[[._,..
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Inadvertent Commends - SPC-I (V/H ON command) will be ignored if given
during read-out.
SPC-2 (camera ON co_nd) if given during read-out, will terminate read-
out but will not ectivste the camera, unless the co_mend Was given when
the OM_ was In the spot-stop positlon:et the edge of the film. However,
the OMS will move to the spot-stop position if not there when SPC-2 is
given, •before the OMS drive shuts OFF. If SPC-2 is received when O_ is
in the spot-stop position (the probability of this occurring is very
smell) the read-out will be terminated immediately and the camera will
be activated.
SPC-_ (V/H OFF) will have no effect during read-out becuase the V/H is
already OFF, being inhibited during read-out.
RTC-8 (Bimst cut) will set the Bimet-cut memory. Because RTC-16 must
be used to clear the Bimst-cut memory end set the read-out release
memory before processing can be resumed, RTC-8 will hsve no effect during
this read-out mode. "
RTC-16 (wind for@ard) wiil set the read-out release memory; in this manner,
when read-out is terminated Inthe qulck-look mode(by RTC-6, R/O drive
OFF), processing or processing standby will be resumed.
SPC-18 (solar eclipse ON) will terminste reed-out into one of the two
reed-out standby modes, depending on which mode was in process when
SPC-18 was received.
SPC-19 (solar eclipse OFF) and SPC's 26 through 31 will have no effect if
c giyen, during regd-out_ ...... _
e.3.2.7 Final Reed-out Standb[ Mode. The final read-out stsndby mode is
defined es the mode of PS operetlon When the Bimet is clear, thewind-
forward memory is OFF, end the spot-stop switch is closed. These con-
ditions represent the PS state be%wean periods of final reed-out.
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During the flnal read-out standby mode the processor is free wheeling and
the camera advsnce motor operates in the reverse direction. Film is re-
moved from the read-out and csmera storage loopers by the reversed camera-
advance motor. Film is run into the supply looper which takes up the
film via its tension springs until the looper ful ! switch is actuated,
turning on the supply motor which empties the supply looper. The supply
looper Will be filled by the camera drive end emptied by the film-supply
drive in s cyclic manner untll the reed-out and camera looper 6 are both
empty. ..
Inadvertent Commands - SPC-I (V/H ON), SPC-4 (V/H OFF), RTC-5 (read-out
drive ON), RTC-6 (read-out drive OFF), BTC-8 (Bimat cut), SPC-19 (solar
eclipse OFF), RTC-16 (wind forward), and SPC's-26 through 31 will not
affect the final reed-out standby mode. SPC-1 (V/H ON) will, however,
turn ON theV/H sensor. -
SPC-2 (camera ON) given during final read-out standby will initiate the
wind forward mode and inhibit the reverse camera film drive.
SPC-3 (read-out electronics ON) if givenduring finelread-out standby
will initiate read-out and inhibit the reverse camera film drive.
SPC-18 (solar eclipse ON) will inhibit the reversed camera film drive and
•the supply drive. .
2.3.2.8 Bimat-Cut Mode. The Bimst-cut mode refers to the mode _f PS
operation from bhe time Bimst cut is initiated with RTC-8 (Bimat-cut
command) until the Bimst clears the processing drum.
When RTC-8 (Bimst cut) is given it is stored in the Bimat-cut memory.
Output of the Bimst-cut memory will be inhibited unless the Bimst-cut
roller is in s position to ensure a complete cut. The output of the
Bimst-cut memory is gated with the Bimst drive euchthat the processor
The
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must be operating or power will not be applied to the hot-wlre cutter.
When the cutting process is'complete the Bimst-cut OFF switch •input will
clear the Bimst-cut memory turning OFF power to the hot wire. The
Bimst drive will continue until the Bimst hss Cleared the processing
drum at which time the Bimat clesr switch input will inhibit the Bimat
drive and processor-dryer heaters for the remainder of the mission.
All heaters are inhibited while the Bimst-cut memory is set.
The film transport durlng the Bimst-cut mode is the ssme ss during the
processing mode until the Bimst-clesr switch is activated. When the Bimst-
clear switch opens the film transport will be reversed, as in the finsl
read-out standby mode.
, . . . .,
Inadvertent Commands - SPC-1 (V/H ON), SPC-2 (camera ON), SPC-3 (read-
out electronics ON), RTC-5 (reed-out drive ON)j and SPC-18 (solar eclipse
ON) will inhibit the Bimst drive snd_will therefore inhibit the Bimst-
cut mode.
SPC-h (V/H OFF), RTC-6 (read-out drive OFF), SPC-19 (solar eclipse OFF).,_
and SPC'a-26 through 31 will not affect the Bimat-cut mode.
RTC-16 (wind forward) will clear the Bimst-cut memo_j. If RTC-16 occurs
before the Bimst cut is completed the Bimst-cut operstion will be inter- "
rupted and termimated. If RTC-16 occurs sf_er the Bimst has been cut it
will have no effect.
2.3.2.9 Wind-Forward Mode. The wind-forward mode refers to the mode of
PS operation after Bimst clear when the transport logic is switched to the'
forward direction via the wind-forward memory.
In the wind-forwsrd mode the processor is free wheeling and the read-out
release clutch is disengaged. The film take-up drive will be ON im the
forward direction when the camera storage and read-out loopers-
2- 5
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are not empty. Film is sdvan=ed through the camera by operating the
csmer3 aa it was operated in the photogrophic mode. The wind-forward
mode is initleted wlth SPC-2 (ca mere ON) end terminated with RTC-8
(Bimst cut). The n._mes of some commsnds will have become misnomers
resulting from their use for more than one function 9nd from changes
of their functions. When RTC-8 is used before Bimst is clear, it
functions as aBimst-cut command; but,'when usedsfter the Bimst is
clear, it clears the wind-forward memory.
Insdvertent Commands - SPC-1 (V/H ON), SPC-_ (V H OFF), (read-out .
drive ON), RTC-6 (reed-out drive OFF), RTC-16 {wind forward)SPC-19
(solar eclipse OFF) and SPC's 26 through 31 will have no effect on the
wind-forward mode.
SPC-3 (read-out electronics ON) if given during wind fo.-wsrd will activate
the reed-out electronics, but will not terminate the mode. RTC-8 must
be given to allow the reed-out drive to operate, terminating the wind
forward mode.
2.3.2.10 Solar Eclipse, The solar eclipse mode is defined with respect
to the CCP as the mode of PS operstlon when the solar-eclipse memory is
ON. "
SPC-18 (solar eclipse ON) and SPC-19 (solar eclipse OFF) set end clear
the solar-eclipse memo.--y. The set condition of this memory proTides
inhibition signals to the logic which controls PS operations to ensure
a minimum power drain. (See paragraph 2.5 for the functions which are
inhibited ).
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2.3.3
2.3.3.1
L_
Mode to Mode Transitions
Normal Transitions
a _•
be
Transitions from the V/H and photographic modes - Normal
transitions from the V/H and photographic modes are shown
in Figure 2-28.
V/H and/or photographic to processing mode - When the V/H
sensor and/or camera are turned OFF 'by conditions other
than SPC-18 (solar eclipse ON) or SPC-3 (read-out electronics
ON) and the camera storage looper is not empty and the read-
out release memory is not set (power turn-on or RTC-16 has
occurred later than RTC-5) the processor will be enabled.
V/H or photographic mode to quick-look read-out standby mode -
When the V/H and/or camera are turned OFF by conditions other
than SPC-18 (solar eclipse ON) or SPC-3 (read-out electronics
ON) and the read-out release memory is set (RTC-5 has occurred
later than RTC-16), the transition from V/H and/or photographic
to quick-look read-out standby mode will occur.
V/H and/or photographic mode to solar eclipse mode - SPC-18
(solar eclipse ON) when given while the V/H sensor and/or
camera are ON, will turn them OFF, causing the transition
from V/H and/or photographic to solar-eclipse mode.
V/H mode to processing standby mode- When the V/H mode is
terminated by conditions other than SPC-3 (read-out electronics
ON) or SPC-18 (solar eclipse ON), the read-out release memory
is not set (RTC-16 has occurred later than RTC-5), and the
camera storage looper is empty, the transition from V/H to
processing-standby mode will occur. ,
Transitions from _he processing mode - The eight possible
transitions from processing (see Figure 2-29) can be associ-
ated with the inhibit signals to the Bimat drive and processor
and dryer heaters. The Bimat drive,and processor and dryer
heaters are inhibited by the following: •
(i) .V/H memory (processlng mode to V/H mode)
(2) Cameramemory (processing mode to photographic mode)
(3) Read-out electronics memory (processing mode to
quick-look read-out mode) '
(4) Solar-eclipse memory (processing mode to solar-eclipse
mode )
i
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(5) Camera Storage-looper empty condf_ion (processing mode
to processing-standby mode)
(6) Read-out release memory(Processing mode to quiCk-look
read-out standby)
(7) Bimat clear condition (processing mode to final read-
out standby mode)mo d(8) In the Bimat-cut e'the Processor and dryer heaters
are inhibited but the Bimat drive isoperatlng. RTC-8
(Bimat cut) initiates Bimat cut; however, because the
Bimat cut is gated with the Bimat drive, the cutting
operation does not occur until the Bimat drive is
enabled_
Transitions from processing standby and/or quick-look read-
out standby modes - The processing standby and quick look
read-out standby modes are quiescent modes. A transition
is possible from these standby modes to any other mode that
Occurs before Bimat cut or Bimat clear, with one exception
(See Figure 2-30). The exception is processing standby to
processing. In Processing standby the camera storage looper
is empty; therefore, processing cannot resume umtil a
photographic sequenc e has occurred. The transitions can be
associated within the following commands:
SPC-1 (V/H ON) processing standby and/or quick-look read-
out standby to the V/H mode. ;
SPC-2 (camera ON)processing standby and/or quick-look
read-out standby to photographic mode.
SPC-3 (read-out electronics ON) processing standby and/or•
• quick-look read-out standby to qulck-look read-out
mode.
RTC-16 (wind forward) quick-look read-out standby to pro-
cessing mode, if camera storage looper is not empty.
SPC-18 (solar eclipsei processing standby and/or quick-look
read-out standby to solar eclipse mode.
Transitions from the quick-look'read-out mode - Tnenormal
transitions from quick-look read-out are shown in Figure
2-31.
Quick-look read-out to qulck-look read-out standby mode -
RTC,6 (read-out drive OFF) given during quick-!ook read-out
Will ' clear the read-out electronics memory. With the rea_-
out electronics memory cleared, the optical mechanical
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scanner will continue tothe spot-stop position. When the
spot-stop switch is closed the read-out electronics and
drive will be turned OFF. If RTC-5 (read-out drive ON)
has occurred later than RTC-16 (wind forward) the read-out
release memory will be cleared, engaging the read-out clutch,
and therefore the logic will be in the quick-look read-out
atandbymode.
Qulck-look read-out to processing standby mode - If_he
read-out looper becomes full, read-out will be terminated,
and the read-out release memory will be set. Thus, if the
camera storage looper is empty, the quick-look read-out to
•processing standby transitionwill occur.
Quick-look read-out to processing mode - If the camera
storage looper is not empty when the read-out looper becomes
full, read-out will be turned OFF, the read-out release
memory will be set,•sndtherefore, the logic will be in the
processing mode.
Quick-look read-out to solar eclipse mode - S_C-18 (solar
eclipse ON) will clear the read'out electronics memory.
With the read-out electronics memory cleared, the optical-
mechanical scanner •will continue to the spot-stop position.
When the spot-stop switch is closed the read-out electronics
and drive will be shut OFF.
Mode to mode transitions after Bimat clear - As the Bimat
clear is an irreversible operation, the Bimat cut and clear
event divides the PS operation into two parts. The mode to
mode transitions Occurring after Bimat clear ere shown in
Figure 2-32. Actuation of the Bimat clear switch keys the
transition from Bimat cut to final read-out standby mode.
Since the processor_is inhibited by solar eclipse, and the
processor must run to cut and clear the Bimat, it is im-
portant toperform Bimat cut such that adequate time is
available for Bimat clear to occur prior to solar eclipse.
Transitions between Bimat cut and solar eclipse modes can,
in this manner, occur. Mode to mode transitions after the
Bimat clear can be associated with the following commands:
SPC-3 (read-out electronics ON) final read-out standby
to final read-out mode.
RTC-6 (read-out drive OFF) final read-out to final read-
out standby mode.
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SPC-2 (camera ON) final read-out standby to wind-forward
(toward the take-up) mode.
RTC-8 (Bimat cut) wind forward to final read-out standby
mode.
SPC-18 (solar eclipse ON) final read-out, final read-out
standby or wind forward to solar eclipse mode.
SPC-19 (solar eclipse OFF) solar eclipse to final read-
out standby Or wind-f0rward modes.
Transitions from solar eclipse - SPC-18 (solar eclipse ON)
sets thesolar-eclipse memory. The output of the solar-
eclipse memory inhibits: V/H, camera, processor (includes
processor/dryer heaters), take-up drive, supply drive and
supply brake, camera film advance, and all heaters not
enabled during solar eclipse. The read-out clutch remains
engaged. After Bimat clear, solar eclipse has no effect
on the processor, which is permanently inhibited.
SPC-18 terminates the V/H and/or photographic mode and the
read-out mode by clearing their respective memories.
Therefore, when the solar eclipse memory is cleared with
SPC-19, t_ese modes'will not be resumed automatically
(see Figure 2-33)•Transitions from solar eclipse will
occur under the following Conditions: When SPC-19
(solar eclipse OFF) occurswhile the read-out release
memory is cleared (RTC-5 has occurred later than RTC-16),
the camera storage looper is not empty, and the Bimat is
not clear, the quick-look read-out standby mode will be
resumed. When SPC-19 occurs while the read-out release
memory iS set (RTC-16 has occurred later than RTC-5), the
Bimat is not clear and the camera storage looper is not
empty, processing will be resumed. _en SPC-19 occurs
while the Bimat is not clear, the camera storage looper
is empty, and the read-out release memory is set (_C-16
has occurred later than RTC-5), processing standby will
be resumed. When SPC-19 occurs while the Bimat is clear
and the wind-forward memory is not set (RTC-8 has occurred
later than SPC-2 and Bimat clear), final read-out standby
is resumed. When SPC,19 occurs while the Bimat is clear
and the wlnd-for_ard memory is seC(SPC-2 and B-Imat clear
has occurred later than RTC-8) the wind-forward mode will
be resumed.
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2.3.3.2 Abnormal Mode to Mode Transltions. Some possible transitions that
are considered abnormal are shown in Figure 2-3h.
a. V/H and/or Photographic Modes to Quick-Look Read-Out Mode -
If SPC-3 (read-out electronics ON) is given during V/H and/or
photographic modes they will be turned OFF and quick-look
read-out will be initiated.
b. Quick-Look Read-Out to Photographic Mode - If SPC-2 (camera
ON) is given during quick-look read-out when the optical-
mechanical scanner is in the s_ot-stop position, the read-out
will be turned OFF and a photographicsequence initiated.
If SPC-2 is given during quick-look read-out when the optical'
mechanical scanner is not in the spot-stop position the
.' read-out will be turned OFF, but the photographic sequence
will not be initiated. A quick-look standby mode will follow
the read-out.
Because Bimat cu% is inhibited when the Bimat drive is
inhibited, transition from Bimat cut to V/H, photographic,
processing, processing standby, quick-look read-out, or
quick-look read-out standby are possible. None of the
Bimat drive inhibitions will normally occur during the
Bimat-cut mode.
c. Final Read-Out Standby Or Wind Forward _o V/N Mode - If
SPC-1 (V/H ON) is given during final read-out standby or
wind fo_ard (when the camera is inactive) the V/H sensor
will be turned ON. The transport logic will remain un-
changed through either of these transitions.
d. Final Read-Out to Wind Forward Mode - If SPC-2 (camera ON)
is given during final read-out when the CNS is in the spot-
stop position the read-out will be terminated and wind
forward will be initiated. •If SPC-2 is given during final
read-out when the OM_ is not in the spot-stop position,
read-out will be terminated but wind forward will not be
initiated.
Although the abnormal mode to mode transitions do not yield
catastrophic results_they shouldbe avoided in the mission
program as they do yield someundesirable results. The un-
desirable results that might occur are EMI generation a_d
periods of time when the PS state is unknown. For these
reasons the mode to mode transitions shown in Figure 2-34,
should not occur in a normal mission.
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2.3._ Some PS Programming Considerations
2.3._.I Transition Between the Processing and Read-0ut Modes. There is a
small but finite possibility that the take-up drive directional relay will
fail to switch from forward to revers.e in going from s processing to read-
out mode. This situation coula _qccur because the read-out looper partial
full condition is randomly related in time to a read-out electronics ON
and take-up .looper EMPTY condition, and because the take-up drive relay
switching circuit requires time to recharge its storage capacitor. The
directional error possibility Qan be eliminated by inhibiting processing a
minimum of 500 milliseconds before the read-out electronics are commanded
ON. This can be accomplished by executing RTC-5 (read-out drive ON) at
least 500 millisecond prior to the execution of SPC-3 (read-out electronics
ON) when initiating limited read-out during or immediately after a process-
ing cycle.
2.3._.2 Application of PS Power Whe n Bimat is Clear_ Durin 6 Ground Testin 6.
Power is applied to the PS prior to launch and is not interrupted prior to
completion of final read-out in a normal mission. However, during the test
program prior to launch, it may become necessary to interrupt PS power.
Power interruption when the PS is in final read-out mode, after Bimat clear,
can cause film transport problems. Two problems could occur (1) an ambiguity
in camera film-drive direction and (2) an ambiguity in take-up reel drive
direction. These problems are partially'caused by the charging time of
- >
capacitors associated with the latching relay circuits which control film-
drive direction in the camera and take-up mechanisms.
Upon application of power in' s Bimat clear state, the PS is immediately
placed in a sol_r-eclipse ON_state which prevents sli fil=_transport ;:.f_
operations. As:'h:r_s%ilt.:'6f_ransient conditions during turn-o_f, or if
2r129
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the PS was in a wind forward mode prior to power turn-off, the camera film
transport direction latching reiay could be placed in a forward direction.
Though the logic on the encoder will be in a reverse sense, the latching
relays could be latched in the forward direction. Thus, if solar eclipse
is commanded OFF, and there is film in the camera and read-out storage
loopers, the camera film advance can come ON in the forward direction
emptying the supply looper. However, the logic expects the camera to fill
the supply looper and this status cannot be achieved. Therefore, th_ camera
film-advance motor will stall out. To ensure maximum turn-on reliability,
it is reco,_ended that the camera and read-out storage loopers be empty at
the time of power turn-off. In any event, due to film stretch Or creep,
it is still necessary to command camera ON (SPC-2) prior to the solar-
eclipse OFF command (SPC-19). The camera ON command (SPC-2) switches the
PS logic into the wind-forward mode for the 50-millisecond duration of the
command pulse. This momentary signal is sufficient t0 re-establlsh logic
and latching relay status because logic and latching relaYs will switch to
the reverse direction on the trailing edge of the camera ON (wind forward)
pulse.
A similar Situation to the camera film-advance problem can exist with the
take-up reel. When power is _applled the take-up looper memory could come
ON in an empty-before-full state or a full-before-empty state. If the
memory is in an empty-before-full state, the take-up motor will come on
wnen solar-eclipse OFF (SPC-19) is Commanded. If the take-up direction
relay is latched in tae forward direction, the take up will come on empty-
ing the take-up looper. However, the looper logic will be in a read-out
mode as a result of the Bleat-clear indication, demanding that a take-up
looper FULL condition be established. Because the take-up motor is operating
in the forward direction, emptying the take-up looper, this requirement
cannot be fulfilled, and the take-up motor will stall out.
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If both the camera storage and read-out loopers are empty before power
Interraptlon, a camera ON command (SPC-2), given prior to solar-ecllpse
OFF (SPC-19), will re-establish both take-up looper:loglc and drive direc-
tion on the trailing edge of the_BO-miillsecond;cc_m_and pulse. However,
if the camera and read-out storage loopers are not empty, another situation
exists.
When loopers are not empty, the take-up logic will switch to the forward
direction on the leading edge of the camera ON (SFC-2) command pulse if it
Is in the correct or reverse directlon. The take-up ioglc will thin switch
back to the reverse direction on the trailing edg e of the command pulse.
However, the time constant of the relay circuit is longer than 50 milli-
seconds and this second switching will not be accomplished.
It can be seen from the above discussion that giving SPC-2 prior to SPC-19
• is not a complete solution to the take-up reel problem. Even though loopers
can be emptied prior to power turn OFF, film creep or stretch can be
sufficient to cause an appearance of storage looper not empty conditions.
The solution to the take-up reel problem is to give the camera ON (SPC-2)
command again, immediately after solar-ecllpse OFF (SPC-19). The possl-
bility still exists that the take-up reel will stall out; however, the
length of the stall period will be limited to the time interval between
solar-eclipse OFF (SPC-19) and the camera ON command (SPC-2) which follows
it.
In view of the situations described above, the'following steps are recom-
mended for any power interruption during testing wheh the PS is in the
fina_ rea_-out mode (Bimat clear status) --
a. Empty both camera storage and read-out !popers
, _, _ before power turn-off.
_L-O18375-RU
b,
C,
d.
AfZer power turn-on and before solar-eclipse OFF
(SPC-19), give a camera ON command (SPC-2).
Give a solar-eclipse OFF command (SPC-19). _
Immediately after step c, give a'second camera-ON
command (SPC-2). _
The above steps wiliPrevent all but a momentary stall condition on the
take-up reel.
2.3._.3 Bimat Cut. It will be necessary to wind-forward one frame after
the Bimat clears zne processor. When the Bimat has cleared the processor,
the film transport-logic controls the camera film drive and supply drive
to pull film from the camera and read-out loopers until empty. Because ln
the Processing/Bimat cut mode prior to Bimat Clear the take-updrive turns
on when read-out looper is partially full, and turns off when the read-out
looper becomes empty, after the Bimat has cleared, a length of film (up to
the amount of film between the read-out empty and partially full switch)
will be pulled back On the processing drum.
The film that would be pulled back on the processor drum will be wet, and
must be advanced onto the dryer drumbefore it adheres to the processor
drum. To accnmplish this, the SPC-2 (camera ON) will have to be executed
(within minutes after Bimat clear occurs*) to advance the film onto the
dryer drum, ' "
E
2.3. h. 4 _Program to Ensure A_ainst Inadvertent Bimat Cut. The following
programming technique is reconnnended to ensure against inadvertent Bimat
cut. The process uses RTC-16 (wind-forward ON)as a cleari.g signal for
To be determined by test
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the Bimat-cut command memory. Because Bimat Cut cannot occur unless the
°•
PS is processing, there are long periods in the mission when an inadvertent
Bimat-cut command wlil not be catastrophic, if the Bimat-cut command memory
is cleared prior to the next processing cycle. Possible transitions to the
processing mode Include:
a. V/H and/or photographic to _processing mode.
b. Q_ick-10ok read-out to processing mode. •
c. Quick-look read-out standby to processing mode.
In transitions b add c, the Bimat-cut memory is automatically cleared be-
cause RTC-16 (wind-forward ON) is used to initiate these transitions. • To
provide the same protection for transition a, i_ is recommended that the
processor be inhibited via RTC-5 (read-out drive ON) before a photographic
sequence occurs, and then be released via RTC-16 after the sequence is
complete. When RTC-16 releases the inhibit on processing, it also clears
the B_at-cut memory erasing any inadvertent command before Bimat cut is
executed.
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PHOTOGRAPHICStmS STEMPOWERCONSUMPTION
2.h.l Summary _ /
The rate of po_ consumption of the PSis dependent upon three Conditions: _
(1)'the raSe_?_eat radiation and conduction into and out of the sub- • •'_
system, (2) tg:_erating mode of the subsystem, and (3) the prime voltage '_
level suppli_ the PS from the spacecraft. The information supplied in
this section'i_e_ovldesa brief summary of the maximumpower consumption of
the PS that can be expected when these conditions are normal.
2._.2 _Discussion of Power Consumption Data
The energy-dissipatlon rates presented in the accompanying tables and
figures are based on a prime voltage-supply level of 30.5 v dc with the
exception of _vaiues presented for the solar-eclipse mode. Maximum
power eonsumpt_n of the subsystem during each of its six major operating
modes is prese_ed in Table 2-8. Table 2-9 presents the maximumconsumption
for the variou_components of the subsystem. Typical power profiles for
each mode are presented in Figure 2-35 thzough Figure 2-39.
Heater dissipation rates were obtained froma worst-case cold-orbit com-
puted analysis of £he thermal model (_}4). The power consumptions during
the solar-eclipse, standby, and processing modes are primarily due to heater
dissipation. Because the heater cycling rates decrease as the requirements
for heat are lessened, the power consumption during these modes decreases
\
with time until thermal equilibrium is achieved.
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The effects of this are shown in Figure 2'35 and 2-36. In a_lltion,
because the heaters are inhibited in the photographic and read-out modes,
the average (not maximum as given below)consumption in thesemodes is
generally less than in the associated standby mode.
Some of the PS components draw comparatively large transient currents
when initially energized; however, the duration of these transients
is such that the total energy dissipated is negligible. Total energy
consumption for the various operating modes is not presented because
it is dependent on ground originated commands.
ZAZLE 2-8
_AX_ POWER CONSUm_ZON OF T_E PS DUm_G THE S_X _AJOR
Operating
Mode
Solar eclipse
Standby
Fnotographic
Processing
Bimat cut
Read-out
OPERATING MODES
Po14e r
(watts)
22.1
77.2
lO4.9
109.h
86.6
61.4
2-135
TABLE 2-9
MAxn  PO R OF
: i
Components
80-mm shutter motor
2h-inch shutter motor an d solenoid
80-mm exposure adjust motor
24-inch exposure adjust motor
Film advance motor and brake
V/H sensor and electronics
Film-clamp andvacuum-draw motor
Data electronics and pinlights
Supply-spool brake
Supply-spool motor
Take-up motor and brake
Read-out take-up motor and brake
/Supply-spool clutch
Read-out scanner clutch
Bimat drive motor
Bimat cutter
Lnstrumentation
CCP control logic
Reference frequency generator
Sweep and sync logic
Photomultlplier tube and supply
Reference voltage generator
Video amplifier
Sweep, sync and LST power
Filament
High-voltage supply and beam current
Drum anode motor
COMPONENT IN THE PS
2-136
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Power
6.7
24.3
18.8
9.0
19.9
12.5
25.0
o.8h
6.7
3.3
8.8
6.7
6.5
3.7
3.1
1.93
O.Z_
0.05
2.0
o.h6
0.9
18.9
3.2
9.0
I0.3
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TABLE. 2-9 (Continued)
Components
Read-out scanner motor
Continous prime _pply losses
pc/pcQ ve , 
• Camera shroud g_ film-cassette heater
. . . .:f,
2_-inch lens he_er ."
• '_f f . .
24-1nch and 80-mp window heater
Upper pressuFe-s_ell heater
Lower pressure-shell heater
Fin base area No. i heater*I
Fin base area No.. 2 heater .
JL
Fin base area No:, 3 heater
t"
Processor heater_j, _ "
P
Dryer
.J
Each heater contrpller (lO controllers)
Power
(watts)
3.5
0.5
9.6h
7.0
2.75
4.1
8.31
7.77
4.81 watts
18.2
18.0 watts
9.09
16.7
o.o65
b
* The energy dis£ipation of fin base area No. I heater was trimmed
to maintain a £otal average heater dlsslpation of 15 watts at 25
volts for operation in the solar eclipse mode.
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2.5 LOGIC RELATIONSHIPS FOR TH_ COMMAND CONTROL AA_D PROGRAMMING (CCP) UNIT
2.5.1 General
The logic relationships in this section are keyed to sheets of the CCP logic
diagram (these sheets are included st the end of paragraph 2.5). Identlfl-
cation of the input, internal, and output signals for the CCP is contained
in the following tables:
Table 2-i0
Table 2-II
Table 2-12
Table 2-13
External Commands to CCP
Signals from Photo Subsystem
CCP Internal Signals
CCP Signals to Photo Subsystem
':
Table 2-II TelemetrY and Hard Line Points
In these tables (except for telemetry points indicated to be changing state)
the signal label corresponds to the more positive (HIGH, TRUE, or ONE) level
of the function states. For example, input FSS is TRUE when focus stop
position exists; but input SP---Sis FALSE when spot-stop position exists and
TRUE when it does not exist. This convention is followed throughout the
• _ • equations and descriptions following the tables.
/'/ii:'_The inputs to each flip-flop memory are sho_Nn for the set condition of the
memory, with set inputs given to the left of , and clear inputs to the right.
The states shown for the clear inputs are necessary conditions for set
action. The inverse state on any clear input will give a clear Condition.
Figure 2-40 is a drawing of the CCP Camera signals.
z
Logic
Diagram
Sheet
7
7
8
h
8
5
cvI-l*
5
8
CVI-2* :
CVI- 3*
CVI- _*
CVI- 5*
5
h
7
7
2
Command
SPC-I
SPC-2
SPC-3
SPC-4
_TC-5
RTC-6
RTC-7
RTC-8
RTC-9
RTC-11
RTC-12
RTC-13
RTC-ih
RTC-16
SPC-18
SPC-19
SPC-26
•SPC-27
ape-e8
SPC-29
SPC-30
SPC-31
HLC-2
TABLE 2-I0 •
EXTERNAL COMYANDS TO CCP
Description
V/H sensor ON
Camera ON
Read-out anode & electronics ON
V/H sensor OFF
Read-out scanner drive oN
_Read-6ut scanner drive OFF
Camera Shutter advance one step
Cut Bimat
Inhibit all heater power
LST focus increase one step
LST focus decrease one step
Photovideo gain increase one step
Photovideo gain decrease one step
Wind forward ON (Processor ON)
Solar eclipse ON
Solar eclipse OFF
Camera rate fast
Camera rate slow
Camera sequence
Camera sequence •
Camera sequence
Camera Sequence
Ground focus test
Verificat ion**
cTI,-8
C¢L-9
RTL-28
CTL-8
RTL-29
RTL-29
CTL- 15, (CTL- II)
PTL-22
( L-40)
RTL- 31
RTL-31
RTL-31
RTL-31
RTL-28
CTL-16
CTL- 16
•, CTL-!5, (CTL-IOa)
CTL- 15, (CTL- IO8 )
(CTL-lOb)
(CTL-iOb)
(CTL-lOc )
(c -loc)
NOTE:
* Sheet 6 CVl means Command Verification Instrumentation. The conmands
are not executed in theCCP logic. However, the CVi signals
are used in the CCP for command verification telemetry inputs.
Verifications that are not in parentheses are signaled by
changes of state. See s--h_et 6 of the logic diagram.
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Loglc
Diagram
Sheet
.2
2
4
2,5
2,5
8
2,5
2
2
5
5
2,5
4
8
7
7
3
3
5
1
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TABLE 2- ll
SIGNALS FROM PHOTO SUBSYSTEM
SLF
SLE
CLF
CLE
RLF
RLP
KLE.
TLF
TLE
BCI
BCO
RMC
E0S
FSS
IMC
SHL
SLT
SST
SPS
SRF
Description
Supply looper full
Supply looper empty
Camera looper full
Camera looper empty
Read-out looper full
Read-out looper partial (near empty)
Read-out looper empty
Take-up looper full
Take-up looper empty
Bimat cut power inhibit
Bimat cut power OFF
Bimat cut and clear
End of sequence (end. of film advance)
Focus stop position
Initiate film clamp and draw vacuum
80-ram shutter limit
24-inch shutter action
Platen motion (shutter start input)
Spot stop position
Secondary reference frequency
t
:i
"/
CCP INTERNAL SIGNALS
' . "[
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Logic
Diagram
Sheet
7
5
5
5
5
8
8
/ 7__4pps '
...... TS-2
. TS23
'_ TS-_
Ts-.5
' "' TS-6
: - TS-7
:"' _TS-8
Description
Preset pulse signal (power ON clear)
Bimat motor enable
Cut-Bimat Command memory ON-
'Solar eclipse memory ON
Camera enable
Camera memory ON
Wind forward memory ON (after BMC only)
Read-out enable
Read-out drive motor ON
Take-up forward enable (Ignored after BMC)
Equations for the above signals are given in paragraph 2.5.2.1.
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TABLE 2-13
ccp SIG_A_ TO-PHOTO SUBSYSTD_
ORF- I, 2
MS-I, 2 -
Y'.S-5, 6
MS-9, i0, Ii, 12
MS-13, 14
CAS- I*
CAS-7
CAS-5
CAS- 12
c_-13
cAs-1_
CAS-15
cAs- 16
CAS-17
CAS-18
CAS-19
CAS-20
_-21
CAS-6
CAS-2
CAS-3
CAS-8
Description
400 cps
2_-inch shutter motor (TS-_ & _00 cps)
Read-out drive motor (TS-7 & _O0 cps)
Drum anode motor (TS-6 &50 cpsj 2 phase)
Bimat motor (;_ME & 400 cps)
Camera motor forward memory ON
Camera motor reverse
Camera motor ON .
Supply brake disengaged
Supply mc_or ON (reverse only)
Take-up motor forward
Take-up motor reverse
Take-up motor ON
+20V & +6.3V converters ON
Day heater inhibit
Night heater inhibit
Read-out high-voltage ON
Processor/dryer heater OFF
Bimat cut power ON
FiLm clamp and draw vacuum ON
80-ram shutter memory ON
2_-inch shutter action
Equations for signal CAS-I and all signals listed below it are given in
paragraph 2.5.2.2. For TCl,_see CAS-8.
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5
7
CAS-10
CAS-II
TCl
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TABLE 2-13 (Cont inued)
s
iI
Descript ibn _. :
V/Hmemory ON (read'-out relay, in..V/if
state)
Read-out relay In read-out state
Read-out clutch disengaged (readout
forward release)
Time code interrogation _
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TABLE 2-i_ '
TELEMETRY & HARD-LINE POINTS
(all TPL and HTL are hard-line points)
EKC +
Po in_
'Design_t ion
TPL-2
TPL-8 •
TPL-_)
J
TPL-10
CTL_7
HTL_,_
CTL_
RTL_ti •
C_L-10b)
CTL TIOcJ
PTL_I8
PTL-_9
ETL-40
CTL- II
CTL-8
CTL-9
CTL.15
Boeing
Po int
Desi_nat ion Indication
PB05
PBOh
PCO3
PC07
PCO8
PC20
PCO_
PC18
(SRFI) Secondary reference frequency
(TS-2) Solar eclipse memory.ON
(TS-5) Wind fo_ard memory ON (after
....._ BMC only)
(TS-h) Camera Memory ON
(5 bits) % 2h-inch platen motions
(LSB only__ (SST count)
(5 bits) "_ " 2h-inch shutter actions
(I Bonly)J
Camera rate memory fast
Camera sequence memory
(SLT count)
sPc-26 • sPc-27
SPC-29 • SPC-2--_
Camera sequence memory SPC-31 •
Bimat not cut & clear ,(state
low if cut and clear)
Bimat take-up (changing state)
(RTC-9) Inhibit all heater power
(inhibit state low)
Camera exposure setting
Camera thermal door open
Command Verifications by Chan_ing State
PCOI V/H seAsor ON, OFF SPC-I,&
PC02 .Camera ON SPC-2
PC15 Camera exposure or
frame rate
SPC-3O
RTC-7, SPC-26, 27
2-I_9 +
_.-_;
;':,
Logic
Diagram
Sheet
6
EKC
Point. -
Desi6nat ion
CTL-16
PTL-22
_T_28
RTL-29
RTL, 31
TABLE 2-1h (Continued)
Bo eing
Po int
Des ignat ion
PC_6
PCO9
Pci0
PCII
PCI2
Indicat ion
Solar eclipse ON, OFF
Cut Bimat
Bead-out electTonics ON
or wind forward
-i
Bead-out drive ON, OFF
LST focus or photovldeo
gain
i.
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2.5.2 Logic Equations
2.5.2.1 CCP Internal Signals
2.5.2.1.1 Preset Pulse Signal IPPS) _(Sheet 7)
The preset pulse signal (PPS) is generated only at the time of photo subo
system pover turn-on _rior to launch. BecauseCCP power is maintained
throughout the life of the payloa d mlssion, signal PPS occurs only once.
initializes the command control and programming logic states as follows:
a. Solar eclipse memory ON
b. Camera enable state OFF
c. Camera memory OFF
d. Wind forward memory OFF
e. Read-0ut enable state OFF
f. Read-out drive memory O:'T
g. Take-up forward enable state OFF (due to _)
h. Read,out release memory ON, but signal
BME is inhibited by TS-2
i. Cut-Bimat command memory OFF
J. V/H memory OFF (by collector priming)
k. Bimat-cut power memory OFF
I. Night heater inhibit ON
TS-2
Ts-3
TS-5
TS-7
It
BME
CBC
CAS-19
The camera motor reverse is held OFF (_7) permanently prior to Bimat cut
and clear. The day heater inhibit signal is ngt present (C_-_-I) unless
C_mmand RTC-9 is given. The camera rate (CTL-_Oa) and sequence (CTL-IOb,c)
memories will be in unknown states. All other signals are Inhibited by the
solar eclipse ON state (see TS-2). Given these initial conditions, command
SPC-19 will be needed to turn the solar eclipse memory OFF -(T-_), which -
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will 811ow turn-on of states _.v_, TS-8, CAS-II, CAS-I&, andCA S-16. This
will result in emptying the read-out and camera loopers, a necessary con-
dition for launch, after which the solar eclipse ON state (Ts-2) can be
reinstated by giving command SPC-18. , . .
_.5.2.1.2 Bimat Motor Enable (_ME)-(Sheet 5) -
r
ms t (_U,F • _c ,'BC0 + PPS ÷ RTC-16) '* m_C-_j
. _":;_--_- " " . • C--_ •
;_ _s-g'n;.. _s--76-.' " M
• _ ,_ .
This signal is available before B1mst Clear only. If the read-out release
'_"- i
i_!;memory is turned 'ON the Bimat motor enable signal (BME) exists provided the:
a,
b.
C.
d.
e.
'_ f,
Camera looper is not empty
Solar eclipse memory is not ON
Camera memory is not ON
Readout' enable signal is not ON
Bimat is not cut and clear
V/H m_mory is not ON
CLE
TS-2
BMC" BCO
L
:The read-out release memory can be turned ON by any of t.he following:
s. Wind forward command RTC-16
11 b. Preset pulse signal - PPS
• : (However, the _ signal is inhibited in this
_, case since PPS also turns solar eclilyse memory ON. )
-i c. .............Read-out iooper full signal RLF
-_::_he read-out release memory is cieared by a read-oug drive ON command (RTC-5).
.;,: The presence of the BME signal establishes:
,/
2-IY3
, . .'.',-.,,.:.. ..,._ _....._:- ..::.
,..:... ' -
L-OI8375-RU
a. Bimat motor drive signals
b. Read-out clutch disengaged
c. Enables Bimat-cutpower ON
d. Enables processor/dryer heater
4,
-MS-13,1_
CAS.-_l
CAS'6
CAS-21
2.5.2.1.3 Cut.Bimat Command Memo..._ ON (CBC) (Sheet 5)
• cBc -- ,R_c-8 * _. Bc--5 .. Pt_"-'_ ..
v
This signal is inhibited after Bimat cut and clear. The cut-Bimat command
memo."3r is turned-ON by the cut-B:_at .command (RTC-8). It is cleared by any "
of the following: , , .
a. Wind forward command
b. Bimat-cut power-off slgr,al
c. The preset pulse signal
RTC-16
BCO
PPS
The presence of the CBC signal establishes:
a. A condition for setting the Bimat-cut power memory
b. Both day and night heater - inhibits
c. Inhibits processor/dryer heaters •
SolarEcllp eM_ =ory LTS-2)<Sheet
• " TS-2._=I (SPC-18 +.PPS) * SPC-I£1
The solar-ecllpse memory is turned ON either by the preset pulse signal (FPS)
at initial power turn-on or by command SPC-18; ,it is cleared by Command _C-19,
The set state will establish a night heater inhibit condition (CAS-19) and
will clear or inhibit all of the following signals: " - "
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ae
b.
C.
d.
e.
f.
g.
h.
i.
J.
k.
I.
m.
n.
O.
p.
q.
r.
t.
Bimat motor enable
Camera forward memory ON
Film clamp and draw vacuum ON
80-mm shutter memory ON
V/H memory ON
Camera motor ON
Bimat-cut po_er ON
2h-inch shutter: action
Read-out relay in read-out state
Read-out clutch disengaged
Supply brake disengaged
Supply motor oN ....
Take'up motor forward (after Bi_,atclear)
Take-up motor reverse (before Bimat Clear)
Ta_e-up motor ON (before and after Bimat clear)
±20V and +6.3V converters ON
Read-out hlgh-voltage ON
Processor/dryer heater ON
Time code interrogation
BYZ
CAS-I
CAS-2
CAS-3
-CAS-_
CAS-5
CAS-6
CAS-8
CAS-i0
CAS-II
CAS-12
CAS-13
CAS-I_
•CAS-15
CAS-16
CAS-17
CAS-20
CAS-21
Tel
If the read-out circuits happen to be in the focus stop condition at the
time solar-eclipse memory turns ON, then signal TS-2 Causes the scanner to
home on the spot-stop position (SPS)prior to read,out turn-off (see TS-T).
2.5.2.1.5 Camera Enable (TS-_)iSheet /_)
The presence of this signal is a condition for setting the following:
• " " t" .-. :'
.-,,
%'.}.
L-01CY/5-RU
a. V/H memory ON
b. Camera memory ON
-, CAS-L
. TS -
The termination of this signal will clear the first memory on the neGatiVe-
going transition and _ill dc clear the second memory. Camera enable is
established provided all of the following states are in effect:
a,
b,
C.
d.
e.
Programmed multiple photo sequence has not been
completed
V/H OFF command is not present
Camera storage looper is not full
Solar eclipse memory is not ON
Read-out enable signal is not ON
CLF
TS-2
2.5.2.1.6 Car.era Memo_ ON-(Tsi_h)' (Sheet 2)
TS-4 --| SPC-2 , TS-_ • SINGLE SEQ COMPL j
This memory is set by command SPC-2 provided the camera enable condition
(TS-3) is present. It is cleared by any of the following:
a. Completion of programmed photo sequence (single
or multiple )
b_ Reception of V/H OFF command SPC-h
c. Filling of the camera-storage looper .- CLF
d. Turn-on of the solar-ecllpse, memory TS-2
e. -Turn-on of the read-out enable signal TS-6
Therefore, the camera mode Canbe terminated _y any of three co_mmnds: -
SPC-_, SPC-18, SPC-3. It can also be terminated by the use 'of Ccsmands
SPC-28, 29, 30,_ 31 to shorten the programmed sequence.
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The _resence of this signal inhlbits the Bimat motor and all heaters; inhibits
setting of the V/H ON and camera rate FAST memories; enables camera sequence
signals CAS-I, 2, 3, 5, 8 and TCI; turns ON the wind-forward memory TS-5,
after Bimat cut and clear only; and turns ON the motor sisals MS-I, 2 for
%he 24-inch shutter.
2.5.2.1.7 Wind Forward Memory ON (TS-5) (Sheet 5)
/_This memory is tuzn_d., on by TS-_ (command SPC-2) after Bimat Cut and clear
_!'_only. IZ can be ,c_ared by any of the fhllowing:
, a. Cut at command RTC-8
b. .Sola_,ec!ipse memory0N TS-2
c. "_Pres_ pulse signal PPS
d. Movement of the read-out scanner away.
from _pot-stop position. SP---_
_herefore, this memory can be turned OFF by any of thre_ command combinations:
,' a. Cut -Bimat command RTC-8
b. •Solar eclipse ON command SPC-18
!
•c. Read-out electronics ON followed by
drive ON command. SPC-3 & BTC-5
Turn-on of this memory inhibits signals CAS-7, 13, 15 and enables signals
_.-ii, 12, 14, 16.
,/e
I:
?.
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2.5.2.1.8 Read-Out Enable (TS-{) (Sheet5)
/
TS-6 = S_ + I SPC-_ ? (_MC _'BCO + _) • SPC-2 • RTC---_ TS-2 .'PP---S,
This signal exists under either or both of %he following conditions:
a. Spot stop switch is open (S_)
b. Read-out electronics memorY is ON.
The memory is turned ON by comm_nd SPC-3 Provided all of the following
conditions are in effect:
t
a. Bead-out looper is not full (before BRat
• clear only) RLF
b. Camera ON cow.hand is not presen_ " SPC-2
c. Read-out drive OFF corr,and is not present RTC-_
d. SolarLecliDse memory is not ON TS-2
e. Preset pulse signal is not present PPS
A_ter turf-on of this memory, it w_._""be cleared by the _-..Lve.s._= of any of the
five conditions listed above. Therefore, it can be cleared by any of the
three commands: SPC-2, RTC-6, SPC-i8.
Prior to Bimat clear the presence of this signal inhibits the. Bimat motor,
all heaters, all camera operations, and signals CAS-llj l_i it turns on
signals CAS-IO, 17, 20 and MS-9, "lO, ii, 12 (drum anode motor); it enables
signals CAS-15, 16 and turn-on of the resd-out drive motor condition (see
_s-7).
After Bimat clear the effect .of this signal is the same except that
/
a. The Bimat motor and processor/dryer heater are
permanently disabled
b. Control of signals CAS-II, 14, 15, 16 is with the wind-
forward memory (see TS-5).
•_-i58
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2.5.2.1.9 _Read-out DrLve Motor ON (TS-7) (Sheet 8)
r_
TS-? =i RTC-5 * TS-6 I • I (RTC-5 + TS-2) * FSS • I SPC-3 * _ p_
The presence of state TS-7 results in turn-on of motor signals MS-5, 6 for the
read-out drive unit"
The read-out drive motor is turned ON by command RTC-5 if the read-out enable
state (TS-6) has fir_st'been obtained by setting the read-out electronics
memory _ith commend SPC-3. This occurs because RTC-5 sets both the first and
second memories indicated above in the expression for TS-7. Since the
third memory in the expression has already been set by SPC-3, the motor is
turned OFF when the read-out scanner reaches focus-stop position because
input FSS clears the second and third memories. Upon reception of a second
RTC-5 command the second memory is set, the motor _urns back ON, and scanning
resumes. _if the read-out electronics memory has been cleared (by corer.ands
SPC-2 or RTC-6, for exampl e ) scanning te_inates when the spot-stop position
(sPS) at the edge of the film near the edge data is reached. .If the read-out
electronics memory is still ON, maintaining the TS-6 condi'_ion, the scanner
continues to cycle back and forth unless the focus-stop action (FSS) is
again enabled by giving another SPC-3 command to set the third memory. This
and each additional SPC-3 must be followed by one P_TC-5 to resume normal
scanning. No%e that only the first SPC-3 must be followed by two RTC-5
c-ommands to establish scanner cycling. The negation of condition TS-6 will
ter-_inate scanning at the spot,stop position (SPS), after which one SPC-3
and t_o RT.C-5 commands will again be re quire_ to obtain the read-out mode.
A!soj note _hat if the circui't happens to be in a focus-st0p state (second
and third memories cleared) when solar eclipse occurs, then input TS-2 rill
set the second memory; this ensures that the read-out drive will cycle the
scanner home to the spot-stop l_osition, permitting the read-out circui:s to
turf. OIT.,
• L-OI8375-RU
2.5.2.i.10 Take-Up Forward Enable (TS-8) (Sheet 8)
This signal is ignored after Bimat clear; therefore condition TS-5, w_._ch
occurs only a_'ter Bimat clear, can be omitted from the following expressions.
if the read-out looper is not near empty (_) and the read-out clutch is
disengaged (CAS-II = BME), zhen the memory is in the set state such that the
take-up forward-enable-signal tracks the BLmat motor enable: TS-8 = _.
If the read-out iooper does go near empty (RIP), and either:
a. the looper empties (RLE), or
b. the read-out clutch engages (_S-_ = B._)
then the memory state is such that signal TS-8 is absent unzi! all of the
following conditions are established to set the memory:
a. The Bimat motor enable signal returns
(read-out clutch disengages)
b. The read-out looper empty switch closes
c. The read-out looper partial switch closes
TSI8 =I R--_ . K_ • R-_I
RLE
El2
Wi_h the setting of this memory, the condition _=, -_ =._e._s to TS-8 BME until
the memory Is again cleared.
2.5.2.2 CCP Sisnuals to the PS
2.5.2.2.1 Camera-Motor-Forward Memory ON (CAS-I) (Sheet 2)
CAS-I = L CAS-2 INT * _ • C-_-7 ' PP-_ • KLC-2 1
This memory is set bya film-clamp and draw-vacuum signal (CAS-2 INT) delayed
sufficient!y to allow sequencing of the shutters, at a rate subject to a
condition stored in the camera-rate memory (see CTL, IOa). It is cleared by
any of the following:
k
r:
C-,
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m
2 ,
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a. End of sequence signal (end of fiL= advance)
b. Camera-motor reverse state (a_er Bimat clear)
c. Preset pulse signal
d. Ground-focus test command
E0S
CAS-?
PPS
KLC-2
The set condition of this memory enables the c_=era-mctor ON slgna!(C_,$-5).
:!__2.5.2.5.2 Film-Ci_mo. and Draw-Vacu,_m ON_ Internal (CAS-2 IA_) (Sheet 7)
7/ CAS-2 INT = TS-4 • (CAS-4. _Z,C + CAS-L • _T Clock)
This signal is enabled by a camera-memory ON state (TS-4) subject to a con-
. _ition stored in The camera-rate memory (see CT_L-10a). It is initiated by
the image motion compensation signal (I/gC) in the V/H mode (CAS-4) or by
the internal clock when not in the V/H mode (C--_-4). in turn, it serves as
a trigger for TCI, CAS-3, CAS-8, CAS-1, and CAS-5.
Film Clamp and Draw-Vacuur. ON (CAS-2) (Sheet 7)
CAS-2 _ IMC + &%S-2 INT
This is _he actual film-clamp and draw-vacuum signal into the c_mera. Its
rate is fast or slow as a function of CTL-i0a when triggered by the internal
_lock, but Isfast, on_.q_,when it is a function of the V/H sensor.
_.5.2.2.3 80-= Shutter Memory ON'(CAS-3 ) (Sheet 7_
CAS-3 =l TCI . PPS • SKL I
TT.Is memory is set by the tlme-code interrogationslgnal iTCI) at a rate
@bject to a condition stored in the camera rate memory (see CTL-10a). It
is cleared by eiZher (1) the 80-mm shutter-limit signa! (SHL) or (2) the
preset pulse signal (PPS). .
2-i,_i
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2.5.2.2.4 V/H Memory ON (Read-out Relay in V/H State) (CAS-41 (Sheet 7)
CAS-$ = I(SPC-I . TS- 3 TS--_-) . TS-_AC I
This memory is set by V/H ON command SPC-! provided:
a. Camera enablehas been established TS-3
b. Camera memory has not been set by SPC-2
This memory is cleared by the negative-going transition when condition TS-3
is terminated. This is accomplished by any of the following:
a. Completion of a multiple photo sequence
b. Reception of V/H OFF command
c. Filling of the camera-storage looper
d. ?arn-on of the solar-eclipse memory
e. Turn-on of the read-out enable signal
• SPC-4
C_
TS-2
TS-6
The presence of this signal turns ON the -+20V and +6.3V Converters signal
(CAS-17).
2.5.2.2.5 Camera Motor ON (CAS-5) (Sheet 2)
CAS-5_ ._S-2• (CAS,I÷ CAS-7)
This signal is generated by either (I) Camera-motor-forward memory ON (CAS-Z)
or (2) Camera motor reverse signal (CAS-7), provided the solar eclipse memory
is o_ (_-g--7-_)
_set of the signal is deiayed by a single-shot circuit.
CAS-I is the only activating signal .....
Prior to Bimat Clear
i•
{
!
• .J
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2.5.2.2,6 Bimat-Cut Power ON (gAS-g) (Sheet 5)
This signal is available prior to Bimat clear in the presence of the B£mat
motor enable condition (see _ME) provided the Bimat-cut power mer.ory has been
set. Setting of this memory is _ontingent upon both of the _ol_owo.go_" " _- •
a. The cut-Bimat command mem0ryis ON CBC
b. The cutter roller is in proper position BC---_
This memory is cleared by any of the following:
a. Wind forward command
b. Bimat-cut power off switch
c. The preset pulse signal
2_5.2.2.7 Camera-Mot0r Reverse (CAS-7) (Sheet 2)
CAS-7 --i SLE . S_, • _MC TS-5 • _ • (_ + _)
aTc-%6
BCO
PPS
The cmmera-motor reverse slgnal is available only if a_._3 the following
conditions are in effect:
a. The Bimat has been cut and is clear _MC
b. The wind fo_--Jard memory is not ON TS-5
c. The read-out enable signal is not ON
d. Either the camera-storage looper or _-_-_
the read-out looper is not empty _RLE
If the above four conditions are present, then the camera-motor reverse
_Ignal depends on +_
_..e state of the supply loeper memory; it is ON when the
• memory hasbeen •set by the supply-looper empty switch (SLE) and is OFF wheh
the memory has been cleared by the supply-looper full switch (SLF). The
presence of this signal enables the camera-motor 0N Zigr,al (CAS-5).
2-163
2.5.2.2.8 2h-Inch Shutter Action (C._-8) (Sheet 7) and
T£me Code Interrogation (TC-)(Sheet 7)
TCI -- CAS-8 = CAS-4 • SST • CAS-2 IhV2 + _ • CAS-2 _T delayed
= TS-4 • (CAS-4 . IMC • SST + C_-' • I_:T clock delayed)
These two signals are present at a one-to-one ratio with respect to film-
clamp and draw-vacuum ON (CAS-2 Ih_2), with a lag intr6duced by the .....te_-
start signal (SST) in the case of V/H Control (C9_q-4) or by the delayed
internal clock input when not in the V/H _ode (C_--_-_-). Note: These
signals are enabled by the camera-memory ON condition (TS-4).
2.5.2.2.9 Read-out Relay in Read-out State (CAS-IO) (Sheet 5)
CAS-IO = TS-6
This signal tracks the read-out enable signal TS-6.
2.5.2.2.10 Read-out Clutch Disen_ased (CAS-II) (Sheet 5)
CAS-II = B_'+ TS-5
This signal tracks Bimat motor enable (B&_) prior to Bimat clear and tracks
the wlnd-forward memory (TS-5) after Bimat clear. See these two signals fcr
condit ions.
2.5.e.e.ll 9upD_ly Brake Disengaged (CAS-12) (Shee_
CAS-_. C_S-13 + TS----_• (Pat • TS-5 + _-_) • _-_
This signal is available only if the solar-eclipse memory is not ON (T-_-2).
Prior to Bimat clear (_-C) it occurs when the supply looper is no% full (_).
•_ °
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After B_-mgt clear (BMC) i: occurs If elther of the following conditions is
In effect :
a. The _Ind-forward memory is ON
and the supply looper is not full
b. The supply_motcr ON signal is present
_ 2.5.2.2.12 SuppiyMotor ON (l_ev@rse 0__fLY) (CAS-13[ISheet 2)
•,' CAS-13 =i SLF* SLE_ _.IC • TS-2 • T'S-5
• _ The supply-motor ON signal (reverse) is enabled only if all of the following
-%- _
t<: conditions are in effect:
a. The B_at has beer. cut and is clear
b. The _ind-forvard memory is not ON
c. The solar-eclipse memory is not ON
B_v.C , -.
Ts-3
TS-2
If the above three condi:ions are present, then the supply-motor ON signal
depends on the state of the supply-looper memory; it is ON when the memo_
has been set by the supply looper full svitch (SLF) and is OFF _hen the
memory has been cleared by the supply loo_er empty s_zlzch (SLE). The
presence of this signal disengages the supply br_ke (see CAS-12).
2.5.2.2.13 Take-Up Motor Forward (C_-lh) (Sheet 2)
CAS-I_ =_-d • TS-ZUg-• TS-8 + E,_C. TS-5
."_nissignal is present,prior to Bimat clear (_'C) provided: (i) the read-
out enable signal is not ON (TS_-), and (2) the take-up forward enable
slgnal is ON (TS-8).
2-16_
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After Bleat clear ( _ _ i)BM._j this si6m.a! is present rovided: wind-fob, rural
memory is ON (TS-5), and (2) either the camera storage looper or the read-
out looper is not empty (C-_ + _E).
The present of this signal enables the take-up motor ON signal (CAS-16).
2.5.2.2.14 Take-Up Motor Reverse (CAS-15) (Sheet 2)
w
CAS-15 = ,TLE * TLF , TS-5 (BMC + TS-6) • R"7_
The take-up motor reverse signal is enabled after Bimat clear (E<C) if the
wind-forward memory is not ON (T_-5); prior to Bimat clear, state TS-5 is
always present and CAS-15 is enabled 6_ly if the read-out enable signal is
ON (TS-6). In all cases the read-out looper must be not full (R-_).
If an enable condition exists then the take-up motor reverse signal deDends
upon the state of the take-up looper memory; it is ON when the Zemor# has
been set by the take-up looper _empty switch (TLE) and is OFF when the
memory has been cleared by the take-up looper full swizch (TT,_).
The presence of CAS-i5 enables the take-up motor ON signal (CAS-16).
2.5.2.2.15 Take-Up Motor ON (CAS-16) (Sheet 2)
_S-16 = TS-2 • (CAS-i_ + CASL15)
_,,.Is signal is" generated by either (I) take-up motor forward (CAS-14) or
(2) take-up motor reverse (CAS-15)provided the solar eclipse memory is OFF
(T-_-2). Onset of the signal is delayed by a slngle-shct circuit. Prior to
Bimat clear the direction is controlled by the read-out enable slgnal(TS-6);
after Bimat clear the direction is controlled by the wind-forward memory
(Ts._). " -,
'.b"
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2.5,2,2,16 -+20V and +6,3V Converterz 0_:7(C.':S-17) (S'__eez 4)
z %C_S-_7 = TS-6 + CAS-4
[
This signal Is present if either of the _ '" • _'
-,o__o_,ng is in effect:
/
9
a, Read-out enable ON
b. -V/H memory ON
The onset of this signal is delayed by a slngle-.=hoz circuit. The desti-
nation of the conve_er outputs is detemr_ined bY the state of the read-out
relay, which is controlled by mutually exclusive conditions:
a, l_ad-out <stat@iii(Ts-6)!:. 71.:.:¢ CAS- !0
: b. V/H state ...... _ : " CAS-L'
• . • .,]. • s_C.d :<:_L.'._.--L'C'-q,[: l':- _'_,'_ " "'
2.5.2.2.17 9eater : hib .t (Sheet
....... CAS-18 = TS-_ + ._S-6+ _TC-9 4 CI_C
The heaters are inhibited if any of the following conditions is in effect:
a. The camera memory is ON
b. The read-out enable is ON
1
•c. .i{e : _ c { Is O'{.,
d. Cut-Bimat cord.and memory is ON
TS-4
TS-6
R_-9
CBC
This signal affects all heaters except those in the Processor/Dryer (see
•<.!.:: .., 2-167
..... <_._. . .< !,_
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2.5.2.2.18 _'_"_' .-_ .. r_. _-'
. :_ Heater I ....b_ _._.-_, (Sheet _)
CAS-i9 = &-tS-18 + TS-2
In addition to being established by any of the cond-ltions it.posed u_on
CAS-l$, the night heater inhibiz is also present if the so!arfecliose m2zory
is o_ (TS-2).
2.5.2.2.!9 Read-0ut High-Voltage ON (CAS-20)(Sheet 5)
CAS- 20 = TS- 6
Onset of this sigma! is delayed sufficiently by a sing!e-sho_ clreui_ _o
r .:
permit settling of _he read-ou_ relay (C._-!O) and conve_er (C._-q-!7)
signa!s and to allow warm-up of the line-scan-tube filament.
2.5.2.2.20 Pr0cessor/D_£er Heater 0!_ (_) Shee_ 5)
CAS-21 = BME . CBC
This signal is established when B_at motor enable (_v_) is present provided
_he cut-Bimat cormand memory is OFF (C-_). ..
-_.5.2.3 Logic-Dependent Telemetry
2.5.2.3.1 _a_ C_:-a_d-Cl,ar_elemetry Point (PTT.-_8)(_C07i (Sheet _)
,c,
PTL-i8 = _MC • BCO
t
This signal goes low (FALSE) if the Bimat has been cut (BCO) and 9ms cleared
the processor drum (EMC).
p
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2.5.2.3.2 Camera Rate Memory _ast (_ _
CTL-IOa =, (SPC-26 . TS---ST_-,) . SPC-27 i
This memory can be set to the FAST condition by cczzand SPC-26 provided the
C s-x-) •canera memory is not ON . It can be cleared to the SLOW condition at
any time by command SPC_27.
This memory establishes whether the following s!_.als are generated at a
T_ _i_h respect to the film claz_cue-to-one (FAST) or one-to-four (S_W)rate
and draw vecuum input (LMC) _nen tunder control Of the V/H sensor cr with
respect to the internal clock when not in the V/H mode:
e. C.._-2
b,
C.
d.
e.
f.
Film clamp and draw vacuum ON
(this signal is generated at a one-to-
one rate, on!D when in the V/H mode)
Time code interrogation
80-mm shutter memory ON
2_-inch shutter action
Camera-motor forward memory ON
Cat,era motor ON
TCI
CAS- 3
CAS-8
CAS-I
CAS-5
2-i69
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2.6 INTERFACE DRAWINGS
For the convenience of the user of this document, the electrical and
mechanical interface drawings are reproduced in this section. The
thermal interface drawing being quite lengthy is not included.
The corresponding EKC Drawing numbers are as follows:
Mechanical Interface 1225-101
Electrical Interface 1225-102
Thermal Interface 1225-105
f
2.o.i Electrical Interface
Figure 2-41 is the electrical interface drawing
2.6.2 Mechanical Interface
Figure 2-_2 is the mechanical interface dra_ingY
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2.? PHOTOGRAPHSO>THEPHOTOStmSYS_co_o_mm_s
In this section, photographs of the PS and yarious c_ponents of the PS
are included. Photographs of the film handling an_ read-outgroupbread-
boards are used to illustrate these components, since, as installed in
the PS, they are general!Mhidden from view.
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The Photo Subsyste m AS a Unit.
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it is intended that this section Pr9vide a general description of the
spacecraft command subsystem, the ccr=and generation procedure which taken
place, and the sequence of events which occurs in co._.mand loading and
execution. This sect!oh a!so contains listings of the word formats
fo1" PS cow,hands.
3.i OPERATION OF Tz_ COMFJn_D SUBSYST_M
Spacecraft commands originate at the SFCF _. When a con.mend sequence has
been generated, _he co_ands are transmitted to _he deep space station
(DSS) over a teletype line as command strings. The co_mand string is com-
posed of a predetermined number of command triplets, whe%e each triplet is
a single co_mand word of 26 bits Which is sent three times in succession.
(The triplets are used to assist in co__mand verif{catfon processes at
the DSS). After a number of command checking and verification operations
have taken place, the command sequence is transmi:ted to the spacecraft.
Commands are transmitt_ed tO the spacecraft by phase zodu!ating a single
command word cf 26 bits on a 21!6mc, S-band, rf carrier at the DSS.
Note: the triplet format used in transmission from _he SFOF to the DSS
is not used here. At the spacecraft, _he rf carrier is recelved by the
low-gain a:tenna. The 26-bit command isextracted from the carrier in
the command decoder where it is demodulated and stored temporarily. The
command word is then re-transmitted to the DSS where it is checked for
correctness. When correctness has been 9erifled, an execute-slgnal is
added _o the rf carrier and sent to the spacecraft. When the cor_and
3--1 ¸
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decoder receives the execute-signs1, It reads out the stored command and
supplies it. to the _flight programmer for Immediate execution (real-time
commends) Or for storage and later execution (stored-program commands).
SpscecTnft commands are sepsrated into two basic types:
s, Real-time commands - consist of one 26-blt word
and produce a spacecraft response within 500
milliseconds after receipt of the command-execute
slgnsl by the spacecraft command decoder.
b. Stored-program commands - consist of 2 or more 26-blt
words, one of which is _ 26-blt time word. They are
stored automatically in sequence in the programmer
unless otherwise commanded. These Commands are
executed when the time word .attsched to the commsnds
matches the output of a clock contained in the
spacecraft. When the times match, the command is
read out of the programmer _nd executed.
Verification of PS commands can also take ;.lace st the time of execution
through use of the command verification telemetry. See Section 2, Table
2-2 for a list of the command-verlficstlo_ telemetry points.
The flight programmer provides spacecraft t_.me, performs computations and
eompsrisons, and controls 120 spscecraft functions. The unit is capable
of controlling all spscecrsft functions for extended periods without ground
instruction, thus" minimizing ground-to-space.craft communications. Access
to any word in the 128 word memory is possible from earth during flight and
reprogramming of spacecraft events can be sccompllshed st auy_ime the
spacecraft is in view of a prime DSIF station, Execution of programmed
events can be accomplished at any time during flight operations.
w
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3.2 C0_4AND FORMAT
The PS command word format is the same for both real tlme'snd stored
commands. The bit fo._msts ere given below for the two PS commsnd formats
(one for photography end one for read-out) and for the 26-blt time label.
3.2.1 Time Word Format
Bit Number F_nct ion
1 through A Spacecraft address
5 Specifies RTC or SPC -
always SPC for time word
6 through 25 Binary time code:
O.1 sees to 29 hrs
7 min 37.6 seconds
26 Parity: Genereted on the
ground, to result
in sn even number
• of binary ones in
the word.
The least slgnlflcon t bit (No. I)is transzitted first from the DSS.
3.2.2 C0mmsnd Word Format
_6 i25
Bit Number
i t_:ough 4
5
Function
Speceersft Bddress
True: RTC (Binary one)
False: SPC (binary zero)
k
_t " .'
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Bit Number "
6 through i0
ll through 25
_26
Function
Operation code .•
Magnitude or function Bits-
Parity: generated on the
ground,, to result in sn even
number of 0nes in the word.
Again, the least significant bit is transmitted first.
3.2.2.1 PS Command Word Format
a'4 Camera Command No. 1, Camera Take Picture (CTP).
To identify this command, the operation codebits
are set as followsi " "
Bit Number: 6 7 8 9 lO
State: 1 0 0 0 1
The function bits (11-25) are then determined as
shown:
Bit No.
ll
12
13
14
i5
16
17
Function
V/H ON
Csmers ON
Camera shutter ADVANCE
Frame count B or
Frame count A or
Slow or fast camera rate
V/H OFF
18_19 & 20 Cut bimst
23_ Camera thermai-door OPEN
24 Camera the._._l-door CLOSED
25 camera thermsl_door'control
EKC Nom_enclature
SPC-I
SPC-2
RTC-7
SPC 30 or 3!
SPC 28 or 29
SPC 27 or 26
SPC-4
RTC-8
Not EKC command
Not EKC commend
Not EKC command
P--,
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As csn be seen by'the PS commsnds the purpose of this commsnd is to
operste the PS durlng photogrsphy snd processing.
b. Csmers Co_msnd No. 2 - Read-Out Csmers (ROC)
Toidentify this commsnd, the operstiousl code
" bits •sre the following:
Bit Number: 6 7 8 9 lO
Stste: 0 1 0 0 l
The function bits sre then determined, as given:
Bit No.
ii
13
!4
!5
17
18
19
So
21
24
25
Function
Resd Out electronlcs ON
Resd Out drive ON
Resd _Out drive OFF.
Hesterpower O__F
Hester power ON
LST focus INCREASE
LST focus DECREASE
Photo video gsin INCREASE
Fnoto video g_in DECREASE
Wind forwsrd
S61sr eclipse ON
Solsr eclipse OFF
EKC Nomenc!sture
sPc-3
RTC-5
RTC-6
RTC'9
RTC-9
RTC-il
RTC-12
RTC-13
RTC-14
RTC-16
SPC-18
SPC-19
Camera commsnd No. 2 is thus used to operste the PS during photo resd-out.
.k
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S._ION
VIDEO TR_/_MISSION LIhTK
4.1 TF_ SYSTEM ":
The photographic information is scanned in the PS and converted to an
electrical signal, From the PS, the electrical signal is passed through
_ransm_t.e_ andthe modulation selector to the coz=_nications subsystem _ : _ _
then to the DSIF. At the DS_, it is recorded on 35-_ film which is
later used in the 9 1/2-inch reassembly prlnzer at EKC Rochester to pro-
duce prints of reassembled frames.
4_l.1 The PS System (See paragraph 2.2.6 for a completeldescription of
the read-out chain).
A llne scan tube generates a spot, which mcves at a constant velocity
and is imaged on the film. The film density modulates the transmitted
light intensity; this light is then converted to an electrical voltage
(video signal) by a photomultipller tube.
The vldeo signal is an analog signal that varies between 0 iblack) and
5 volts (white). A O.9-volt syuc pulse is added during the bla_king time
forming a composite videc signal. The total scan time is 1250 micro-
seconds (800 cps). The frequency components of __..e composite Video signal
are limited to a band from 1.5 cps to 230 kc.
4.1.2 The Communications Lin_
The video signal from the video amplifier in the PS is fed to _he modula-
tion selector and used to amplitude modulate a 3i0 kc signal Which ' in turn
is used to modulate the 2295 mc transponder output. A vestigial sldeband
r
L
i
t°,
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filter rolls-off frequencies above 230 kc on the 310 kc subcarrier. In
addition, the 310 kc subcarrier is suppressed; however, a 38.75 kc signal
(310 kc counted down by 8) is used as another low-level subcarrier for
later multiplication by 8, to coherently reinsert the carrier at the DST__.
Each of these mechanisms (vestigal sideband, suppressed subcarrler) is
used to improve the signsl-to-nolse IS/N) ratlo_
The transponder output feeds a traveling wave tube (TWT) amplifier Using
directional coupler. This, in turn, feeds a highTgain dish antemua
for transmission to the DSIF. The frequency spectrum is shown in Figure
4-1 and the block diagram of "the communications package in Figure _-2.
The latter includes all the control and telemetry points discussed in
Section 5.
h.l.3 DSI'F System
After •demodulation of the 2295 mc signal, the composite video signal is
recorded on magnetic tape while being optically recorded by the Ground
Reconstruction System (GRS). This system is actually the inverse of the
PS read-cut system. The electrical composite-video signal modulates the
light intensity of a spot, on a c_thode ray tube. This spot is swept and
scanned synchronously with the scan in the PS read-out group. The optical
spot is imaged on 35-mm film which is advanced proportionally (and contin- _
uously) as the scanner in the read-out moves across the 70-mm film. The
result is a 35-_m framelet. The width of the recorded framelet is 0.72
inches, which corresponds to a scanned width cf O.1 inch on the 70-mm
SO-2_3 film in the PS. The length is magnified by the same ratio (7.2).
The 35-mm framelets are positive images of the lunar surface.
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4.1.4 Reassembly
:The framelets recorded by the GRS are placed side by side and printed
together on 9 1/2-inch film. This reconstructed frame consists cf 1J;
framelets. The magnification factor in _he reasser.bly operation is
0.8927 with respect to the 35-mm film. The resulting _ _m=ge has the l_.
_ramelets printed together across a 9-inc_ width on the reconstructed
frame. As a result of the film width limitations, neither a high nor
a moderate resolution frame can be reconstructed on a single 9 1/2-inch
frame. The reassembled frame is a photographic negative. The reassembly
process takes place using the reassembly printer at EKC-Rochester.
In the process of reconstructing an entire picture (which requires_ more
than one 9 1/2-inch frame), the last two framelets of one frame are
printed as the first two of the next frame, for reglstr_ticn _urpcses.
Therefore three 9 1/2-inch frames are required _o reconstruct the 8O-mm
frame, to be sure of covering the entire frame. Similarily, the C.62-inch-
long 2h-inch camera frame, requires eight 9 I/2-inch frames to cover its
86.2 framelets. The total magnification factor of the combined ORS re-
assembly operation is 7.20 (0.893) .= 6.53, wLth respect zo the original
70-mm film in the PPS,
The reassembly printer also adds a block of titling data tc each of the
reassembled photographs. The titling information includes data on the
Flight Number, coordinates of photography, s'_. elevation angle, etc.
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5.1 DESCRIPTION OF TELF_V_RY L_-h"K
w
The PS telemet_ is divided intc analog and digital te!emetry_ Both zypes
are present._t-the PS telemetry interface and are connected to the p'dlse
code modulation (PCM) encoder for processing prior to. delivery to the com-
munication _bsystem. Both analog and digital telemetry are coded in
non-return _]:zero (_qRZ) blnary form and are then transmitted ¢o the DS_.
The communications channel is such that all the telemezry existin_ in
parallel at _he PS must be sent serially, it is therefore sampled at a
given rate by commutator and mu!¢iplexer _'_ the PCM encoder. Bc *_
digital and analog telemetry points are sampled at the same rate (once
every 2& seconds). The analog signals, after being c ommutated (sat.pied),
are converted to a nine-bit digital code, via an analoglto digital _., _)
converter. Eight bits are used to determine to which of 256 levels the
analog signal corresponds.within the 5-volt range; the ninth bit is the
complement of the eighth. The digital telemetry, remains in _ts'_ or.__.,a_-'_"
digital form.
The digital coded analog telemetry and the digital telemetry are then
arranged into frames, where each frame, conzalns all the spacecraft tele-
metry points, in digital _orm, at a 50 bit per second rate. Each frame
contains 128 words of 9 blts each. Three words are used _o contain the
separate digital, information. This code stream, in a non-return to zero
format, is fed to the modulation selector, kT.en video data is not being
transmitted, the digital bit-stream is Zransmltted from the low gain
(-3 db) o_ui-dlrec¢ional antenna.
5-i
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When a video signal is being transmitte d , the dlgital-bit-stream is
transmitted, along With the video data, from the high gain (+23 db)
disk antenna.
5.2 TELEMETRY. POINTS
Tables 5-i and 5-2 contain lists of theflight-and ground test-instru-
mentatlon point's provided forthe PS. Figures 5-1 through 5-10 are
sketches of the circuits for each type of telemetry point in the PS
(these circuits are numbered --the circuit number for eachpoint is
included in Tables 5-1 and 5-2). "
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SECTION "6
SYSTEM OPTICAL PERFORMANCE
6.i RESOLUTION - •
L-o!S_75-RU
.<
f
.
f.
•Resolution Is s measure of the ability Of an optlcsl system t0 dlstinguish
between closely spsced objects under specific viewing conditions. For
example, s photograph is sBid to have 2-meter ground resolution st s
specific contrast when light stripes 1-meter wide,
5-meters long, with s contrasting dark bsckground,
Resolving power depends on a number of variables,
1-meter apart, snd
are distinguishable.
such as: lens qusllty,
image smesr, contrast, snd film qusiity. These vsriab!es can be analyzed
by msklng use of transfer functions in a method frequently cslle_ sine-
wsve response. This method is snelogou s to the determination of the trans-
fer function of electronic circuitry where each element in the optical
system can be regarded sss low-psss filter. The sine-wsve response method
gives the baudpsss charscterlstics of esch photogrsphic element ss _ function
of spatial frequency. The system can be divided into elements where the
output of each element is treated ss sn input to the next element, and so
on (for example, the qusllty of the image formed by the lens st the _ilm
plane iS independent of the smesr caused by IMC errors). The sine-wsve
response function Of each of the elements can be multiplied to obtsln the
combined effect of sll Of the elements in the system, yielding the system
sine--w_ve response function. This function is used to predict image
quality as presented to the film; knowledge of the film response character-
istics make it possible to predic_ the perforasnce of the system. Each of
the variables affecting system resolution is discussed lu the f011owlng
paragraphs.
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6.1.1 Lens Modulation Transfer Function (MTF)
6.1.1.1 Definitions. The MTF of a lens is a function which relates image
modulation to target modulation as a function of spatial frequency. As
shown in the following sketch, the lens reduces the amount 'of contrast
(or signal) in the image:
• Target brightness
• I B _distribution
i x
L_. \ z \
Image [-i _\ : /_\ " " /Actual image
bri_tness[ _ Z _ / brightness distribution
_ _/ _-_e--_ISpatial freouency
! - _J looli ej=•
Bo minl " " I ' " '
0 .. O.01 Distance (mm) 0.02
In this sketch, contrast is defined as
B mBX
C -
B min
"t
and modulation by
B max- B mln C - 1
B max + B rain C + 1
" B
O _ax
As shown in the sketch, passage of the input sine-wave of contrast Co , B
o min
: BZB.max where Cithrough the lens _it_esu__sin sn output sine-wave of Ci =
min
< Co, end of course, M i < Mo. _e _ of the lens specifies the amount of
modulation which will be present in the image for a specific object modulstlon
and at a specific spatial frequency. A typical MTF curve is sketched below:
1.0
0.75
O
0.50
.D
O
0.25
0
T
o 2_ 5b 7_ _ o
8pstlal Frequency (!izes/_m)
J
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6.1.1.2 Lens L._2F. The MTF of a lens for which the lens formula is hno_n
can be determined analytically in several ways; one of the most common and
useful is through rsy-tracing techniques. Ray-tracing is described in de-
tail in standard texts and articles; therefore, it will not be described
here. ...
2.1.I.2.1 2h-Inch Lens. Through the use Of an EKC computer progrsm, the
2h-inch lens was rsy, traced and the MTF determined for 7 wavelengths, st
iI field positions. The parameters are listed below:
Wavelength (m_)
40_.7
435.9
486.1•
5_6.I
589.3
656.1
• 700.0*
Field Positions (degrees)
0.0 7.0
!.o 8.0
2.0 9.0
3.0 10.4
A.O
5.0
6.O
Approximately 3,050 rays were used in making each analysls. The lens
formula input to the program included the effect of the aspherized front
surface of the first element, the central obstruction of the lens, and
the correct glass-nitrogen refractive Indlces(for nitrogen st 1.5 psis).
The MTF'a from the 7 wavelengths were then weighted according to the
spectral response of the lens-film system to provide an estimate of the
hcterochromstic Iens MTF. These MTF's are plotted in Figures 6-i, 6-2,
snd 6-3. Note: These MTF cur_es apply to s lens built exactly to the
formula. Manufactured lenses can approach this performance as s limit.
To calculate the perf.ormsnce of a typical manufactured lens, the MTF
must be degraded slightly.
* Glass indices calculsted st this point using Hertzberger's formula.
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The MTF can be degraded by assuming thst the lens msnufpcturing tolerances
follow s gausslsnlprobability distribution. _"_nelens response can then be
specifiedby muLtlplying the perfect lens MTFby the MTF of s gsusslan spot
whose size is proportional to the size of the msnufacturlug tolerances en-
countered. The MTF of a gsussian spot is shown in Figure 6-h. The on-axis ,
heterochromatlc lens response , both before and after a typlcsl gausalsz
'degradation, is shown in _Figure 6-5.
In addition, the resolution ors perfect 2h-inch lens Was cslcu.lated over
s focus error range of ±0.0015 inches, 0n_sxis. The curve Is plotted in
Figure 6-6. The assumed focal plane tolerance of ±0.OO1 inches thus re-
sults in s loss of about 9 lizes/mm_
6.1.1.2.2 80Zmm Lens The MTF of the 80-mm lens was determined by ray
tracing as described shove. For this• lens, _hose purpose is to provide
modersta resolution photographs, the analysis was restricted to thefollowing
ranges: / ._
Wavelength (m_) Field Positions (degrees)
_86.1 o.o
546.i 7.0
589.3 14.o
656. ! _ 2!.o
• 28.o
The 14_F's were then weighted to provide sn estimate of the heterochromstic
lens response ss described above. .The heterochromatic MTF's are plotted -
im Figures 6-7 and 6-8. Resolution vs focus error is plotted in Figure
69-. ....
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0.4 0.5 0.6 0.7 0.8 0.9 1.O
0
S _ Normalized Spatial Frequency
Example:
Gaussian spot at lO0 lines/millimeter
Procedure:
,
Determine the Modulation of a 5 micron diameter (4c)
Solve for _:
4_ = O.O05mm, therefore
Solve for S
3.
4.
Figure 6-4.
o = 0.00i25 mm
a=4
= IO0 lines/millimeter
S = 2.5o%/ _ (2.5)(0.00125mm)(iO0 line__.__s) = 0.3Z2
mm
Read Modulation for S = 0.3]2 from Figure 6-4
Response for this Gaussian spot is 0.735 at lO0 lines/milllmeter
Modulation Transfer Function of a Gaussian Spot
• < .
:.'i
w
-
i "
.-.2
_'2.
_! _|_
°.4",
°-_
/
C
O
o_
O. 5O0
O.375
0.250
0.125
O. OC
0.500
c.375
o.25o
O. 125
0.O0
0
j"
MTF cf Perfect 2L-Inch Lens
O.O ° Lens Field Angle
3:1 Contr=st Ratio
Heterochrommtic
Rx = _-x55 a_=eg-_
, , l , ,,_l I I I I I I !
20 40 60 80 100 120 140 160 180 200 220 2_0
wlth Bimat)
Frequency (lines/=)
MTF of 24-Inch Lens After DeGradation
\ by a _usnan S_ot :
0.0" Lens F£eid /mgle ,
3:1 Contras_ Ratio
\ Heterochromatic
A._M (B0-2_3 with Bima%)
i- ' , ----I I , ', I | I I | "
20 &0 60 80 loo 12o 14o , 16o 18o 2oo 220 240
Frequeucy (l_zes/=)
Figure 6-5. Degradation of Lens MTF by a Gaussian Spot
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6.1.2 Aerial Image Modulation
r
The resolution of the lens-film combination can be predicted by determining
the minimum modulation which will Droduce a detectable image on the film
(as a function of spatial frequency).
The threshold modulation level to which the film will respond and produce
a distinguishable density difference is an inherent property cf the film
and iS related to the MT_ ofltke film. The modulation required for detecta-
bility can be measured, and after dividing out the M_ of the test lens,
the minimum modulation curve for the film can be determined. This curve
is called the Aerial Image Modulation Curve, or AiM curve for the film.
_e AIM curve for Type S0-2_3 Film with Bimat processing is included with
the lens MTF curves in the preceding figures. The point of intersection
of the two is the limiting resolution of the lens-film system.
6.1.3 Contrast
AS given in paragraph 6.1.1, contrast is defined by C = --
B max - B mln C- 1
is M = B max + B mln C + 1.
]_ max
B min and modulation
The limitlng modulation presented by a lens to the film cannot be greater
than the in/_erent modulation of the target itself. Both optical theory and
photographlc teats have shown that this limiting modulation is transferred
wit_. no degradation through the lens at frequencies near zero. Hence, for a
target contrast of 2:1, the maximum image modulation is 0.333; for 5:1, the
maxlmummodulstion is 0.667.
.J.
,o
L.
r%._.
The effects of contrast changes on the 2_-Inch lens MTF is shown in
Figure 6-10. Note that the lens-film resolutlon varies substantially
over the illustrated contrast range. Based on thla data, it is pos-
sible to plot resolution vs object contrast. For the 2h-inch lenS,
thls relatlonis plotted in Figure 6-11, for lenses of several peak
resolutions ="
6.1.3.1 Lunsr Surface Contrast. ._nis topic is discussed in detail in
paragraph 6.3.5. In Section 7, several photographs simulating the lunar
surface are included to illustrate the effect of solar altitude on lunar
surface contrast.
6.2 IMAGE SMEAR *
i*
This section describes the method used to calculate !:hoto-Subsystem image
smear. Smear contributors are separated into mission-variable , mission-
constant, and zero-error classifications. Each contributor is assigned
an error distribution and a 3-sigm_ error limit. Smears from each con-
tributor are then calcula:ed for several points in the image plane. The
calculated smesrs are averaged at each point and over the entire frame.
The vehicle is assumed to be correctly aligned for photography st perilune,
except for attitude errors. Smears are calculated st five points along
the orbit: e= ±3.5 degrees, ±0.88 degrees, and 0.0 degrees, where e is
the angular advance from perilune. These angular advances are those which
would occur forl6-frame slow- end fast-camera framing rates respectively.
6.2._ Definitions
7
Image smear. In aerial or satellitephotography, the image in the focal
plane moves at a rate proportional to the focal length of the lens and the
altitude end velocity of the ssteilite. As a result Of this motion the
image can move durfng the exposure, the movement is called image smear.
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Image motion compensation (IMC). To produce high quality photographY,
the film is moved in near synchronism with the image during exposure_
this film movement is cslled Image Motion Compensation (IMC). Because
it is not possible to move the film In-Perfect %yuchroulsm, image motlon
is not completely compenss%ed; the residual motion is known as smear.
A constant smear rate thr0ughout the exposure iS known as linear smear "
6.2.2 Image Smear and Resolution
Image smear and resolution sre related; the greater the smear magnitude,
the less resolution is obtainable from a given system. The interreistion-
ship of resolution and image "smear is normally determined using modulation
transferfunctions.
6.2.2.1 Smear Modulation Tr8nsfer Function. Most smear contributors
introduce a constant smear rate during exposure, resulting in linear smear.
In Figure 6-12, the effect of smearing test targets by an amount (a) is
shown. It can be seen that two effects _ccur:
Tri-Bar Targets Sinusoidal Targets
a. The brightness profile of s. A phase shift occurs,
the tri-bers is no b. The contrBst Is reduced.
longer rectangular,
b. The contrast is reduced.
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Figare 6-12. Test Target smear Effect
For the purposes of analysis, cnly the sinusoidal targets will be treated
in this section. • "
: -.- .•)
A number of authors have showr, that the MTF of linear smear for sinusoidal
targets can be defined by the function: M (k) = sin _ ak
W ak
where a = magnitude of image motion (microns)
s atia fre uenc 
M (k) = modulation at frequency k
Tnls relation is plotted in Figures 6-13 and ,6-I_ both normalized and for
a range of image smears. Because the phase shift which occurs during smear
does not affect the information content Of the photograph, its effect will
be ignored,
6.2.2.2 Image Smear as a Vector. Image smear has both magnltude and dlrec_ion.
_.erefore, it is a vector• quantity and can be resolved into components parallel
and_er/_endic.ular to the direction of film, or platen, motion, fin this section,
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image smear parallel to the direction of platen motion is called X-smear;
image smear perpendicular to the direction of platen motion is called Y-
smear.
6.2.3 Calculation of Image Smear
The ma_nltude and the direction of image smear are determined separately for
each smear contributor. Tolerannes at the 3-slgma confidence level are used
to describe smear contributors, and consequently smear magnitude is calcu-
lated at the 3-sigma level. Each smear vector is resolved into X and Y
components. Total 3-sigma X'and Y smears are calculated separately as the
root-sum-squares of the individual smears. This general method of combining
smears is discussed in paragraphs 6.1.3.1 and 6.1.3.4.
6.2.3.1 Smear Contributors. The smear contributors for the LOP system, the
assumed error distribution; tolerance limits, and 3-sigma error limits are
_is_ed in Table 6-1.
l J
6.2.3.2 Image Smear Across the Frame. Image smear from a given contributor
can vary in both magnitude and direction across the frame. In some cases,
a smear contributor does not produce a significant smear at or near the
center of the frame; however, it will cause significant smears near the edge of
the frame. Smear tolerances must take such variations into account. _age
smear was computed at 17 different frame positions. These positions are
nur_bered and are shown inFigure 6-15. The field angles corresponding to
each numbered position are also shown in Figure 6-15, for the 55 by 219_mm
high-resolution frame and for the 55by 65-_'_ 1ow-resolutlon frame.
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High-Resolution Frame
(55  19=)
(Degrees) y
X
0 0
0 2.58
1o.18 2.58
10.18 0
!o.18 -2.58
o -2.58
-io.18 _-2.58
-10.18 o
-10.18 2.58
0 1.29
5.13 1.29
5.!3 0
5.13 -1.29
0 -1.29
-5.13 -1.29
-5.13 0
-5.13 1.29
Low-Resolution Frame
.... (55 x 65=)
x (Degrees)
0
0
22. II
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-22.lb
-22. Ii
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11.48
II. _8
iI._8
o
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-11.48
Y
0
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o
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0
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-9.75
-9.75
0
9.75
Figure 6-15, Location of Numbered Frame Positions in External
Platen Coordinate System.
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6.2.4 Mathematical Methods
6.2.4.1 Basic statfstical Approach. Because there are many smear contri-
butors whose magnitudes can vary randomly over a wide range, a statistical
"\
approach was developed by EKC to predict the smear magnltude for normal
operating conditions. •
Using this approach, smear contributors areseparated into three groups.
The first is zero-error smear, which is a function of the vehicle orbital
pcsition and velocity. The second consists of factors such as alignment
errors, whlah remain constant during a given mission. The third consists
cf factors such as attitude rates, platen drlve-velocity errors, etc.,
which vary from photograph tophotograph during the mission. Therefore,
each photograph has a zero-error smear, a constant smear, and a variabl'e smear
that fluctuates about the sum of the zero-error and mission constant smears.
The three groups are further discussed below.
6.2.4.2 Zero-Error Smear. This category includes image smear that exists
when all functions of the spacecraft perform at nominal, or zero-error,
conditions. Sources of such image smear are moon-surface curvature, vertical
component of vehicle velocity, and the forward 10ok-angle of the V/H sensor
and geometry. Zero-error smear varies with fieldlangle. As defined zero-
smear is independent of the mlssion-constant and mission-variable •smears
and therefore, not being random, its computed value is added directly to the
root-sum-square smear of the other contributors.
6.2.4'3 Mission-Constant Smear Contributors. Mission-constant smear Is
caused by alignment errors; its magnitude is determined by deslg z tolerances.
Because alignment errors are random, misslon-constant smear can vary from
i
_r
6-31 E_
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One mission to the next, although it remains fixed for any one mission.
The important alignment errors for the PS are the optical axis to S/C
attitude-control-system allgnmenterror and the V/H sensor to optical-
axis alignment error. The PS optical axis to S/C attltude-control-
system alignment error can be expressed as roll, pitch, and yaw about
the optical coordinates. The V/H sensor to op:icel-sxis alignment error
can be expressed as e roll, pitch, and ysw about the spacecraft coordinates.
Figure 6-16 is e sketch of the coordinate systems. All mission-constant
alignment errors are assumed to have e Gsussian distribution. Mission -
constant smears are calculated es the increase in smear, above zero-error
smear that results when e mission-constsnt error is introduced. The
Indlvldusl error terms are root-sum-squared.
6.2.4._ Mission-Varlsble Smear Contributors. Mission-variable _meer
contributors result in smear which is randomly distributed about the sum
of the zero-error and mission-constant smears. Smear from mission-
ve'risble contributors varies from photograph to' photograph during the
1_ission.
Mission-variable smear contributors are: roll , pitch, and yaw attitude
end rate errors about the spacecraft coordinates; V/H sensor crab measure-
ment error, which can be expressed as yaw about the V/H sensor axis;
V/H sensor measurement error; terrain vsriability within the frame; and
platen drive velocity variation s. The roll, pitch, and yaw position
errors are assumed to have uniform distributions; roll, pitch, and yaw
rates are assumed to have skewed Geuasian distributions; snd the remaining
contributors are assumed _o have Gsusslan distributions. The distributions
chosen for attitude rates end.position errors; are based on verbal com-
munications with Boeing attitude-control personnel. Misslon-verieble
smears are calculated as the increase in smear above zero-error smear
which results when a mission-variable smear is introduced. The error
terms ere root-sum-squared.
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6.2.&.5 Summation of !ma_e Smears.
the following formula:
Image smears are summed according to
where
/
S A+VZ Ibl2 +  /Zjcj2
L.
S = total •3-sigma smear,
A = zero-error smear,
bi = 3-sigma Smear from a mission-constant error,
cj = 3-sigma smear from a mission-variable error.
Two points must be mentioned in connection with sumzing smears (i) validity.
of assuming the independence of the various smear contributors and (2)
validity of combining the errors or smears where amplitude distribution is
not norms!, and in fact csn be uniform.
As sn example of contributor independence, the smear contributions from
a roll rate and yaw rate are determined independently, then. comblned statlstl-
cally to give tots! smear forboth a roll rate snd s ysw rate. However,
the orientation of the PS optics1 axis with respect to the spacecraft is
such _hst these rates are not independent. Treating these contrlbutora
!
_._
p-
r
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as being independent results in smear magnitudes which are generally
greater than if they were t_eated as dependent variables. The results
are therefore conservative; in addition, the errors introduced are
small. .
The validity of root-sum-squarlng a 3-sigma smear from an error contri-
butor with a normal dlstribu_ion with the 31sigma smear from an error
contributor with a unlformdlstribucion may be questioned. Analysis
has shown that the RSS method is valid when the nur,ber Of contribu-
tors is large and when onlya few of the contributors do not follow
a normal distribution. Smears •due to each contrlbutor are glven in
Table 6-2, 6-3 and 6-4 for both the 2h-inch and 80-mm lenses.
6.2.5 Operational Considerations
The V/H sensor continuously_corrects for changes in Image motion during
photography. Its effect on the determination of smear magnitudes is
dis cassed in the following paragraphs.
6.2.5.1 V/H Sensor. The V/H sensor operates during photography to
determine the correct IMC rate. It scans the gro'_nd ahead of the optical
axis at a nominal angle of 7.78 degrees from the optical axis. The image
velocity is slightly variable with lets field angle (due to the curva-
ture of the lunar surface across the _ield); the correct IMC rate is
therefore calculated for the center of the field only.
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The ratlo between the image velocity at a 7.78-degree field angle to
the image velocity st center of frame for the vehicle at perilune was
determined to be 0.9998. Some smear will result at frame positlons
off-axis 3 because image-m6tion rates are not uniformthroughout the
_rsm_. If the vehicle is not at perilune, there will also be smear
in the center of the frame because the ratio of the Image velocity
at the center of the frame to the image velocity st the V/H sensor
position is also dependent on the distance of the vehicle from perilune.
The V/H sensor also provides an output proportipnsi to vehicle crab.
The output is continuously furnished to the S/C attitude control system
to reduce yaw positio n errors; Because the V/H sensor is "looking"
ahead of the optical sxis there will be some error in yaw correction.
Further, the spacecrsft ysws about the Z axis in response to a crsb
angle which is reference_ to the optical axis, The optical axis is
inclined st an sngle of 20 degrees to the spacecraft Z axis. In adSitlon,
the V/H crab output is proportional to the combination of roll, pitch/
snd yaw position and rate errors. The only correction possible is a
yaw maneuver by the spacecraft; therefore there will be some residual
smear after correction for crab. The perfo_nce of the yaw maneuver
is assumes to have no effect in re!ucing the smear which result from
attitude rates. Rates are considered aS changing rapidly with respect
to the V/H sensor time constant. Therefore, the V/H sensor will not
have time to correct or supply a correction signs! tO compensate for
theseerrors.
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6._.5.2 Inclination Between Photo Subsystem and S_acecrsft Coordin0tes
The optical coordinate system is rotated 20 degrees shout the common Y
axle (see Figure 6-16). Smear calculations ere affected becsuse attitude
position end rate to!stances sr.e referred to the spacecraft sxes. A
single ysw about the spacecraft axis is seen by the photographic sub-"
system ss s combination of roll, pitch, snd yaw. _itch errors are com-
mon to both coordinate systems; _herefore, e ysw of the spacecrsft results
in an X-component of smear on the axis of the lens. The same is true for
s roll sbout the spscecrsft axis. This component would not occur is _he
ysw or rollwere shout the photo subsystem optical axis.
6.2.5.3 Vehfcle POsition. The spscecreft is oriented in inertial space
and does not pitch over ss it orbits the moon. Therefore the opzicsl sxis
will be sligned with the local vertical only during part of s picture
tskinz sequence. The calculations in this section assume that alignment
with the locei vertical occur_ st perilune. As the sketch below shows,
this results in a pitch error before end after the vehicle is at the mid-
point of s photographic sequence. •
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At Loc_l Verticol
• Before After
/ " . •
- -
Pi_ch Errors Before end After Vehicle
Arrives st Local Verticol
Photogrsphy Speced About Perilune. In the cese
of high-resolution photogrsphy, the pitch error
will be spproxlmstely 0.88 degree st the beginning
end st the end of a 16-frame 3 hlgh-rste photo-
graphic sequence, provided that photography is
spaced symmetrically about perilune. The sversge
smear will be greeter at the beginning snd end of
the photogrsphic sequence then when the vehicle
is st the local vertical.
Photogrsphy Away from Perilune. Certsln coverage
modes require that photographs be taken some dis-
tance from perilune. If this occurs, substantial
pitch errors, end consequently, large Image smears
will result. In Paragraph 6.3, total smear is shown
as s function of lens field angle for several
values of angular advance from •perigee, for s 46
km perilune, 1850 km spolune orbit. Note: These
are 2_ smears, rsther than 3_ ss given in the
tables (so thet the cur_es can be used in
persgrsph 6.3 to predict the performance of the
system).
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6.2.5.& Smear Due to Off-Nomins! Conditions.
i.
6.2.6
b.
Summsry
Imege Smesr vs Crsb An_!e Error. Image smesr
slso vsries with creb sngle error. In psrsgrsph
6.3 s number of curves are presented which re-
lste totsl smear vs lens field sngle for s wide _"
rsnge of crsb sngle errors end distsnces from
perilune.
Imsge Smesr Without iMC. For photogrsphy st s
perilune of &6 km, imsge smesr wlth0ut IMC will
be spp. qxlmstely 960 microns. A smesr of this
msgnltude will limit resolution to spproxlmstely
i/2 llne/mm. The Importsnce of IMC is thus
demoustrsted.
r
number of studies show thst the msJority of photogrsphs wiil be Ssken
st sn exposure time of i_25 second. The tsbles'ineluded in this section
sre therefore vslid for sn exposure time of 1/25 second;however the dsts
csn be co_terted to 1/50- or i/!00-second exposure times by dividing the
i/25-second smesrs by 2 or &,' respectively.
The n_xt portion of Section 6 (psrsgrsph 6.3) is concerned with the
opticsl performance of the 2_-inch end 80mm lenses. In p_rsgraph 6.3,
the smesr dsts presented in this section will be combined with the
resolution dsta to predict the optical performsnc e of the system. • How-
ever, the 3-sigms smesrs presented here will be converted to 2-sigme
vslues to p_edlct opticsl performsnce (thus , 19 of 20 frames, or 95
percent3 will hsve smesr equsl to or less thsn the 2-slgms vslues.
3-Sigms smesr levels result in excessively consercstive performsnce
predictions).
.L•.'
r,
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6.3 OPTICAL PERFORMANCE
Paragraphs 6.1 and 6.2 wereconcerned with lens/film reaoiution end the
degradation resulting fromlmsge Smear durlng the exposure. In this para-
grsph, the methods described in 6.1 and 6.2 will be integrated to predict
the performance of the PS lenses in their operatlonsl environment. The
smear values used here are 2_ values, for 1/25 second exposure time. To
convert them to 1/50 or i/i00 second exposure times these smear values can
be divided by 2 or _ respec%ively.
The MTF of the 2_-inch lens, as described previously, was calculsted using
ray tracing techniques. The MTF's were cslculsted both on- and off-exia,
as were the smesr levels which are expected to be encountered. The lens/
smear MTF's and the S0-2_3 AIM curve were used to predict optical performance
over a range of operating conditions. Note: The resolution predictions
of this psragraph are valid for 2_ smears only. The ir2ormation is pre-
sented graphicslly_ the following table lists the number of each graph
and describes the curves.
Graph No. Curves
6-17 Ststlc Resolution vs Contrast for Several Peak Resolutions
(reproduced from Section 6.1)
6-18 Static Resolution vs Lens Field Angle for Several Peak
Resolutions.
6-19 through Smear vs Lens Field Angle for Nominal Smear Contributors and
6-24 a range of crab angle errors and distances from perilune.
6-29 Dynamic Resolution vs smear for SeverslPeak Static _
Resolutions
These curves are used in the following manner:
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'. a. Determine the on-axis, sts%ic, 3:1 c6ntrsst resolution
measured in testing (for example, 120 lines/millimeter)
for Shy particular lens.
b. Select s contrast rstlo (for exsmple, :i).
c. Go to curve6-17. Using the curve lsbe!ed 120 lines/
• _:.... : millimeter at 3:1, read off 132 lines/mlilimeter st.
4:1 contrast/
.."-_: d.-Go to curve 6-18... Select s lens-field .sngie (for example#
. " " 5 degrees). For 132 lines/millimeter on-axis resolution,
. read off 133 lines/millimeter Y-resolutlon and 71 lines/
millimeter X-resolution st 5" field angle.
e GO to curve 6-i9, if no_Insl smear contributors sre
desired (or 6-20 thru 24 if crab or pitch errors •must
be snslyzed). At 5 _egrees •lens field angle, and at
the selected distance from perilune (0_0 degrees) read
"off Y-smear equal to 5.6microns, and X-smear equal to
9 microns.
f. C_to curve 6-25. For 7! and 133 llnes/_illlmeter X-
and Y-ststlc resolution (step4) snd 9 and _5-6 microns
of smear respectively, read off dynamic resolution of:
57 lines/mm X-resolution
9_ lines/mm Y-resolution
The values obtained are summsrlzed as follows:
For a lens measured at 120 lines/milllmeter on-axis at
3:1 contrast during testing, a dynami6 resolution of
9i lines/mililmeter Y-directlon, and 57 lines/millimeter
X-dlrection will be obtained in orbit if:
Contrast ratio= 4:1
Lens Field Angle = 5 degrees
-. Angulsradvance from perilune = 0.0 degrees
Smear contributors are 2_ nomlnsl values.
X' and Y-resolutlon predlctions are often combinea for convenience by
taking the geometric mean of the two values (that is, the square root
of the product). For thls example, s geometric mean resolution of _
73 lines/milllmeter results. .....
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Figure 6-17.
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Contrast Ratio
Resolution Vs Contrsst for 2i-InchLens,
For Seversl Peek Lens Resolution Vslues.
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of Several/Peak Static Resolutions
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Figure 6-25. Resolution vs Smesr '
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For convenience, the process described above has been done for a range
of contrasts, distances from perilune, and nominal, 2q smear values, in
Figures 6-26 through 6-29. "
To convert the lens/smear/film resolution in lines/milllmeter to resolution
in meters on the ground, Figure 6_30 can be used. To use this Figure, a
lens/smear/film resolution is first obtained es described previously.
The altitude is then determined, end the ground resolution read-off In
Figure 6-30.
6.3.1 80-mm Lens 0ptlcsi Performgnce
The procedure described in the preceding paragraphs for the 2_-inchlens
is followed exactly for the 80-mm lens. The curves robe used for this
system are Figures 6-31 through 6-34. Smear vs Field Angle Data can
be obtained from Tables 6-3 and 6-_.
6.3.2 Summary
The data presented in this section can be used to determine the ability of
the PSto resolve tri-bar-like targets on the moon. Because the majority
of detail in a lunar scene consists of craters, the next psragrsph pre-
sents data which can be used to relate tri-bar ground resolu%iont0 the
minimum resolvable crster size. in the analysis, craters are spproxlmsted
by concave cones of various sizes end depths.
6.2 co_m _SOLnZON
To arrive st s useful compromise for speeifylng lunar surface resolution,
an equlvsleuce _ss established between concave cones of various sizes and
depths (which are Used to approximate craters) and the normal trl-bsr
• resolution standard.
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The data presented fn this section can be used to convert a lens resol-
ution at a given contrast ratio to a resolvable cone diameter and the
range of cone depths and solar phase angles over which the cone diameter
can be detected. The method used in deriving the equivalence is described
in'paragraphs 6.4.1.1 and 6.4.2. Section 6.4.3 presents the curves used
in obtaining the cone diameter and depth/phase angle range over which the
diameter can be detected.
6.4.1 Modulation
The modulation of a tri-bar is defined as
B max - B rain
B max + B rain •
t
As sho'_n in Figure 6-35, this modulation is derived from a square wave
intensitydistrlbution. Note also that _he length-to-width ratlo'of tri-
bar targets is fixed at 5:1. Modulation is related to contrast by the
B max
definition C _ --.
B min
- The intensity distribution across a concave conical surface is also shown in
Figure 6'35 • Analysis of this shape using the Fedoretz Photometric function
(see Sectlon 7) for a range of solar phase angles has shown that the intensity
profile across the cone is nearly sinusoidal. Thus, when equating tri-bar
modulation to cone modulation, two factors must be taken into account:
a. The difference in intensity distribution
b. The difference in length_to-width ratio
6.4.1.1 Intensity Distribution. Cone modulation can be expressed as
B max - B rain =
m = k B max + B min' °r m cone kmtri-bar
..:-
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where the factor k accounts for the difference in intensity distribution.
From extensive analysis and work with lunar "surface simulations, the
factor kwas estlmated to be 0.22. Thus, the equivalent cone modulation
which is used in deriving the equivalence is 0.22 times the tri-bar modu-
latioz.
6.4.1.2 Length2to-Width Ratio. As given above, the length-to-width ratio
of a trl-bar target is fixed at 5:1. _To account for the difference in
shape between tri-bars and cones, the size of a rectangular tri-bar line-
space pair is related to the size of a circular cpne base. This is done
by equating the areas. As shown in Figure 6-36 a s_uare portion of a
_ri-bar target of pitch a has an area of (2a) 2 WD_
D = (2a - <2al 1.13
H
Because the tri-bar resolution is in terms-of llne-spsce resolution (distance
2a), the equivalent cone disk diameter can be determined by multiplying tri-
bar ground resolution by 1.13. In Figure 6-37, tri-bar lens resolution
is plotte d vs crater disk diameter for a range of altitudes.
6._.2 Equivalent Tri-Bar Contrast
In Figure 6-38, 6-39, and 6-_O, the equivalent tri-bar contrast is cal-
culated as a function of solar phase angle for a range of cone (or crater)
sizes and depths, taking into account the photometric function of the sur-
face and the relati0nshipbetween cone and tri-bar modulation.
\
6.4.3 Ground Resolution _=
The first step in calculating ground resolution is to determine the relation-
Ship between lens tri-bar resolution and resolvable Crater disk size (that Is,
including the factor of i.13). This relation is plotted in Figure 6-37 ,
for a range of altitudes.
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To use the figures in this section, the following procedure should be
• r
followed: •
i
Determine the lens-smear-film resolution for a
speciflc set of correlations and at a specific ....
contrast from paragraph 6.3. For example,
70 lines/mill!meter at 1.6:lcontrast.
b. UsingFigure 6-37 and knowing the altitude of the
spacecraft at the time convert tri-bar resolution
at this contrast to crater disk size (1.2 meters "
at h6• km).
c. Using Figure 6-38through 6-40° input tri-bar Contrast _1.6:1_
" and crater disk size (].2 meters) to each of the
three graphs shown on the page. Determine the
range of cone depths and solar phas e angles which
mus% be present for the cone to be detectable.
For example, the cone diameter of 1.2 meters will
be detectable at:
1.'80 degree solar phase angle or greater if the
•depth is 0.25 meters.
2. 77 degree solar phase angle or greater if depth
is 0.50 meters. •
3. 7h degree solar phase angle or greater if depth
is i.O meter.
Ae
6.5 PaAD-OUT pE_ORMANCE
The MTF's of the variouscomponents in the read-out link
fumchionswhich Can vary with time
method will not be used here.
are complex
; for reasons Of simplicity, the MTF
., . , . • • . ".
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To determine the performance of the read-out link, tri-bar resolution
targets are pre-exposed on the Type SO-243 Film in the PS. These
targets can be analyzed and the limiting resolution present during
rea_-out can be determined (integrated testing has shown that about _
85 lines/millimeter at 3:! contrast can be achieved after read-out,
compared with the specified minimum Of 76 lines/millimeter). Whatever
the value of read-out resolution happens to be, the value can then be
considered as a resolution "roof"; that is, any performance greater
than 85 llnes/miilimeter (for example)will be read out as 85 lines/
millimeter; performance below 85 lines/millimeter will be read out at the
particular value. Such a roof can easily be applied to the plots presented
in paragraph 6.3 by adding a horizontal line on the plots at the read-
out resolution level.
r
i
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SECTION 7
EXPOSURE
-: This section Provides a general discussion of the concepts which must be.
_ considered in the_'determinatlon Of the correct exposure'level for the
_-; Type SO 243 Film used. Properties of the lunar surface which affect ex-
__?C_I ..... posure are discussed; however, detailed analyses of the variations in con-
trsst across various shaped objects as a function of solar phase angle will
•not be provided. It is EKC's understanding that The Boeing Company has per-
formed such analyses.
c-
%_-
_L
An analysis of the tone-reproduction characteristics of both lenses Will
also be included in this section.
7.1 APPARE_ BRIGHTNESS OF THE LUNAR SURFACE
The brightness of theiunar surface is a function
these are defined below:
of a number of variables;
Solar illuminance: Solar energy input = 12,500 meter-candles
Lunar albedo: Surface reflectivity; generally'varies between
0.06 and 0.18
Lunar photometric function: A function which acc6unts for
the unusual diffusereflection characteristics
of the lunar surface.
The surface brightness is then given by the formula:
B: Rp¢
where
R = solar constant =']2,500 meter-candles
p = albedo
¢ photometric function
r
These terms are discussed in the following paragraphs.
" L-OI8375-RU
7.1.! Lunar Albedo
Earth based measurements have been made by a number of researchers to deter-
mine the albedo of the lunar s6-_face. Such measurements were made using
relatively large scanning apertures (about 5OOcl,OO0 feet on the lunar
surface)_ it is generally assumed that the over-all average albedo of small
detail on the lu2ar surface will, on the average, be nearly Identical to
the data now available from large areas. The data available at this time
show that the surface albedo generally varies between 0.06 and 0.18, with
about 90 percent of the observed values being between 0.06 and O.lh. Mea-
sured albedos for various regions of the surface are given in Table 7-i.
r--
!
r -_,
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7.1.2 Lunar Photometric Function
As viewed from above the surface, the moon reflects incident light in an
unusual manner, _nlike either a diffuse or a specular reflector. A normal
diffuse, spherical surface reflects incident light according to the cosine
law, where the apparent brightness at any point on the sphere is a function
of the cosine of the angle between a line normal to the surface at that
point and a line connecting the point and the light source. Such a surface
is called a Lambertian surface. The lunar surface, however, reflects light
in quite a different fashion. The surface reflection characteristics were
measured by V. A. Fedoretz who used measurements to derive the photometric
function of _he surface, as a function of solar phase angle (g) and sur-
face angle (_). These angles are defined in Figure 7-i. Federetz's photo-
metric function is plotted in Figure 7-2, showing the variation in ¢ with
solar phase angle, for constantvalues of surface angle. In Figure 7-3,
simulations of thesurface are used to illustrate the dlfferen=e between
the cosine and Fedoretz f_nctions. It can be seen that the Fedoretz
simulation closely resembles the visual appearance of the moon. •
• 7-2
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TYPICAL LUNAR SURFACE ALBEDO VALUES
Maria
Tranquillitatis
Serenitatis
Nectaris
Nectaris
Vapor'am
Sinus Medii
Sinus Me_ii
Imbrium
Imbrium
OceanusProce!larum
0ceanus Proceilaruz
Oceanus Proceilarum
Oceanus Procellarum
Location
9°N 29°E
26°H 28°E
15°s 33"E
7°S 26°E
10°N 8°_
7°N 8°W
i°N 2°W
2_°N O°
3L°N 17°W
6°N 16°W
9°S 24°W
!5°N 42@W
4°S 5_°W
Upland Areas
Appenine Mts.
3°S
9°N
2°S
ll°S
7°N
5°S
17°N
3°S
35°E
22°E
13°E
12°E
12°E
2°E
0 °
2°W
8°W
Individual Features
Floor of Julius Ceasar
Floor of Flamsteed and Tneophilus
Floor of Ptolemaeus
Floor of Copernicus
Walls of Copernicus
Rays from CoPernicus
Region near Kepler
Central Mountain of Aristarchus
L-o183 5-zJ
Albedo
o.066
o. o?o
O._'_
o.089
o.o52
o.o54
o.076
O. 074
0.o64
o.o7o
O. 071
0.060
o.o56
o.!o4
o.ll8
O.O9O
O.123
O.125
O.104
o. ]_o8
o.o82
O.ll2
O.O74
O.O88
O, 102
O. 120
o.156
O. 122
o.115
o.183
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A number of studies were conducted at EKC, under NASA contract, to simulate
the appearance of the lunar surface as s function of solar phase angle. As
a result Of the usual diffuse characteristics of the surface as described
/
by the photometric function , and the lack of s scattering atmosphere,
shadow detail on the lunar surface is not detectable. The effect of these
chsracterist{cs is sho_a in the simulations in Figures 7-4 through 7-6.
A slmulsted surface is shown in Figure 7-2, st a phase angle of 75 degrees
(15 degrees above the horizon). In Figures 7-5 and 7-6 the same simulation
is shown for phase angles of 80, 60, _0 and 6degrees. As can be seen in
the figures, the surface contrast decreases progressively, with nesrly all
detail gone st s 6-degree phase angle. For these photographs, s vertical
camera sngle wlth _= 0 degrees was used.
Because of these restrictions, the spacecraft will be programmed to photo-
graph only between phase angles of 50 snd 80 degrees.
7.1.3 Lunar Surface Luminance vs Solsr Phase Angle
The luminance of the lunar surface for albedos of 0.06, 0.12, and 0.18 is
plotted in Figure 7-7 for a solar phase angle range of 0 to 90 degrees.
The phase-angle range planned for photography is also shown on this figure.
7.2 LVAGE BRIGHTneSS
The relationship of illumination in s phot0grsphic image to target luminance
is given below:
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Crater Chain
Fault Line "
28 Ft. Crater
Area of
Darker Albedo
Boulder Locations
(6)
8 Ft. Die.
7* Concave Cone"
8 Ft. Dis.
8zl Spherical
Concave Surface
Ditch
36 Ft. Crater
8 Ft. Dis.
7" Convex Cone
Lighter
Albedo Patches
Area of
Darker Albedo
Scale - Scene is 160 feet on a side; each division along the bottom
andrlght side represents 20 feet
!
Photograph of simulation with solar phase angle of 75
degrees (sun elevation of 15 degrees) showing the
location of lunar features
Figure 7-4. Lunar Surface Model - Using Simulated Fedoretz
PhotometricFunction
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Figure 7-6.
- Sun Elevation = 84"'
Sun Elevation -- 60 °
Photographs of the Simulation at Solar Phase Angles
of 6 Degrees and 30 Degrees.
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where :
Ii - illumination in the image (meter-candles)
B = luminance of the target area (foot-lamberts)
f = f/no of the lens
K _ transmission of the lens
For both lenses, the image illumination is as follows:
25-inch lens 80-mm lens
f/no. 5.6 5.6
K 66 percent 92 percent
I. 0.057 (B) meter-candles 0.079 (B) meter-candles
l
in Figure 7-8 image illumination is plotted as a function of solar phase
angle for a!bedos of 0.06, 0.12, and 0.18. This plot is directly rela_ed
to Figure 7-7, with the target luminance (B) a function of phase angle
amd albedo.
7.3 PHOTOGRAPHIC LMAGE
The characteristic curve for Type S0-243 Film with Bimst processing is
given in Figure 7-9. When photographing a lunar scene, it is desirable
to expose the fil_. such that the scene luminance range falls on the linear
portion of the charactefistlc curve. To accomplish this, for the wide
range of target luminances that could be encountered, three shutter speeds
are provided for each lens. In addltlon, the Dmi n in a photograph must be
0.30 or above, to be read out accuratmly by the video data link.
In Figure 7-10, the recommended shutter speed is plotted as a function of
phase an@le, for albedo values of 0.06 to 0.18 in 0.02 increments. Note
that in all cases, the surface angle _ is assumed to be zero.
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7.5 0N-AXIS TONE REPRODUCTION
The prlmary purpose of the 24-inch iens is to provide high resolution photo-
graphs of the lunar surface. High resolution photography inherently implies
that good photographic fidelity and accurate tone reproduction exists. Pre-
viously, in Section 6, the frequency response capability of the optical
system was established. In this section, the tone reproduction capability
of the system (as a counterpart to frequency response) will be determined.
Tne onaaxls performance of both lenses is used to illustrate tone reproduction
in the PS. A set of nominal tone reproduction curves are'Included whlch can
be used Zo trace an input luminance through the system. Low frequency response
functions are used.
7.4.1 Tone Reproduction
_he over-all tone reproduction of the PS is governed by a number of components
operating in series, each component having its particular tone-transfer
characteristic, or transfer function. The design g0al of the PS with respect
to tone reproduction is to combine the transfer functions so as to optimize
target detectability. Image contrast and scene latitude are opposing factors
in this optimization. Target detectability can be increased by increasing
contrast in the photographfc image. However, as the contrast increases, the
range of lunar brightness that can be displayed on the film decreases. There-
fore, a compromise must be made. When all factors are taken into account,
the nominal tone reprcductlon design is considered optimum in view of the
over-all LOP performance goals.
The tone reproduction data in this Section apply only to large areas, because
the data are based on the low-frequency response of the Systen: components.
Exceptfor low-frequency noise background, this method y_.elds relatively
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' Cfor the 24-inchaccurate resb.lts for 7-meter by .-meter areas
lens) or 50 by 50 meter areas (80-mm lens) if the density measurement is
made with a small spot at the center of the area under examination. With
larger areas, a larger sp0t s_ze can be used for density measurements to
reduce noise. Calculation of the tone rendition of areas smaller than
these would have to take into account the high frequency response of the
components and the point spread function of the over-all photographic
system and arenot w_,thin the scope of this section.
The quality of tone reproduction is strongly dependent on the amount of
flare light present in the lens. The effects of flare light are illustrated
in this section, assuming a nominal value of 2 percent of the average lunar
luminance or approximately 5 foot-!amberts. This is accomplished by
slmul_aneously tracing two exposures through the system , to the reassembled
record, one with and one without the 5 foot-lamberts of flare light. The
system transfer functions apply equally well in either case. The tone-
producing elements are shown schematically in Figure 7-11_ A summary of
the tone-producing elements is given in Table 7-2.
7.4.2 Tone Elements
As sho_ in Figure 7-11, a lunar-scene input luminance enters the system
through the lens, changes physical characteristics several times in passing
through the various system elements and ends as a density on the reassembled
phctographic record.
7._.2.1 Camera Lens. The first component is the lens which collects light
reflected from the lunar surface. A large range of image luminances is pos-
sible because illumination depends on lunar surface albedo and the value
of the photometric function over the region being photographed. The image
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Photo-
Tube
_d-Out
Mechanism
PS Film
Type S0-
243
Video
Amplifier
tion
Subsystem
Lunar Scene
Input.
L-O!83751RU
Kinescope
GRE
Lenz
Density
cted Film
Type $0-
349
zsembly
Printer
'Lens
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! n_=e 7-u. Tone Reproduct!om Schematic
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Element
Vehicle camera lens
Vehicle film
Read-out mechanism:
A. Line scan tube
B. Read-out scanner
lens
C. Collector lens
Phot0multiplier
tube
Video amplifier
Communication sub-
system
GRE electrQnlcs
TABLE 7-2
TOh'E EL_-"<ENT DESCRIPTIONS
• Description
2h-inch lens: Pacific
Optical Company- EKC
spec !225-i06.80-mm
lens: commercial
Schneider Xenotar
Kcdak Type s0-243
EKC Spec 1225-118
Mission
Provides high resolution light
imaging for photographic record-
ing.
Records lunar scene images for
subsequent read out.
Produces a flying-spot light
S o_Lr ce
EKC Drawing 400-1506 Images the flying spot of the
line-scan-tube onto the vehicle
film.
EKC Drawing 1206-141 Collects light transmitted by
the film and directs it onto the
photosensitive surface of the PM
tube.
Electro Mechanical
Research, Inc. Type
542 D-OI-14 EKC Spe c
1225-121
Converts the flying-spot light
intensity, modulated by the film
density, into an electrical signal.
EKC Spec 1225-121 Processes the electrical signal from
the EM tube and produces a video
signal output. (A composite video
.f ,
signal is formed by the addltlon of
syuc signals. This composite
signal is presented to the Communi-
cation Subsystem _nte..ace.)
Section 3.4.3.3
of Boeing Spec
D2llOOll2
Accepts the composite Video signal,
converts to modulated RF signal for
transmission to Ground Stations, de-
modulates transmitted signal, and
presents composite video signal to GRE.
EKC Spec 1226-100 Accepts composite video signal from
Communication Subsystem demodulator
andperforms operations necessary for
controlling the kinescope display.
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Element
Kinescope
GRElens
Reconstructed record
film
Reassemblyprinter
lens
Reassembledrecord
film
_A_L_ 7-2(Continued)
Description
Type 5CEPI6 EKC Spec
1226-101
[
Kodak Type M235
Kodak Type S0-349
Ooerz A_sr f/Ll.,
ll" focal length
Kodak Type 5427
L-0!8_75-RU
r
i
_{_slon
• !
Displays an intensity-modulated c
flying spot for photographic :i
recording.
Images kinescope flying spot onto
the Reconstructed Record Film. '-.
Accepts and records the images
formed by the GRE lens (positive image)_. _-
Provides imaging of reconstructed _-
record output onto rea._sembied .(
record. _-
Provides directly interpretable _-
reassembled visual picture (negative ,
image)
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brightness parameters for the 24-inch lens are plotted in Figure 7-12,
both with and without the 5-f0ot-iamberts flare contribution. Note:
because the window attenuatlon is less than the lens-to-lens variation
in transmission the effects of the window in the PS pressure shell are
not included. See Figure 7-27 for the 8o-mm lens image illumination plots.i
7]4.2.2 SO 243 Film. The characteristic curve for Type SO 243 Film is given in
Figure 7-13. On this Figure, read-out density was derived by compensating
the standard NH blue filter denaltometer readings for the correct film
Q-factor. Film transmission and density are related by the equation.
I
D=Log _
For convenience, this relationship is also plotted on Figure 7-13. The
SO 243 film is exposed and processed to a density range ofl.O.
7_4.2.3 Read-out Mechanlsm/Photomultiplier ?abe. The processed type
SO 243 Film is scanned using a llne-scan-tube flying spot tc convert the
magnitude of film transmission to an electrical signal. The spot is
z
imaged on the film by the read-out lens, and transmitted light is relayed
to a photomultlplier tube by a collector lens. The photomultiplier-tube
gain is sensitive to load resistance, cathode efficiency and anode potential,
among other things. The gain is adjusted to achieve the photomultiplier out-
put voltage vs film transmission characteristic of Figure 7-14. The read-
out output is considered to be at the photomultiplier tube load resistor.
7._.2.5 Video.Ampllfier/Data Link/GRE Electronics. More, approximately-
linear, electrical processing follows the read-out stage. A video ampll-
fler havlng a gain of lOO is sho_m in Figure 7-15; a unity-galn data link
response is shown in Figure 7-16; and Figure 7-17 gives GEE lDw-frequency
electrical response. These are all linear estimates; obviously any real
equipment will have some small nonlinearity.
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Figure 7-16. Commumi6stion S'iosystem Low-Frequency Response
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7.$.2.5 Kinescope/GRE LensJType SO 349 Film. The GREe!ectronics drives
the kinesccpegrid toaccomplish the nonlinear luminance variation of
Figure 7-18. A relative luminance scale is used in thi _ figure because
normal photographic spot luminance measurements in lamberts are not
applic_ole because of the spectral range of the P-16 phosphor. To com-
pensate, the grid bias is adjusted ex_er'Lmental!y to achieve the desired
reconstructed record exposure when the lens of Figure 7-19 is used to
expose the film of Figure 7-20.
7.4.2.6 Reassembly Printer Lens/Typ. e _h27 Film. One more tone processing
step is required to produce reassembled images. This step uses the reassembly
printer lens of Figure 7-21 and the duplicating film of Figure 7-22. Again,
nominal characteristics are given. The reconstructed and the reassembled
records are exposed and processed to a density range of 1.5.
7.413 Tone Performance •
7.4.3.1 24-Inch Lens. Combining the transfer characteristic of all of the
above components gives the input lunar lumlnance to output density of
Figure 7-23. The effect of 5 foot-lamberts of flare light is readily
apparent.
As a matter cf interest, Figures 7-24 throuBh 7-26 illustrate the tone
/
transfer characteristics present in the system, stopping at the SO 243 film,
the kinescope face, _nd the reconstructed record (Type SO 349 Films Note:
these curves are for the 24,inch lens only. , -
7.4.3.2 80-mmLens. Curves relating lunar luminance and exposure for
the 80-mm lens are glvenin Figure 7-27. Tracing an input through the
system based on the curves of Figure 7-27 results in the 80-mm
7-35
•Figure 7-18.
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Figure 7-22. H & D Curve for Kodak Aerographic Duplicating Film,
_/pe 5427 (Reassemb!edRecord)
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lens tone reproductlon on,ryes sho%_ in Figure 7-28. The process followed
is exactly the same; only the image brightness parameter has changed.
7.4.4 Summary .
._he predicted tone reproduction characteristic of the LOP system, as
exhibited in the curves of Figures 7-23 and 7-28, is considered to be
satisfactory. The flare light renders a slight increase in the reassembled
record density, primarily at the lower portion of the lunar luminance
ravage. However, in both the presence and absence of flare light, the
linearity and slope of the curves are such that the reassembled record
image will appear as a faithful rendition of the original scene. The
contrast has been increased to accommodate the human eye and, incidentally,
also matches the maximum contrast at which reflection prints can be repro-
duced. Accordingly, the photographic output should be highly satisfactory
for visual interpretation of the lunar data.
Note: The maximum density latitude of the reassembled record corresponds
to a rather restricted luminance range in the originalscene. The primary
reason for this restriction is the need for maintaining a high slgnal-to'
noise ratio Shroughout the information handling channel. Th_s iS accomplished
by restricting read-out to a density range of 0.3 to 1.3 on the Type SO-243
Film.
-_qe curves of Figures 7-23 and 7-28 are based on a •combination of measured
and estimrated data. Later data may show that some of the component curves
that contribute to over-all tone reproduction must be changed. _is does
not imply that the curve shapesof Figures 7-23 and 7-28 significantly] There
are many opportunities for adjusting the system: for example, by adjusting
the photomultiplier anode voltage or kinescope bias and gain, or by changing the
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processing parameters of the reconstructed or reassembled records. This
ensures that both the over-all tone reproduction curves as Shown in Figtlre
7'23 and 7-28 and high signal-to-noise ratio can be maintained.
V _ 7 = !
In addition, it is plarmed that each payload will be calibrated during
testing, so _hat measured tone reproduction curves will be available for
each payload. Gray scales (9-steps) were inc!uded in the pre-exposed
test targets for this purpose. During opera_ion, continuous calibration
of the read-out equipment will be possible by using gray scales pre-exposed
on the margin of the vehicle film. "'_?
The following table can be used as a reference for relating Type'SO-243 FiLm
read-out density to the reassembled record density:
Gray Step S0-243 R/O
No. Density Range
i 0.2i - 0.29
2 0.26 - 0.34
3 O.34- 0.42
4 o.45 -0.57
5 o.6l -0.73
6 0.82 - 0.94
7 1.o5 - 1.21
8 1.32 - 1.48
9 1.4o - 1.56
Reassembled Record
Density Range
Clipped by GRE
1.89- 2.n (olippedif R/O  e= ity
below 0.30)
1.64 - 1.82
_.33- 1.49
0.99 - 1.13
_0.66 - 0.80
o.50 - o.6o
0.42 - 0.50 (maybe clipped)
•Clipped by GEE
As can be seen in Figures 7-23 and 7-28, the predicted density range in the
reassembled record falls well within the desired range.
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"" -: SECTION 8 "_- ..... •
NUMERICAL SU_Y ., :
The numerical values associated with .the PS are summarized-in this section,
Minor changes in these values may occur as the result of changes in oper-
ating conditions and as a result of PS-to-PS variations. _ :........
8._I NOMINAL MISSION PARAMETERS:-..-
..... "...... a, 'A?-e_'_of .interest .....:"]....<i."i"Lunar Surface ( KM Nominal
_- .i. . :..=,.- .... " <-..-- ,-.:-. ..... Perilune Orbit) " ....
:':_:.:_:: ; :,;-. ' _ -..-.'; , "-.:-,..v: -._{__,10 ° Latitude _..
...... _± 60 ° Longitude "
b. Primary mission orbits Apolune: 1850 KM Nominal
Perilune i Orbit _A - h6 KM Nominal
.... --" -" " : Orbit B - 200 KMNominal
-..---c. Eccentricity . .:_._.-. Orbit A - 0.33582
Orbit B - 0.29859
d. Vehicle-veloclty at " '
" ' J" " ; Perilune- ......._"".---- _
- e, Nominal illumination.of.'. -
_ ._ lunar surface (so lar__
- constant) , _. "_ -'i-
.... -- _ ....... , ... • - ..
..... Maximum. brightness of
lunar surface (albedo =
o._8)
Albedo:range ,.: ._, _,
0rbit A - 1.916 KM/sec
Orbit B - 1.812 EN,/sec
12,500 foot-candles .
" --_ --i .....
• •. .... \F.L "*- -
2250 foot-lambert s
.. " O.06 to 0,18:: i;_-.:. ,-
" orbitA - 20&0 Minutes
Orbit B- 217-3 Minutes
Orbital-inclination ....... Primary Mission Orbits
.;,_.._:: i."._ . -2Orbit. A --15°.N.omina!
Orbit B - 15__Nominal
,.L
8-1
8.2
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J. Inclination of major
axis of orbits to moon
terminator
k. Lunar gravitational
constant
I. Meanlunar radius
27.5 ° Nominal
4902. 7779 KM3/sec 2
• _.,. ,.1738.3 KM ........... . _
PHOTO SUBSYSTEM OUTPUT.
a. Form Reconstructed photograph on
film-via video link.lf _
b
Co
Coverage High Resolution Lens
photographed Orbit A - ii,000 KM_
area (non- : (8.8% forward overlap)
redundant- (9.36% side overlap)
k L(19z_ fr_es) .
(2o frames/
•-orbit maximum).
Scale in PS
Ground scene
dimension
per frame
Surface reso-
lution
at 76 lines/
mm on space-
craft film '-
Low Resolution Lens
Orbit A _-.95,000 I_.2
(52.2% forward overlap)
(20.03% side overlap)
Orbit B - 68,000 K_ 2 Orbit B - 603,000 KM 2
(8.8% forward overlap) (52.2% forward overlap)
(78.66% side overlap) :(81;29% side overlap)
Orbit A - !:75,450 .
Orbit B - 1:328,200
Orbit A - 1:575,000
Orbit. B - I: 2,500,000
Orbit A - 16.52 KMX . Orb it .A,-- 37. h6 KM X
4.15-EM . " " 31.67 KM
Orbit B - 71.95 KM X Orbit B - 164.16 KM X
17.95 KM ; 138.49 KM
• _:_' . ..: . "' " .._ t..
Orbit A - ! meter
Orbit B - 4.35 meters
.at i00 .lines/ Orbit A - 0.75 meter-
ram.on :spaco- - Orbit B - 3.76 meters
craft film - _
'• Orbit A.-- 7.6 meters
Orbit B - 33.20 meters
."0rbit-A " 5-75 meters
Orbit B - 24.9 meters
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8.3 SPACECRAF_ DATA.- NOMINAL
a.Moment _-of Inertia
be
.] . .
8._ PS DA_A*
i ,
S/C. center-of-gravity in
PS coordlnate _ystem
a.
b.
C.
Over-eli size
.".- ._- ,':,: - . i:;..
Over-all Weight •
I - 68 slug-_ 2 at burn out
I 78 sbug-ft2 max
X = -1.8 inch, Y-- O,
Z --i-8:7 inches "
26 .....Y :axis "Dimenslons are
22 -:X axis :in inches
• :v.';.... 32 .... Z _i-s _--.'. r. -
138.36 ].bs.
X +l.&9 ± 0.I0 inches
Y -0.o_7-; o.io
/ _",....
Z -+1,89 _-0.I0-; .... +2.00 ± 0.!0
" ?i:.J-_: :'"'" " -
d. PS moments and products of inertia*
.............. j:..2c;_ :.. -, _,:: .;,;. .',::
PS center of Gravity in PS coordinate system* ?JL-,-,-,'. ",'.
Post-Photo
Prelaunch _ Pre-Final Readout Post Readout
+l.6g + O.lO inches +1_!53 ± 0.I0 inches
-o.o2±0.1o " " -0.o6± o.lo
+2.13 ± 0.10,1.
i. _ .:_::-.°_ Zxx-.': 62 _
L'.': .._ ..". " L_ " j ".;" ."i" -, -
! ..... _-_7
" yy " -
z _3
ZZ
.. :...-. ':..., -:_
P Ii.5
. "': ...... xy .. _ "-:--._:'-
_ _... .,.p _. ,:.:-_.-___._
.- -:'-. :. " . _ i y Z, . ;:
p .;_.L.,i "68
" XZ .........
in Ib sec
2
in Ib sec
in Ib sec2 .... -
in Ib sec
..:." ." .-_'_7C ._:. -.,:; .,'-. . "{j . ".
2
in Ib sea,
2 ":'."-f" " '- -" " , •
in lb sec
*Will Vary slightly fr_n PS"-to_PS. See thehppro;riate data'package: .....
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e. Principal components
f.-: Construction
g. Environment
•Temperature of _
pressure shell
_,-_ ==:,., Pressure within
_. ,,__..pressure _shel! I
Pressure shell leak rate
' L • '
• . --_ . [-
8.5 _ .... . ...... '--.
5 ;.__._._F:Type • : = ":_: .... "--
/
:.. _:: .:.:. b., _-Lenses .... . .... .
.,, .2..-_.,:.(i) High resolution - ..
" • J
• . i - -- . .:. . . . ."
Camera. • .
Process.or/Dr_er_:._:-5:_._:!'- _..
Readout Group
Film Handling Mechanism
' V/H_ensor.- .....
CCP
• ..., , . . . . . ..
.Pressure vessel forl-2 psi
differential
..... ...
60 ° ± lO°F
1.0 - 1.9 psi
less than 0.03 SCF/day
• .. -:;,...:._ .. .. ......
Dua .l_<:F_'ame.
Pacific Optical
2&-inch*. (610 ram) _/5.
filmformat _2.165 inches
x 8.622 inches
(2) Moderate resolution
• i "f; -._ . ,- ..
"Sc_-eiderXenotar
3._5 inch* (8o ram) _/5-6
film format 2.165 inches
x 2_560 inches
c. Shutters _[
(I) High resolution lens ....
(2) Moderate resolution .....
I_ns - :,_._ ...-._ ....
d. Exposure Times*
Focal Plane
• Bet{_e_n the hens -
._Pro ntor i (Modified)
1/25, 1/50, I/lO0 second by
RTC- command
*Will vary slightly from PS-to-PS See the appropriate data-package.'-':"L:
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e,
f,
g|
h.
linege mot ion c ompensat ion
(l) Method_........
.(2) Contr0i " _ "
(3) _Nominal-_IMC'-vel0city
..- 'Orbit A
....(46_)
: Orbit: B ,
(200 k_)
Scene'_rld%'h :?L. :,; .:-
(both lenses)
Edge data width --"
(pre-exposed) -.. :::..-
Edge data control
.:i.-_Photograph cycle/.L_:
time at perilune ..
j. operating temperature
FILM PROCESSING -'.'-"'-:-"....
"- L-018375-RU
Translation :of Film Plane
:By _/H 'sensor- " .... _,
a. High Resolution .Lens ._
25.37 =:/s'ec .....
b. Moderate Resolution Lens
.3.36 mm/sec.
a. High Resolutlon-Lens
5.52mm/sec
-:b.-Moderate Resolution Lens
o_58 mm/sec
2.165 ±-.0,00i inches
.._ - .,_../_:.: .. ;.... .
: --÷0,0000
o.o375...o.oo20i_.ches
__' j. __'::. - . _ ," _ . .....
Gray Scales, Resolution charts3
Scanner Spot reference, Re-
assembly Track-linearity,: "..7:_
Focus lines, Frame number.
Orbit A:- High Framing Rate
1.98 sec per frame
Lo_ Framing Rate
.:.... L-.. :.:::. _::.-7.91-sec per' frame
Orbit_ _- High Framing Rate
_-_ _.,-_9.09 sec per frame
Low Framing Rate
J'-'::J__:_: _36.37sac per frame
7o -+5°F
v
/
a. Method Lamination With Kodak Bimat
Film (Eatar Base), Type SO-ill
presoaked with Kodak Bimat
Imblbant PS-485K. •
.°
8-5
b. Processing sPee d
c. ,Processing time .... "
d, Processing temperature
e. Drying temperature
f. •D +ry{ng%ime : - +
o g. :_Drylng ,speed-., : :
h. Bimat film storage
•: " temperature + ! -+
:i..:Weight/0fl-pay-10ad film
+ leader '.,
J. Weight of B1mat film
k. Relative humidity in
pressure vessel
I. Bimat spg61 capacities
8, 7 PHOTO P_AD-0UT _:... ::....: ...
-:.+ "". ..... -; "_ :.- -.. t.... v
+ + a. Rate +.of readout
• - ? ...: U +
.-b. Framelet Size (including
• ' -:i-.iL_:O. Q025 over-scan-)
:...- -. +. .
,. c MaxSan_m readout rate
:- . :" ._ _-:': +" _ ,
:+ _:--:.,(i)Before Bimat cut
' / - :i '-
(2) After Bimat cut
L-OI8375-RU
: 2._ ± o.l {nlm_n
3.22 minutes. +-
85° ± 2.5°F ....
., 95 ° "± 3@F (,at.I psia)
-:II,7 minutes
2.h -+0.I in/rain
_60OF _+ 10OF
2. Bo ibs (260 f_)
2.50 Ibs (?_ ft)
5o -+2o_
.... -,
260 ft " ::"_ :: +-''` "
22.02 ±'O.Ol sec/per framelet
0.105 inch x 2.269 inch
I Frame/Orbit; not more than
consecutive orbits
_2:.0Fra+es]0rbi+: (m:aY be
increased as a result of test
program) .-. -, :.-, - • ...... , :
ff-
L_
t:__,
!+:
'.L,
+ -
,,,..--
2
):
t
L+
<.5
w
: --. -_ _-.-,:? ,. +::.: -: -+.. - .-
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.i'L-OI8375-RU
d. OMS lens
(1) Designation. . M-!7.6A
......... '-'h +O.I :-
(2) Aperture .... - . ..: ,f/.2." .__L0
13.32_m ± I%(3) . Focal !eng th . :._..:__...: .... ..... .
(_) Angular field 7.70 degrees -'i_alf angle
. .- . = " .5:.L-:..-":'__ :'. •
(5) Scanning dimensions
at film - ::; ., _.. .":".-'\ "'..::'T i;-
........... "(a) Scabline interval " 286 li£es_mm '
(2,6T=)
(c) .Film advance.,per . O.I00 inches (2.5_ ram)
.... f_'amelet "-- ..... __:± 0.00i inches
• --% 'L_".- -..- --..
• - . (d) Spot diameter (in O 006_ +0.0002
.... '-' : " fi]_ plane) " ":'::" :. " " -0,0003
• .:.'.:.;,..-,' ,.._..,, . .'..- :.-....- ... _.
_ -._ .(e) Linear scanning 2.269 ± 0.0002. inches
........ ' - _.'Istance ':('5T.63 am) ""
.....:i time ............
(i) Linear travel
time . 20.02 sec. ± .Q,.IO . .- ....
(2) Turnaround --_-'" " "........'....
time 2.0 sac + 0.01
(3) Total scan :.__ . _.
tlme/frame 22,02 ± 0.Ii sac
e. Line-scan tub"e L -=:s-. - "........
,:__::,(1).-LineLength (on anode) 2,372 inches
:(:2)::_:Eff6ct ire -'s;ot _iameter " 0". OOze:Inches
(3) ,.Drum speed u:--.._..'.:..__- -.i000 .z'_m.-(minimum)
(4) ..Fhosphor ::':":',-.' P'16 "":'-'::"
'_'_:(5) Anode-v6itage ....":"'': 20 KV nominal
"-"-L("6"i": sp6t-v_lo61ty on anode ' 2o36in-lse-c ncminal
-:- - • v " T-, - 7:-:j .:_ :.-i _"-
,. •- _ . " "." :.'-"-: "-L" _- - ,'-.".2 :: :./-, ":-:i.:
..... LI_ ...... " . .......
-::c :.'-,::._, :..,.:::.'-- - -:_:):-:_ ,i'......'- '.,',::,,"-.f::: :-: -- -:.: ,_.:-,-.:,,.-_,
• ,.,..._....,- ;, ..-, .. ,.._.:,;:-'.,_..
8.7_
/
L-O18375-RU
_o
(2)
(S)
"-(4)
(5)
(6)
(7)
' (8)
,.(9)
(lo)
(u.)
Composite video signal
(I) Scan frequency
Nominal video bandwidth
-Bla i g p Isewidth
SYnc pulse width
Front porch width
Active scan time
Scan time between
fi_ucial', marks .....
Video signal voltage '
(_,K-ohm load) '
Syne pulse voltage
(_ K ok load)
Black level
Scan period -._
8.8 FILM HANDL_G SYSTEM
ao
(3)
800cps "
230 kc
90-_sec ± 4'.
25 _sec± 2
23 _sec + 5
i160 _sec nominal
iI0_ _sec ± Ii
5 _ 0.2 volts
(white to black)
-0.90 + 0.21 volts
(below black)
-2.1 -+ o.i volts
1250 _sec + 0.12
Loopers* _ ,; :.,.-. . .:...
(I) Supply looper 2 + 0
electrical capacity - I/2 inches .
Mechanica! Capacity- "-_i B 1/2 + 1/16 inches
.Tension .... . i'5 _ O.l..pounds
(2) Camera storage looper 237 + 05 +
electrical capacity . inches
Mechanical capacity 258 + 011/2 inches
....... "+ 0.7 •
.Tension _ ..:,.._. 1.75 0 5P°"mds
Readout looper 48 + 2 inches
electrical capacity - 0
Mechanical capacity 55 + I
- 0 inches
*Electrica'l looper capacity will very from unit-to-unit.
appropriate data package.
8-8
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Looper partial -
full capacity
Tension
(_) Take-up looper
"electrical capacity
b,
c_
d.
Mechanical capacity
Tension
spo0_s
(!) Supp ly spool capac ity
(2) Take-up spool capacity
Camera film advance
Advance time per frame pair
Amount of film per film
advance
Thread-up length
(1) Loopers full
(2) Min_um (loopers
electrically empty)
V/H SENSOR -
a. Range of operation
b. Output rotational speed
ratio
c. Number :of tracking cycles
- per Output shaft rotation
d. _/H at Orbit A perilune
V/H at Orbit B perilune
(200_)
i
L-OI8375-RU
2.0 + 0.5 inches from
-0.0
electrical empty
2.00 + O. 5 pounds
0.5
2 I/2 ± I/_ inches
3 i/2 + 1/16
- 3/16 inches
2.80 ± 0.25 pounds
260 + 20
- 0 feet.
260 + 20 feet
" 0 " •
1.0 ± 0.I seconds
11.690 Z 0.117 inches
5&6.5 inches
23_.8 inches
-I0.008 to 0.050 sec
12.1575 rps per see "I
2
41.6 x 10 -3 sec II
9.05 x I0-3 sec °I
s_
< L-OI8375-RU
f. IV Shaft period Of one revolution
- At Orbit A perilune 1.977 see
At Orbit B perilune 9.091 sec
8.l0 PS POWER CONSUMPTION
The maximum power requirement
Solar eclipse
Standby
Pho_ographlc
Processing
Bimat cut
Readout
during PS operational modes are:
7
22. ! watt s*
77.2 watts*
I0_.9 wattS*
109.4 watts*
86.6 watts*
61.4 watts*
8. II FILM
•a. Vehicle film
(I)
(2) W!ath
(3) Length
(4) Thickness
(5) Weight
(6)  ader
*Based On supply voltage of 30.5 volts.
' 30 + 0.5
- O0
Kodak Special High Deflnltlon
Aerial Film, Type S0-2_3.
Processed with Kodak Bimat
Film, Type SO-!l! soaked with
PS-485K Imbibant
2.754 inches (70 rmm film)
255 + _ (227 ft used for
" 194 photographs)
0.0058 inches
2.20 lbs (260 ft)
ft (Thin Base Ester
preprocessed test
film; total thick-
ness of 0.0035
inch)
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: L-OI8375-RU
¢.
Ground reconstruction recording
(1) _"n_e
(2) Width
Reassembly film
(l) _e
(2) Width
_S_N_A_iON -
a. Telemetry and tes_-tpoints
film
Eastman Televlsion Recording
Film, .Type SO-3h9
35 =m ....
• Kodak Aerographic Duplicating
' Film, (Estar Base) Type 5_27
.9.5 inch nominal
-[,
Identification No.
Film transport _/
Camera
Processor -
Bimat film status
• - Readout
Environment ai
Power ' ' "
Command
" " Total " ::_ _:
" b. Instrumentation signal output
.._." '"(1) -Analog -0-5 volts
" (2].. Digital/ -
" ;. _ -%
of Test Points
......
2
• ;/- -
I
3 /
2O
No. of Telemetry Points
3
5
0
2
1
13
/~ 9 .
_--- , .-
37
" '+"i.0 volts for negation (false) (logic "zero")(a). o -.o,3 , ....... .
(b) 6 + 1.6
- 0.6 volts for affirmation (true) (logic "one")
-- 8-lI
L-OI8375-RU
c. Instrumentation load impedance
(i) Analog - 5 megob/ns
(2) Digital - 500K minimum
do Instrumentation source impedance (analog) - less than 5K.,_;_
i
8.13 GROUND RECONSTRUCTION EQUIPMENT
a. Ground reconstraction electronics
(1) Input signal
b. Kinescope
(a)
(2)
(B)
Re solut ion
Operation mode
Horizontal sweep
amplitude
(4) Warm-up time
Recording camera
(i) _ype
(2) Film drive velocity
(3) Film capacity
(4) Lens
(5) Warm-up period
C,
Composite video signal, 6.0
+ O.h peak-to-peak, sync
negative, 72z i% ohm input
Impedance
RCA C2h031 (or equivalent)
230 kilocycle/sec (rain) signal
Line scan
3.15 ± 0.5 inches peak-to-peak
_5 minutes
Westrex 35 mm Recording
Camera (modified)
0.8160 ± 0_.0020 inch per sec
lO00Tt maximum (Standard
Mitchell magazine)
5o =_, _/2 (M_235,EKe)
_5 minutes
r,-
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